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Executive Summary
 

A three-person USAID team spent seventeen days 
in South
 

Africa in November-December 1981 looking into the possibility
 

of U.S. assistance to education for black South Africans.
 

The intent was to see whether U.S.-supported education programs
 

could be a tangible manifestation of a policy of constructive
 

engagement. Would U.S. assistance to 
education be acceptable
 

to black South Africans; could it be helpful in advancing the
 

individual education needs of the disadvantaged populations;
 

and could programs be carried out by means which did not 
reinforce
 

the apartheid system? 'he 
team met with over 175 people re

presenting a broad spectrum of political and education views in
 

South Africa today.
 

The team found that apartheid imposes a stifling rigidity
 

on education and development. But at the same time there is
 

considerable ferment in the re-examination of educational goals
 

and prcgrams for the black population by public and private
 

communities in South Africa. 
 This ferment is arcompanied by
 

persistent demands for changes in the educational system.
 

Education is the sector in which all agree some social change 

is occuring and can be accelerated. It is generally recognized 

that education for the black population is inferior in quality and 

is deteriorating. Unless the South African Government makes
 

greater investments in black education and commits itself to 
a
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reform of the system, further economic growth will be impeded
 

greatly and frustrated expectations for better education and
 

employment will generate explosive demands. 
 Education for the
 

black population has immediate needs for more and better teachers,
 

materials and schools. 
 It should be more accessible and of
 

higher quality. Counseling and bridging programs and numerous
 

other quality improvement innovations must be initiated.
 

Without exception everyone interviewed said the U.S. should
 

help with education programs for the black community. They had,
 

however, strong opinions on the means by which assistance should
 

be provided. Guided by these interviews, the team developed
 

a set of guidelines and conditions for U.S. support to black South
 

African education. 
 In brief, the support would be provided through
 

non-segregated private education programs and not through segregated
 

South African Government institutions. It would facilitate change,
 

not reinforce the existing inferior quality and separateness of
 

black education. The emphasis would be 
on technical services and
 

integrated program support. 
 Professional educators in South Africa
 

recommended help in virtually every aspect of education 
-- from
 

pre-school to graduate study. Emphasis was placed on science,
 

math, English, teacher education, and manpower training.
 

Expansion of four existing U.S.'education programs and
 

initiation of detailed planning 
on three new ones are recommended
 

by the team at 
an FY 1982 cost of $6.2 million, including $4.0 million
 

for scholarships. The programs recommended for expansion include:
 

community education through Embassy Self-Help Funds; university
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preparation through supplementing materials and training for
 

the Joint Matriculation Board examinatior%; the greatly expanded
 

scholarship program for students chosen from within South Africa
 

and expanded short-term exchange of people and ideas. 
 New programs
 

recommended for detailed planning include black teacher upgrading,
 

management training, and bridging support for black students
 

attending "open" universities.
 

Administration of the program will require the full time
 

of designated staff in A.I.D./Washington, ICA/Washington, and
 

Embassy/Pretoria. 
Management responsibilities are outlined in
 

the last section of the report. It is recommended that field
 

implementation be through private American organizations working
 

with non-governmental institutions and individuals in South Africa
 

under the overall guidance of an Education Program Coordinator
 

working directly with the U.S. Ambassador. AoI.D./Washington
 

would provide program policy oversight jointly with ICA/Washington
 

and Africa Bureau, State Department. ICA in South Africa would
 

have specific operational responsibilities. The administration of
 

projects would be assigned either to the Embassy, ICA and A.I.D.
 

depending on their specific program requirements.
 

Extensive attachments are included for decision making,
 

reference and further analysis.
 

The team concludes that U.S. support for selected education
 

programs for the black population can make important contributions
 

to peaceful human and political development in southern Africa
 

and should be undertaken in phased measure of involvement.
 



Introduction and Overview
 

This is the report of a three-person U.S. Agency for
 

International Development team which spent seventeen days in South
 

Africa in November-December 1981 exploring possible U.S. education
 

assistance to black South Africans. 
 The report is organized to
 

restate the exploratory purpose of the trip and give the reader 

an overview of how the team approached the fact-finding mission.
 

It reviews some of the principal factors which bear on the educa

tional needs of the disadvantaged. The report discusses whether
 

the U.S. should assist in meeting some of the needs, and if so,
 

through what programs. Program recommendations are made and 

projects identified for implementation. The team was composed
 

of two A.I.D. officials and a private consultant: W. Haven North,
 

Deputy Assistant Administrator for Africa; Ted D. Morse, Director,
 

Office for Southern African Affairs; 
and Dr. Patsy Baker Blackshear,
 

education consultant. 
This trip was not made to conduct a technical
 

analysis of South African education; it was a preliminary program
 

planning mission and this report should be read from that
 

perspective.
 

During the two-week visit in South Africa, the fact-finding 

team talked to 175 or so people representing the mainstream of 

education thinking. Discussions were held with people from the 

black, colored, Asian and white 
(English, Afrikaan), communities
 

and with chancellors and faculty of universities, principals of
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black primary schools, heads of teacher training schools and post
 

secondary vocational schools, community action programs, private
 

foundations, and the business community. 
These conversations
 

and interviews point to several general conclusions about the en

vironment for educational development and the education situation
 

itself.
 

The implications of population growth rates both ethnic and
 

urban and the growing recognition of the requirements for continued
 

economic growth are having a dramatic impact on South African
 

attitudes. They are causing are-examination of earlier views and
 

policies on education for the black (African, Asian and Colored)
 

populations. 
 It has been estimated that the African population
 

itself will, in the next twenty years, grow from 19.5 million to
 

29 million; the white population from 4.6 million to only 5
 

million. 
In the urban areas, the white population will grow from
 

4.5 million to 4.8 million, while the African population will in

crease from 9 to 20 million. 1 
 One South African economist noted
 

that 70% of the workforce is, 
at the present time, African and
 

unskilled. 
 By 1990, if economic growth is to be maintained, the
 

black communities will have to provide 88% 
of the workforce with
 

skilled manpower. There are, 
in brief, too few trained blacks to
 

1. 
In the thirty years between 1980 and 2010, the expected numbers
of secondary school students in South Africa will 
jump from 1.5
million to 7.5 million. Equally important are where the chianges

will take place.


White students will decline from 430,000 to 360,000.

Indian students will stabilize at 92,000 to 103,000.

Colored students will double from 162,000 
to 396,000.

African students will explode from 967,000 to 6,613,000.
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fill the jobs of a modern growing economy. "The economy in 1980
 

is 18% white; by 2000 it will be 8% white. 
 In the 1960s, 50% of
 

the labor force was immigrant; 
this is no longer the solution.
 

With a 4.8% growth rate, the vaccum (in skilled manpower) to be
 

filled is tremendous."
 

This problem is acutely evident to the business community.
 

Their self-interest and long term survival require larger propor

tions of skilled black employees at all levels.1 There a.e thus
 

extraordinary efforts by private industry to provide training
 

programs for the black populations - both within their firms and
 

in support of training generally. These programs are almost en

tirely focused on technical training however.
 

The South African economy's need for trained manpower
 

coincides with individual and group rising expectations. Those
 

deprived of most of their political rights are demanding their
 

right to meaningful education. Education is seen by most blacks
 

as a means to higher living standards (jobs-income-purchasing
 

power), 
to self fulfillment and to political participation. Just
 

as 
the economy has felt the need for trained black manpower, the
 

black South Africans feel the need for education as an expression
 

of individual worth and the means 
to a larger role in South African
 

society.
 

1. Fundamental changes in the quality of education will be needed
 
to do this. 
 One half of the black schools for example do not
teach physical sciences to the matric level. 
 Thus out of 30,000

students who took the matric, only 1,700 took physical sciences
 as one of their subjects. 
 Only 15-16% of the black students who

take the matric examination pass it and many more do not even
 
try.
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Unfortunately as 
the need for education for black South
 

Africans has grown, the quality of basic 'education for blacks has
 

been deteriorating. 
There has been a downward spiral in the
 

quality of education as 
the number of students have increased
 

sharply and the quality of teaching declined.1 Poorly taught
 

students have become less and less competent teachers. It is
 

evident in the teaching of science and math. 
It is particularly
 

evident in the poor quality of English instruction, which has
 

been complicated further by the insistence 
on ethnic languages
 

in the early school years. 
As one educator put it "Teachers don't
 

know the world for which they are preparing their students."
 

South Africa is now faced with the fundamental contradictions
 

of an economy desperate for skilled personnel at all levels and an
 

educational system for the black population - particularly the
 

Africans  that for thirty years has consciously provided inferior
 

educational opportunity. 2 
 Modern economic efficiency demands
 

greater social mobility and integration in direct contradiction to
 

the deeply iooted, highly compartmentalized political and institu

tional structure of the South African society. 
These .conflicting
 

features are cauriing extraordinary tensions but also movement
 

toward improvements in educational opportunity for the black con

munities. 
This is evident chiefly in the new facilities being
 

1. African secondary school enrollment rose from 35,000 in 1955
to 210,000 in 1974 and jumped to 658,000 in 1979. 
 Twenty percent

of the black teachers have no certificate at all and most of the
 
remaining have low qualifications.
 

2. In 1979 there were 17,000 university degrees conferred on white

students and 1,100 on non-white students. The latter only had 61
science degrees and 13 engineering degrees. About half (518) of

the non-white degrees were in the Arts and a little over 150 each
 
in medicine and commezce.
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built for black schools and in tthe intensive interest in training
 

programs in private businesses.
 

Several factors constrain the pace of the improvements
 

however. The most direct constraints are budget limitations and
 

1
the shortage of teachers and education administrators. The pre

occupation with basic industrial skills and technical training
 

for the black populations, as essential as this training is,
 

limits the attention given to management and leadership training
 

and broad individual education.2
 

The lack of social mobility will continue to undermine the
 

quality of education required in a society in transition. Inade

quate attention to the development of black management competence
 

in all segments of the economy, public and private., will only
 

perpetuate the invidious second class stigma imposed on the black
 

community. It will also deter the processes of peaceful change
 

by excluding the black community from positions of leadership in
 

commerce, industry, government and education critical to the
 

future management of the South African economy and society.
 

Change in educational opportunity is however taking place.
 

One educator spoke of the de Lange Commission on Education in
 

1. The SAG would have to spend more than 30% of its annual budget

on education to meet the equality norms set forth in the de Lange
 
report.
 

2. In 1987, the RSA National Manpower Commission estimates that
 
whites will still constitute 95% of management, based on current
 
education trends. 
 They called for a priority on black professional

and technical education.. .Barely 10% of South Africa's 11 million
 
workers have a standard 10 (grade 12) or higher qualification.

Less than 2% of working blacks have this qualification.
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South Africa as "a conservative group persuaded by the force
 

of logic Cregarding the) inconsistencies in the South African
 

Government's philosophy and plans of economic integration, but
 

institutional separation. 
 The Commission is 
a step forward in
 

identifying an Afrikaaner group with fundalmental change."
 

According to one buisnessman, "there has been more change in the
 

last five years than in the last twenty years; the political
 

mindset is changing to 
an extent people in Government never ex

pected." 
 The fact remains that the apartheid system is deeply
 

set in the South African society and the educational patterns
 

and institutional structures 
are well established after three
 

decades of a separate development policy.
 

Yet the 
fervor of the debate on education stimulated by
 

the economic and social pressures suggests that new educational
 

pa .terns are being shaped. 
 These can alter over time the structures
 

and philosophy of Sou:h African education. 
Within this context of
 

needs, demand and change, there are opportunities for U.S. educa

tional assistance 
to be helpful. Qualified black students are
 

having increasing opportunities to enter quality higher educational
 

institutions. 
 Academic bridging and upgrading programs are thus
 

of greater importance. 
Private businesses need both management and
 

skilled manpower. Management and technical training programs are as
 

a consequence becoming critical and urgent. 
 Community self-help
 

education programs in adult and pre-school training are of in

creasing priority. 
 They are open for support. Clear definite
 

requests for the U.S. 
to help were made by all those visited. The
 



team recomnends a positive response but within carefully drawn
 

guidelines.
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I. Preparation Stage
 

A. Purpose of the Trip, Underlying U.S. Objectives
 

The detailed purpose of this fact-finding trip is set
 

forth in Attachment A, Terms of Reference. In brief, the purpose
 

was to 
explore the educational needs of legally disadvantaged
 

South Africans, possibilities for external assistance, and
 

identification of types of assistance which the U.S. might
 

provide. Legally disadvantaged is interpreted to mean any
 

South African who is leg-ally restric-ted from freely pursuing
 

a quality education at the institution of his choice.
 

Oil August 31, 1981. AID/AFR/SA circulated a staff

level discussion paper and a draft decision memo on "Training
 

of Educationally Disadvantaged South Africans." 
 This eighteen

page discussion paper focused entirely 
on the anticipated
 

out-of-country scholarship program and called for policy
 

resolution and a fact-finding team to develop a Project.
 

Identification Document (PID). 
 The draft decision memorandum
 

sought guidance on three policy issues. 
 After constructive
 

comments were 
received in several working meetings, the Terms 

of Reference (TOR) for the PID team were sent to State and 

USICA on October 2 (recommending cabling the TORs to Cape Town 

on October 6). In the covering memorandum, four assumptions 
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were made, in the absence of decisions during the preceding
 

month. We would:
 

(1) Inform the South African Government 'SAG) about
 

the m.ission, but not seek SAG approval;
 

(2) Focus on both out-of-country scholarships and
 

in-country training;
 

(3) Exclude consideration of refugee training by
 

this team;
 

(4) Assess scholarship selection process beyond the
 

South African Educa'i ,n Program/Educational Opportunity
 

Committee (SAEP/EOC).
 

In late November, the trip was approved and TORs in

corporating the above four assumptions were dispatched for field 

approval. In accordance with decisions taken just prior to 

the team's departure, key Congressional, private U.S.
 

"Africanists," and the South African Government Ambassador
 

were informally advised that the study was 
planned.
 

A private study on higher education for blacks in
 

South Africa had been conducted during September 1981, under the
 

auspices of the United States-South Africa Leadership Exchange
 

Program (US/SALEP). Georgetown University Center for Strategic
 

and International Studies and State/INR were sponsoring an off-the

record conference in mid-December to discuss their findings. It
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was agreed that the A.I.D. visit would be completed in time to 

allow a. informed U.S. Government perspective in that meeting. 

During the course of staff preparation, several motivations 

for the trip and assistance surfaced: 

-- Manifest U.S. constructive engagement with.RSA; 

- Demonstrate support to South African blacks who cou.ld 

lead t'e evolutionary change process; 

-- Identify the U.S. with black South African education 
/ 

aspira ions and with their desire for change in apartheid; help 

get better jobs, incomes, achieve higher living standards; 

-- Reinforce private business interests in promotiag 

social chanie; 

-- Train black South African manpower at all levels needed 

for co :inued economic growth. 

3. Approach of the Team
 

The team maintained a posture of listening and learning.
 

It was rade clear that the U.S. Government wanted to know if there
 

was South African interest in U.S. help for South African education,
 

and if o, under what conditions. Each meeting was started with this
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premis : and with a clear statement that no final policy decision
 

had been taken on this topic within the U.S. Government. The team
 

stressed its A.I.D. origins, and interest in African development,
 

but made clear that it did not intend on the trip to select projects
 

nor to reach agreement on individual grants. Every effort
 



was made to inform those contacted that ,they should not expect any
 

formal reply to their numerous requests and recommendations for
 

aid. Despite this posture of declaiming, a wide range of possible
 

education activity was proposed by those interviewed. These are
 

listed in Attachment B for historical reference and to demonstrate
 

the diversity of interest.
 

A note on profile and publ-.c relations is necessary to recore 

the approach taken by the team and the state of public awareness 

in RSA. While there was no attempt to keep th'e fact-finding .trip 

a secret, it was agreed that the.team should keep a low profile. 

A public statement was prepared (Attachment C) to guide responses 

of U.S. officials. As it-turned out, there was more press coverage 

than had been anticipated. Reference to th5e fact-finding mission 

was 
included in the November 30 speech of a U.S. Ambassador at
 

the United Nations, Ambassador Adelman. This was joined by a
 

statement out of Washington. These were the pximary sources of
 

articles in the South Africa press. There were several requests
 

from local media for interviews with the team, but these were
 

declined. The team perceived a need to reassure both the SAG and.
 

the U.S. and South African public that there is nio hidden agenda
 

.or any educational program. This is important because of blacR
 

suspicion that there may be a close U.S.G. relationshiv with the
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SAG which would work against their interests. We found these
 

fears expressed immediately after the press reports. Future
 

programming will need to be sensitive to this position. 
 Given
 

the media exposure, there is a higher degree of public expectation
 

for some U.S. educational program than there wnuld have been
 

without this coverage.
 

C. Organization of Meetings
 

At the request of the Embassy, the team started its meetings
 

in the Cape Town area after an entry exchange with members of the
 

Country Team. 
The team then visited Durban, Kwazulu, Johannesburg,
 

and ended its trip in Pretoria. The team did not visit the Port
 

Elizabeth-East London area 
in order to avoid the misinterpretations
 

which might result from having U.S. Government officials in the
 

area at the time that Ciskie was declared an independent homeland.
 

Likewise, the team did not visit other so-called independent
 

homelands. There remains an important policy decision regarding
 

how any U.S. education assistance might or might not relate to
 

the independent homelands (See Section III).
 

Every attempt was made to contact and survey representatives
 

of the broadest possible opinion. The Embassy and USICA staffs
 

did an excellent job in arranging over eighty meetings with over
 

175 people in seventeen day-. Earlier fears that'large number'of
 

educators would be unavailable due to the end-of-year school break
 

(December-January) did not materialize; only four people were
 

unavailable, and two of these we later saw in the U.S. 
 While there
 

are undoubtedly opinion makers at the 
outer fringes of the political
 

spectrum which we could not reach, we believe our 
findings are
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representative of the dominant views held-in the Republic of
 

South Africa CRSA) today. We would have, liked to get a sampling
 

of student-opinions, homeland views, industrial-vocational views,
 

especially in the East London-Port Elizabeth atea, and contacts
 

at Fort Hare University, the oldest black university; but the team
 

does not believe the report is seriously deficient because of these
 

weaknesses.
 

The individuals and organizations visi.ted range from local
 

community action groups to national political leaders; it included
 

organizations working at the pre-school level through those involved
 

in higher education. It included private busine:s representatives
 

(black and white) and business associations. We contacted education
 

policy makers and administrators, trainers of teachers, teachers
 

and functional specialists.
 

While the line of questioning varied with the area and
 

competence of the individual being interviewed, a core set of
 
/ 

questions were usually sampled:
 

-- The state of black education in RSA; 

-- The advantages and disadvantages of the U.S. assisting 

RSA education; 

-- Specific views of i d out-of-country (RSA_) education 

help; 

-- Views on existing U.S.-supported projects; 

-- Views on the de Lange Commission work; 

-- Each organization's own purpose,_ programs, needs and 

3pportunities. 
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II. Educational Needs of Disadvantaged'South Africans
 

A. 1982 Education Environment and Importance
 

Organization. The 
stifling rigidity of "separate but equal"
 

education in South Africa should not be underestimated. Nor should
 

it be seen as precluding positive action for change. 
 Formal
 

education is 
conducted by separate Ministries which administer to
 

blacks, so-called coloreds, Indians, 
and whites. The system in
 

reality is four 
or five 
(including non-formal) vertical systems
 

structured along color lines. 
 There are practically no horizontal
 

linkages for sharing common professional experience. 
This is almost
 

as 
true in the non-formal system as 
it definitely is 
in the formal
 

education system. 
An important objective of U.S. education programs
 

in RSA should be to facilitate horizontal exchange of experience
 

among professional educators and organizations." 
There was little
 

doubt that U.S. educational programs through the 
formal SAG organ

izations would be 
seen as reinforcing the apartheid principles
 

which underlie SAG education philosophy Such reinforcement would
 

be praised by some in RSA, critized by black South Africans in RSA
 
and by Africans generally, and would be inconsistent with American
 

policy and ideals.
 

principles, this 
team believes that U.S. education programs should
 

not be channelled through or reinforce 
the status quo of any of
 

these Ministries. To the extent that the work of any of the
 

.ormal education institutions 
is for change and improved quality
 

of education, their work should oaly be reinforced by help 
to
 

integrated programs. 
 The team sees 
the need for flexibility in
 
applying this recommendation. 
 Work directed at 
upgrading qualitative
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aspects of black, Indian and colored educa'zion by private efforts
 

seems acceptable, when certain parts of 'the formal system are
 

involved, i.e., private efforts to upgra... teachers, private
 

efforts to prepare students to compete tc enter or do better in
 

the formal system. Credibility and thus acceptability comes from
 

"who" sponsors the program and "what it is seen as 
working for,"
 

i.e., working for change, rather than "ei.forcing educational status
 

au There are 
obvious limits in the sh rt term to "change" in 
the formal system which will be allowed .*y administrators of these
 

systems. One teacher told us that a Mir'.stry Inspector stopped
 

her from using the critical analysis teaL ing method and made her
 

return to rote teaching, even though students were taught to think
 

more under the former approach. The team rercommends that U.S.
 

education programs not be run through 
or wi-h SAG organizations.,
 

but recognizes that help channeled through private groups 
can
 

upgrade the integrated components of the atter. There are specific
 

U.S. legal restrictions on assistance to discriminatory organizations/
 

institutions which should be adhered to.
 

Political enviro-iment. Like almost every other aspect of
 

South Africa, education is a dichotomy. On the one hand, the
 

sector is a highly charged politicized arena o.f differences between
 

blacks and whites; dissatisfaction with aspects of the education
 

system was the immediate 
cause of Soweto and Cape Town riots. It
 

is a most immediate manifestation of discrimination. On the other
 

hand, it appears to be the sector where there is common agreement
 

Qn the possibilities for change. Blacks see education as the key
 

for better jobs, higher pay, equality of status and probably
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preparation for power sharing. Whites 
see education as the
 

manpower production system for economic growth. Statistical
 

evidence shows that the South African economy will stagnate unless
 

black manpower is trained to fill a wide variety of skills and
 

management needs. While there is similarity of interests here,
 

they are not the same, and the differences present special problems
 

for development work in this sector. are
Whites reluctant to
 

educate blacks to the levels of preparedness that the latter desire
 

and require. Simultaneously, blacks are reluctant to be trained
 

only in the skills (agriculture, technical, etc.) which are needed
 

by the white man's economy, but which perpetuate blacks as second

class citizens. During project selection and design, it will be
 

important to properly assess these perceptions to assure work is
 

proposed in areas 
and ways acceptable to all influential groups.
 

Education will continue to be 
a political dichotomy. The
 

SAG is perceived by most blacks as unwilling to change. 
 A minority
 

feel this is only the SAG public position and that SAG is probably
 

willing to do more itself and to have others 
Cespecially private
 

groups) change the education quality more than they can admit
 

publicly. (These people believe changes in education practice
 

precede, and 
even lead, legal changes.) In this current situation,
 

there is a hopeful feeling that economic growth is so desired by
 

white political groups that greater social (including education)
 

change will be permitted, to produce the manpower needed to fuel
 

the growth, and that new practices will be codified after
 

public acceptance.
 

Several blacks described the situation as desperate.
 

They feel the education system is so compromised thatit"
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does not provide a basis for reform. They believe it useless
 

to 
try to reform the education system without reforming social
 

and politibal structures on which the education system is based.
 

The team believes that this "rejectionist" view is not the dominant
 

black view of education but it will gain wider acceptance if reform
 

does not occur. We gained the impression that the majority want
 

help to improve and reform the education system. In saying this,
 

the team recognizes there is great unhappiness with the education
 

system, which should not be taken lightly. One interviewee said
 

that if the SAG does not seriously implement the de Lange Coqmmission
 

findings, they are misjudging popular resentment of education
 

which has reached the same boiling point as 1976 and 1980.
 

Educational programs must also be 
seen in the context of
 

U.S.-RSA foreign relations. Black South Africans will not fee.!
 

significantly better about U.S.-RSA policies because of American
 

education programs. As one black leader 
/ 
we interviewed stated, 

there is "total abhorrence of the disastrous Reagan policies"; 

and another stated the "U.S. will never be popular with blacks in 

RSA so long as Americans are seen as friends of the SAG." We 

must be prepared to absorb continued foreign policy criticism from 

blacks in South Africa while at the same time they accept U.S. 

education assistance. As will be discussed later in the report,
 

for different reasons, most groups would like to 
see U.S. programs
 

in South African education, under certain conditions. If admin

istered within these acceptable conditions, the political environ

ment does not preclude and will probably welcome U.S. involvement
 

in South African education.
 



Perception of type of black education. There is an active
 

debate going on in South Africa education circles regarding the
 

"type" of education which is appropriate'for blacks in transition.
 

One grcup holds that blacks should have equal opportunities for
 

the same education which whites 
now receive. This is preceived
 

as high quality, broad academic learning which prepares 
one for
 

an urban modern life. Another group is advocating "Third World"
 

type education. There is not unanimous agreement on what this is;
 

it tends to reflect a perception that the majority in RSA are poor,
 

rural Africans, and therefore should look to other African and
 

developing countries for comparative education experience, on which to
 

base their academic education..There was a feeeling among some blacks tI
 

their people have "disengaged" from the formal South African education
 

system and will onl)F begin to relate to it when the system begins
 

to approach the black areas as less-developed areas. One
 

observer said the education system for blacks must be designed to
 

facilitate their transition from "rural 'life styles" to urban
 

commercial patterns just as 
has happened with the Afrikaaner
 

over the past decades.
 

This is an education philosophy debate which U.S. edu

cational programs should avoid. We should stick to technical
 

help for specific quality improvements in learning projects
 

acceptable to the target audience. 
There are powerful forces at
 

work to transform South Africa's education system into a development
 

orientation and equally strong forces to maintain the status quo.
 

This team believes it is possible to deliver educatioi projects
 

without getting caught up in the debate.
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Quality is "the" preoccupation of educationists in South
 

Africa at this time. 
 The quality of black education is significantly
 

lower than-white education and it is lower than black education
 
was 
one and twc decades ago when missionaries provided most black
 

education. 
 There is a feeling the quality is in a downward spiral
 

caused by poorly trained students becoming poor teachers who 
 .
 
turn out 
even poorer trained students, etc. While we found strong
 
advocates for intervening on every learning level from pre-school
 

through university to rdult 
education, the professional educators
 

most frequently agreed that help with teacher training would have
 

the greatest impact and multiplier effect on improving the quality
 

of black education.
 

It was most difficult to get agreement on what the most
 

important qualitative deficiencies are. More times than not,
 

they were defined in terms of under-qualified teachers, high
 
student failure onrates examinations, high student-teacher ratios/ 

and inappropriate or non-existent materials. 
 Under-qualification
 

of teachers was almost always expressed in terms of paper qualifi

cations, i.e., 
the number of years spent in preparation, and
 

certificates held. 
Others were critical that teachers (black and
 
white) in the black system are not well prepared in subject matter,
 

teach languages that are not native to them, and teach by rote.
 
High student failure rates were 
linked to poorly prepared teachers,
 

non-reinforcing home and community environments and a general
 

perception that the SAG wanted to keep black education inferior.
 

There was practically no 
feeling erpressed that physical facilities
 

were a major contributor to poor quality of black education.
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When the extensive investments in school improvements were
 

pointed out, blacks countered with figures showing a much lower
 

rate of investment for black education. 
 When RSA educational
 

investments and quality were compared favorably with other parts
 

of Africa, blacks quickly noted they were citizens of RSA, not
 

another country, and wanted the quality of their education
 

compared with white citizens of RSA.
 

The quality of black education at every academic level is
 

held in low esteem by blacks and whites alike. But black university
 

and teacher education were repeatedly singled out for harsh
 

criticism. An important program and policy decision which faces
 

the USG is whether or not to work with black education at both
 

black and white institutions. There are strong arguments for and
 

against both. 
 To help blacks compete more effectively for, and in,
 

white unversities is very acceptable. There is some but less
 

support for qualitative improvements through black istitutions
 
/ 

even though many more blacks could be helped this way. Again,
 

the latter position reflects the feeling by many black leaders that
 

the black education system has been compromised to the point of
 

being unworkable. Others urged help for the black system if one
 

really wants to 
fight its stifling effects. These are the views
 

of those who hold that education is going into a transition and
 

the only queztion is how to manage it. This is the same view
 

which urges involvement with whites and SAG, for they are the ones
 

that can bring about real change.
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The team concludes that the U.S. should start education
 

programs only in those areas, and to/through those groups/
 

institutions which are acceptable to the black community now.
 

This would preclude direct project activity with any SAG organization/
 

institution; it would exclude direct project activity with blach
 
universities and colleges at 
this time. Over-time, if these institution
 

implement integrated prograins and their social environment changes,
 

rhefty ould becunme prime candfdates- for U.S. help be-
ause of the "reater
 

multiplier effect which will result from quantitative improvements
 

in these institutions. Projects with institutions which practice
 
discrimination should not be supported. 
The U.S. would have legal
 

as weil as moral problems-wits i any other policy.
 

Investments in education. An important aspect of the present
 

education environment is the hot debate over investment in the
 

sector. The often-quoted fact is that the SAG spends ten times
 

as 
much per pupil on white education as it does on black. Others

/ 

suggest that 20 percent of the national budget goes into black
 

education, but it is so scattered through the budgets of 
so many
 

ministries that it is never appreciated.
 

Everyone seems to realize that the quantum jumps in black
 

population and student growth will place unmanageable demands on
 

budgets more limited in the 1980s than in the 1970s. 
 An estimated
 

15 percent of the national budget now goes for recurrent education
 

costs. One estimate is that it would require 30 percent of the
 

budget if an 
attempt were made to provide education standards
 

and ratios for everyone equal to that now provided to whites.
 

Expressed another way, twenty-five years will be needed to 
close
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the education gap without an increase in percentage of budget
 

for education, and fifteen years even with a sizeable increase.
 

A major cost is teacher salaries. Over the next forty years, the
 

white education system needs to only replace tdachers, while the
 

black system will need 250,000 new teachers.
 

While there is undoubtedly a budget gap, this team would*
 

not recommend that U.S. assist to fill this gap. 
 Many people point
 

out that the SAG probably has the financial resources required to
 

reverse the education investment imbalance. What has been lacking
 

has been political will and priority. In this context, many in
 

the U.S., in RSA and elsewhere in the less developed countries
 

will have difficulty accepting the idea of-U.S. involvement in
 

South African education. If this participation were seen as a
 

financial substitute for SAG intent, acceptance would be impossible.
 

With important program exceptions, the team recommends that
 

essentially technical, not financial, assistance be considered
 

by the U.S.
 

The education demands rising from black population growth
 

and assistance makes it essential for private groups to help with
 

non-formal education. The SAG probably will not be able to meet
 

even all the formal education costs. The SAG recognizes this and
 

encourages private participation in non-formal education activities.
 

The private community education efforts are seen as the cutting
 

edge of change in South African education. The team believes the
 

U.S. can and should help these private efforts.
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Regarding American investment in South African education,
 

the credibility of the funding source ii critical to program
 
acceptance-. Credibility to black South Africans 
comes from organ
;.,a'ions and programs which are working to 
imp;ove the quality of
 

black education. Also, education programs will be accepted as
 
much on 
the basis of who presents them, and who supports them, as
 
on what'professionally they have to offer. 
 The more radical groups
 
in black South African society probably have enough control in
 
black communities to frustrate any program which does not meet
 
their criteria for credibility. The team believes the lessons here
 
are to assure: 
 (a) local participation is provided for early
 

in the planning of any U.S.-funded project; 
(b) the counterpart
 

group in South Africa is viewed favorably by the intended bene
ficiaries and others interested; (c) the U.S.'"objective and .project 
goal of qualitative improvements in black education are clear. 

Several blacks and whites interviewed cautioned the 
team.
/ 

about the U.S. cutting back on 
South African refugee education to
 
release funds for education programs in South Africa. 
 They pointed
 
out this undesirable linkage could lead to intimidation by groups
 
outside South .Africa and completely block black South African
 

participation in U.S. education activities.
 

The team repeatedly pointed out that funds for refugee
 
training' and-schoi-shi'ps-a-nd funds which might be appropriated 

for aid to education in South Africa,come 
from non-competing
 

lines in U.S.G. budgets. It is recommended that all personnel
 
working on these programs be sensitive to this point of view,
 

stressing that the U.S. is trying to be helpful through a balanced
 

program.
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One interviewee stated that "90 
percent of black South
 

Africans will be pragmatic" and accept U.S. projects if the U.S.
 

works through non-SAG intermediaries and works to 
improve the
 

quality of black education. 
 There were strong feelings expressed
 

by most interviewees in favor of U.S. financing for out-of-country
 

scholarships and observational training in the U.S., 
as well as
 

for involvement in education programs in South Africa. 
Almost
 

everyone asked for both. 
Almost every one 
had a bias to one or
 

the other, but there was a balance between these two views. The
 

team's conclusion is that help to .black education development both
 
in and out of country is appropriate.
 

B. Special Educational Needs and Responses
 

Black South Africans have some 
special educational needs
 

that are worth recording for program guidance.
 

Counseling. Changing conditions in South Africa are 
such
 

that most blacks 
are going through a personal transition which
 

reflects the nation's social transition. The apartheid system by
 
its separateness promotes the idea that blacks are inferior. 
-The
 

racial separation inherent in the system breeds self doubt, in

security and a parochial, restricted outlooK. 
 .pecial counseling
 

to raise awareness and confidence is needed. 
This includes career
 

counseling designed to give students realistic expectations of job
 
accessibility and qualifications. 
 The black education system does
 
not have career counseling. 
 Only a few private groups are offering
 
counseling services. 
 Several blacks indicated a need to "know
 
themselves." 
to realize a greater self-awareness. The scholarship
 

program will need especially to 
deal with this concern. Blacks
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who have been admitted to "open" universities will confront very
 

different personal experiences ranging from how to deal with
 

racist white students to how to openly, honestly question white
 

teachers, to how to manage white employees as a supervisor or
 

employer.
 

Access. Physical access to learning is another special
 

need. Blacks are usually not allowed to 
live in university dorms or
 

in urban settings near the universities. This deprives them of
 

continuous access to on-campus learning resources used by white
 

students. 
 There were several requests for assistance for (even
 

separate) black student accommodations. The suggested American
 

International Student Centers Osee Section IV) could offer special
 

innovations to meet the access/accommodation need on an integrated
 

basis. A similar problem exists regarding access to night and
 

weekend learning centers outside black townships. There were many
 

requests for bursaries to give blacks access to universities,
 

colleges and schools. Generally, the team believes this support
 

should come 
from other sources; in no case should bursary assistance
 

be provided for attendance at segregared institutions. Special
 

Self-Help funds could provide more accessible community-based
 

learning centers. Several existing centers are under-utilized for
 

credibility reasons. Special attention should be given to the
 

question of adequate learning opportunities for black youngsters
 

attending "farm" schools in white rural 
areas. Access to the
 

entire "white" education and employment system is constantly
 

changing and the ground rules 
are not very clear. Special guidance
 

arrangements are needed here.
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Bridging. 
Programs which bridge the inadequate-black
 

education system to the relatively different white education system
 
are recogn-ized as special needs. 
 Scores of bridging experiments
 

are 
underway and need careful evaluation before replication. The
 

same 
is true of bridging programs between the non-formal and
 
formal education systems. 
 There is no SAG budget support for
 
these academic enrichment programs. 
 The U.S. should be helpful
 

in this 
area where it has extensive experierce.
 

Linkages. Horizontal linkages among the foiur 
or five
 
vertically oriented education systems 
are practically non-existent,
 
and probably discouraged by the SAG. 
 The advantage of shared
 

experiences cannot be developed in the existing highly compart

mentalized systems. Special efforts should be made to promote
 

horizontal linkages for professional development between teachers
 

groups, administrators associa'.ions, professional and technical.
 
organizations, institutions, etc. 
 RSA is 

/ 
still relatively isolated 

"from the rest of the world. U.S. policy of constructive engagement
 
has a special opportunity to link, all South African educators with
 

educational development elsewhere, including developing countries'
 

education experiencas.
 

Analysis of dynamics. 
 Education has traditionally been
 

the vehicle for perpetuating or changing the values desired by
 
any given political system. Education in South Africa is in a
 
dynamic stage of defining what is good and acceptable, what should
 
be preserved, and what must be changed. 
Any U.S. education activity
 
in South Africa must be continuously analyzed to 
see how it relates to
 

these dynamics.
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Responses. In responding to the education needs of black
 

South Africans, American assistante should take cognizance of
 

existing cgntacts between American and South African professionals,
 

organizations and institutions. Attachment F is a very preliminary
 

list of contacts between American and South African educators
 

derived from our discussions. It is included not as a definitive
 

list of existing relationships which should be reinforced, but as
 

.a reminder to program planners that some U.S.-RSA contacts do
 

exist and these contacts should be reviewed in every activity
 

being considered before new relationships are proposed.
 

Lastly, we found equally strong sentiment for problem

solving and physical aid. Those grappling with the complexities
 

of national education in transition urged the U.S. to fund teams
 

of specialists who could help them with key education issues; this
 

group often saw investments in physical structures as less helpful
 

than long-term problem-solving help. At the other end of this
 
/ 

spectrum were those groups looking for tangible proof of U.S.
 

support -- material aid for pressing needs. It is probably in
 

the U.S. interest to do neither.
 

Technical assistance at the national education level would
 

bring the U.S. into direct participation in the highly charged
 

debate over educational philosophy, pace and direction of change,
 

new social order and other macro-political questions. This
 

would cast the U.S. into a difficult political position, no matter
 

how much the situation pleads for technical assistance. For
 

obvious reasons, long-term institution building programs are not
 

the right form of U.S. assistance; such institutions would
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inevitably Ive 
cast in the segregated "separate-but-equal,,
 
mode of apartheid. 
For the immediate situation, U.S. education 
he]- must be ad hoc, short-term assistance to program activities, 
rat.r than long-term physical or 
institution building.
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C. de Lange Cozmnission on Education
 

The need for educational reform has been intensely debated
 

in South AFrica over the last five-six years. Special studies
 

and conferences by numerous groups have addressed the problem of
 

policy and structural changes needed to align education production
 

with individual and national requirements. After the Cape Town
 

riots of 1980 the government mandated the independent but state
 

funded Human Sciences Research Council to carry out a comprehensive
 

analysis of all aspects of South African education. The Council
 

was to make recommendations on "(1) policies that could enable
 

all South Africans to realize their individual potential, achieve
 

economic ;rowth, and improve quality of their lives; 
(2) policies
 

to match organization, control, finance, decision-making and
 

manpower training priorities to the 
above goals; (3) programs
 

designed to achieve education of equal quality for all population
 

groups." Over 1,500 specialists worked for one year under the
 
leadership of Prof. J.P. deLange, Rector of Rand-Afrikaans
 

University. 
 In July 1981, the sumary "Report of the Main Com

mittee" was presented, although not all the eighteen (18) Work
 

Committees had finished their reports. 
 (See Attachment I for a
 

listing of Commission Reports). In October 1981 the South African
 

Government issued the de Lange Commission report and its provisional
 

comments on it. They invited public comment by March 31, 1982, to
 

an Education Working Party which the SAG established before the
 

SAG takes a stand on 
the de Lange Commission recommendations in
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a White Paper to be issued May 31, 1982.,
 

There was extraordinary interest in the Commission's work
 

by both black and white groups. The society sensed a need for
 

changes in the education system and looked to the Commission to
 

chart a path for these. Hopes ran high. The black community
 

hoped the SAG would redress the basic grievances that caused the
 

Soweto and Cape Town 
student demonstrations. The business com

munity hoped the SAG would loosen the rigid education system, to
 

produce manpower relevant to economic growth. Some whites hoped
 

for fundamental improvements and others hoped the soundness of 

the existing structure would be reaffirmed. Education is 
re

garded as being of such vital importance that hundreds of in

dividuals and organizations devoted time and thought to the 

investigation. 

The de Lange Commission concluded that there is a need for 

a more "open" educational system. It recommended the creation of 

a single department of education, a major symbol of equality of 

education standards. It recommended compulsory primary education
 

and parity of expenditures on all school children as soon as
 

possible. Administrative decentralization, with school admissions
 

open on a basis of local option (rather than race) and establishment
 

of a: multi-racial Council of Education to implement the Commission's
 

extensive suggestions were also recommended. At the university
 

level, the Commission recommended that university councils 
(rather
 

than the SAG) determine whom (racially) to admit as students.
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The Commission also set forth eleven principles for the provision 

of education (Attachment I) which it asked be accepted together, 

not individually. 
 The first principle calls for equal opportuni

ties and standards for education, irrespective of race, color,
 

creed or sex. 
The others call simultaneously for freedom of
 

choice and somewhat contradictorially for a positive recognition
 

of diversity. 
Prof. de Lange is quoted as saying: "By accepting
 

the eleven principles on which we recommended the provision of
 

education be based, the Government has committed itself to such
 

an extent there is no way back. 
I am convinced education will
 

never be the same again. 

In its provisional comment, the SAG accepted the eleven
 

principles but disappointingly laid down five reservations which
 

set definite limits on any reform. 
In effect, the SAG reaffirmed 

thu national character of education and the policy of separate 

schools and education departments for each population group. 

The team found mixed reactions to the de Lange Commission 

report. Many whites thought it was a starting point for reform. 

Most coloreds we met were cynical about what would be implemented
 

by the SAG. Many blacks felt the outcomes had already been com

promised by 
the provisional SAG reactions -especially 
those opposing
 
a single department of education. It seems unlikely that the GSA 

will adopt a change this fundamental at this time.
 

What does-de Lange report mean for possible U.S. education
I . .,,.-,i....,. 

support? 
The Commission grew out of educational crises.. The
 

student population explosion, unmet education needs and scarce
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manpower factors have been recognized. The report creates a
 

political and professional environment wfiere education programs 

can be addressed. 
Everyone involved in support to education from
 

the U.S. should study the Commission reports. These reports pro

pose and the SAG accepts the equality and improved quality of 

education which create openings through which the U.S. can be
 

helpful. 
However, to the extent the ;AG enforces segregation as
 

the environment for reform, the U.S. will not be able to help.
 

The team's impression is the SAG will continue to reaffirm separate
 

education, but allow even more integrated activity than in the past.
 

In the coming months, as .the U.S. shapes its program, it is es

sential that it monitor the official final SAG position on the 

de Lange Commission Report, the implementation of the report's
 

findings and the public's reaction to them. 
These developments 

will determine whether and what ways the U.S. will be able to help. 

State/Embassy may want to make this clear to the SAG before the 

SAG takes its final position.
 

Commission priorities are as follows:
 

- Teacher upgrading and new teachers trained to a new
 

higher level;
 

- Pre-school is encouraged to prepare black children for
 

compulsory education at age six;
 

- Six years compulsory education should be phased in as 

fast as possible; 

- Education should be re-directed towards vocational versus 
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academic orientation;
 

- Non-formal education should 
-.lay a greater role from
 

literacy to high-level management;
 

- Schools should become after-.hcurs community learning centers;
 

- Extensive parent, learner, an-5 
employer involvement in
 

education are recommended. ("Blacks 
:ow reject their education
 

system because they have no say in t~eir education." - de Lange).
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III. Should the U.S. Help Black Sputh African Education?
 

A. Ts U.S. help wanted?
 

Without exception, everyone interviewed said the U.S. should
 

help black South African education. Invariably there were significant
 

caveats 
on how and what to help. Also, the endorsements were often
 

for very different reasons. 
 Only at the local community action level
 

was 
the desire for financial support the primary motivation for U.S.
 

help. 
 Most white South Africans saw U.S. involvement as constructive
 

U.S. assistance with one of South Africa's major problems (rather than
 

U.S. criticisms from afar). 
 Most white South Africans are very eager
 

for American-Western education technology and, through the U.S., 
for
 

access 
to comparative experiences with educational development in other
 

countries. Most blacks do not want to 
see U.S. help as a manifestation
 

of the U.S. policy of "constructive engagement" with the SAG, which
 

they see as a "disastrous" policy for black interests. 
 They do want
 

U.S. help for educational development programs 
as a validation of their
 

particular activity and organization, secondarily as 
access to U.S.
 

education technology, and thirdly, as 
financial help. There is an
 

incredible desire by both white and black education reform groups 
to
 

be rec, gnized and accepted. U.S. educational assistance is 
most often
 

seen in such terms.
 

Attachment D presents 
in chart form 
 the views of various
 

South African groups on 
why the U.S. should and should not get involved
 

with education in South Africa. 
 The discussion below identifies the
 

factors which led the 
team to 
conclude that discussion is followed by
 

identification of issues which argue against such help.
 



B. Why shoul]' the U.S. help?
 

Based on an .alysis of the comments made in South Africa to
 
the team and consider..., 
in light of U.S. domestic interests, the
 
following five reasons 2ummarize why the U.S. should help South African
 

education.
 

(1) The situ.:ion in South Africa is changing dramatically;
 

the increasing recog 
:tion of the implications of population,
 
urbanization and ecc .omic growth is resulting in new job opportunities
 

and a new priority fnr black education. Business leaders and to a
 
lesser extent govern. int leaders recognize that a massive program of
 

black education is essei:ial 
to sustain economic growth.
 

(2) U.S. intere-sts in peaceful, evolutionary change in South
 
Africa are best served br7 
being engaged in supporting change; the
 

advancement of black eiucation is 
the key to social change.
 

(3) U.S. idc.tification with constructive black leadership
 

in South Africa is i-.our interests over the coming years.
 

(4) Those South Africans who are concerned with the problems of
 
black education desires and welcomes opportunities to learn about
 
American and international Third World approaches 
to the educational
 
problems similar to 
those of the blacks in South Africa. The apartheid
 
system works against -"rofessional interchange and innovative program
 
development. 
Association with American professional educators provides
 
a new dimension to 
an otherwise professionally debilitating environment.
 
Just as 
the scholarship program in the U.S. provides new persDectives
 

for black South African students, in-country programs, supported bv U.S.
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institutions, would help promote understand.ing of ideas and practices
 

which are appreciated by Americans.
 

C. hy the U.S. Should Not Help
 

The following five reasons summarize why the U.S. should not
 
help South African education. These views are strongly held by some
 

groups and must be fully considered in policy and program decisions.
 

(1) U.S. help would reinforce,and not help change, the
 

undesirable segregated system of South Africa.
 

(2) U.S. help would interfere with the status quo: whites
 

could resent it as meddling, and blacks could see 
it as imposing
 

western ideas on blacks.
 

(3) The magnitude of the problem is too great for the U.S.
 
to influence; 
the SAG should and could address the education problem
 

by itself if it wanted to do so.
 

(4) The education problems in South Africa are technically
 

so 
complex that U.S. help would be dissipated without structural
 

changes within the RSA.
 

(5) U.S. help could foster unobtainable aspirations.
 

D. Conditions on U.S. Aid
 

On the whole, the team believes the pros outweigh the cons
 

and the U.S. should help improve education for black South Africans.
 

The assumption behind this conclusion is that the negative aspects of
 

U.S. aid can be managed to reduce their influence. To this end, the
 

team suggests the following conditions and guidelines for programming
 

U.S. educational assistance in South Africa.
 

The clearest restriction on U.S. educational assistance is that
 

it not reinforce the apartheid education system, and that U.S. education
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activities not be administered through the SAG. 
 The team recognizes
 
that there are risks that U.S. 
assistance to black education may in
 
appearance reinforce the apartheid system. 
Joint agreement must result
 
in the South African Government not co-opting any program in which
 
we engage. 
These risks can be offset to some extent by:
 

-- Providing support directly to and working with those non
governmental institutions and programs which are non-racial in policy
 
and practice, and are committed to black education improvement;
 

Promoting professional non-racial interchange;
 

Supporting educational and institutional changes that advance
 

open educational opportunities;
 

-- Providing assistance in support of private U.S.-South Africa
 

institutional channels and not 
through govern..ent-to-government channels.
 
The SAG appears 
to be generally positive about U.S. involvement
 

in black education. 
Both experience to 
date and comments by some SAG
 
officials 
 indicate that institution-to-institution 
programs can proceed
 
without formal SAG approval. 
No program will, of course, be possible
 

if the SAG finds it unacceptable.
 

Drawing on discussions before and during the trip, 
the following
 
is offered as 
a basis for initiating programs. 
As a manifestation of
 
"constructive engagement" the U.S. Embassy in Pretoria would inform the

SAG about USG activities in the education area. 
 In keeping with A.I.D.'s
 
normal way of doing business, A.I.D. would work (ith 
contracts, grants)
 
through intermediary organizations in the U.S., 
which in turn would
 
work with non-SAG organizations in South Africa on a professional level.
 
This formula seemed agreeable when the 
team discussed it generally in
 
South Africa. Most SA educators were relieved to 
hear that A.I.D. normal
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carried out its programs through professional intermediaries, rather
 

than directly through USG channels.
 

A critical area for U.S. credibility is the frequently mentioned
 

need for the U.S. to be seen as working for "chenge" in the apartheid
 

education system. A dilemma is posed: 
 any project not seen as working
 

for desired change will be rejected or only lightly supported by the
 

intended black beneficiaries; any project working for "undesirable"
 

change could be regarded as interference or undermined by the SAG. The
 

team believes there is scope for agreement in this potentially con

flicting situation on opportunities for change which would allow for
 

U.S. program support. It will take continued guidance by Washington
 

and the Embassy, in liaison with all parties, to define what changes
 

are acceptable.
 

The team believes there is room to begin this process in the
 

following general areas where the SAG is already allowing room for
 

change: white universities 
are now open to blacks under certain
 

circumstances; job reservations for whites are 
dropping dramatically,
 

opening new job opportunities and educational requirements for blacks;
 

equal pay for equally qualified black and white primary teachers offer
 

special opportunities for the U.S. to be seen as 
working for change
 

and equality. There is genuine 
concern about the low quality of black
 

education, and programs which help blacks bridge the gap between the
 

black and white education systems offer many acceptable areas for
 

program development. Management development at almost all levels
 

is perceived as necessary to keep the economy moving. 
Private community
 

groups are vigorously moving with non-formal education projects
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unimpeded and encouraged by the SAG. 
 While education in agriculture
 

and vocational skills are viewed as "continuing a second-class
 

existence" now, wage employement and rising social status are opening
 

new opportunities.
 

E. Guidelines
 

The following guidelines are recommended for U.S. assistance
 

to education for disadvantaged populations in South Africa.
 

Objectives. The improvement of the quality of education
 

available to the disadvantaged populations concurrently with the
 

advancement of equality in educational opportunity and the encourage

ment of an open educational system.
 

U.S. assistance activity should:
 

1. Support programs through non-segregated institutions
 

which are 
actively engaged in improving the education of disadvantaged
 

populations and fostering open educational opportunity. This excludes
 

direct assistance to or through the Government of South Africa owing
 

to its legal restrictions on 
educational opportunity by race. It does
 

not exclude assistance to programs of non-segregated institutions
 

which receive government funds but otherwise provide open educational
 

opportunity and equality. CAttachment H is a partial list of existing
 

programs outside the formal education sector.)
 

2. Provide for the active participation of educationally
 

disadvantaged leadership and beneficiaries in the planning and decision

making on programs affecting their opportunities for improved
 

education.
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3. Foster professional linkages between "oper.:' 
education
 

groups and institutions within South Africa without rega-d 
to racial
 

categories.
 

4, Support and build on constructive local pr.-rate initiatives
 

and capabilities rather than initiate new programs not 
already developed
 

and led by SA organizations.
 

5. Encourage pilot and catalytic education p. <grams which can
 

lead to the multiplication of activities of professiona. quality and
 

community acceptability.
 

6. Operate within a three-five year program .ime span to
 

establish a base of experience for longer-term planning. Opportunities
 

for assistance to short-term, one-shot programs should als2 be identified
 

during the initial one-two years.
 

7. Create direct linkages between American and 
.outh African
 

private institutions and, where feasible, African institjtions working
 

in regional and Africa-wide development programs.
 

8. Emphazi:e improvements 
in the quality of tJucation,
 

particularly in weakest areas 
such as science, math, English, teacher
 

education (general and vocational) and management training.
 

9. Focus on 
selected priority education program requirements
 

(outlined in the next section).
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IV. Areas of Possible Program Considerations
 

A. General Programmin" Considerations
 

The team was asked to identify the types of assistance 
which the U.S. might provide. There is no justification for economic
 

resources 
transfer or large capital aid given the SAG's own significant 

resources. U.S. foreign policy objectives and educational development
 

purposes can be achieved with small amounts 
($6-10 million per year) of..
 
technical assistance and small grants. 
 One excepticn to this rule
 

would be situations where some U.S.G. and U.S. private funds might be
 

applied to create integrated institutions and facilities the SAG
 

itself would by racial policy be unwilling to provide.
 

The team collected several typed pages of specific sug

gestions for aid (Attachment B). Keeping in mind that this was a
 

fact-finding, programming mission, and not a project design team, an
 

attempt has been made to generalize these suggestions into six program
 

areas of immediate possibility. 
These were chosen generally on the
 

criteria that they: 
(a) would be acceptable areas for U.S. education 

programs; 
(b) would have a positive impact on black education and
 

perceptions of the USA; 
(c) would be small and inexpensive enough to
 
be within U.S. budgets and meet the requirements to start work quickly;
 

(d) would have the potential for multiplier effect; (e) be in areas
 

where the U.S. has some comparative experience and advantage. 
 Lastly,
 

the team believes the six programs are 
within the guidelines recommended
 

earlier in this report. 
The team also collected several boxes of
 

materials of South African education. An attempt was made to 
scan
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these and an extensive summary is presented as Attachment G. 
The
 
team recommends that a technical analysis contract be let to an
 

American expert in South Africa education to study these materials
 

for further program guidance. The materials should be read by every

one administering or implementing this program.
 

The organization of each proposal is 
along the same lines
 
to permit ease of comparison; despite the 
danger of repetiveness, this
 
allows each proposal to be a complete presentation. For ease of
 
reference a summary program budget table is included at the end of
 

this section and a program reservation table is presented as
 

Attachment E.
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B. Program Possibility: Private Communitv Service SuDort
 

Program.
 

1. Facts. The SAG concentrates on formal education and
 

promotes the 
idea of community self-help and community responsibility.
 

for nonformal education. Many communities and businesses have organized
 

nonformal education and training programs to 
upgrade the quality of
 

learning and avoid working through the segregated formal education
 

system. Almost all operate without direct SAG help and rely on private
 

resources often limited by the economic level of the disadvantaged
 

community they serve. See Attachment H for NFE examples. 

2. Rationale for involvement. The U.S. would be remiss not *to 

help upgrade the quality of private, self-help learning. U.S. programs
 

would reinforce U.S. identification with community, private and business
 

education efforts. 
 It would support private,efforts for evolutionary
 

change. It would "leverage-in" private sector funds. Small grants
 

could have significant impact. Popular participation would be assured.
 

Fast implementation would be possible. The grants should be kept small
 

to 
avoid underminding local initiative and responsibility.
 

3. Program Dossibilities. Small ($2,000-10,000) grants are
 

possible to non-segregated community and private action groups conducting
 

counselling adult education, literacy, numeracy, pre-school, skills
 

training, bridging, upgrading, remedial learning, etc.
 

4. Strategy. Start immediately by expanding the Embassy Self-

Help Fund allocations. As soon as possible establish a community 

Education Self Help Fund for the Embassy and Consulates and 3PAOs to 

directly grant U.S. funds to private and community learning, training, 

education programs. The increased funds ($110,000) would be focused
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on a wide range of learning programs, leaving, a constant amount
 

($40,000) for "traditional" self-help projects.
 

5. Program costs: FY 81 - $40,000;' FY 82 - $150,000; 

FY 83 - $300,000. These amounts should be adjusted upward and downward 

after the Embassy and community absorptive capacity is tested. Source:
 

Southern Africa Regional (ESF) Program. 

6. Timing-phasing. Subject to the expiration of-a Technical
 

Notification to Congress advising them of the expanded program, allocate
 

-Y 82 funds in the second and third quarters. The separate community
 

Education Self-Help Fund should be set up 
to begin in FY 1983. Embassy
 

Self-Help officer should closely monitor this expansion for quality of
 

programs and accountability. (See section on administration). The
 

Embassy should send comments to State-AID/W in the fourth quarter of
 

FY 82 on the amounts of funds which can be effectively used in .FY 83.
 

The existing Self-Help procedures should be liberally followed in FY 82.
 

7. Institutional/organization involvement. 
 AID would budget
 

and allot funds to the Embassy. The Embassy/ICA would support any
 

non-segregated, non-governmental organization conducting non-formal
 

education and community action learning programs which do not reinforce
 

the separate education system.
 

8. Issues positions. Organizations without SAG Welfare
 

Organization Fund Raising Registration numbers should be given grants
 

as long as the SAG does not object. The organizations receiving grants
 

and the programs they run should be non-segregated.
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C. Program Possibility: Joint Matriculation Board (JMYB)
 

Exam PreDaration
 

1. Facts. Black students with high'JB passes in fields not
 

taught at black universities can be admitted and given equal education
 

at "open" (formerly all white) universities. Ten-twelve percent of the
 

enrollment at the quality universities is now non-white, and university
 

leaders want this to grow. 
The JMB exam is based on the university
 

preparation curriculum of the white education system. 
It is very
 

difficult for blacks 
to pass the JMB without supplementary preparation.
 

Peer group turoring with applicable materials can be an effective
 

assistance to 
passing. An A.I.D.-funded and ICA-administered project
 

has completed a materials preparation phase, and the black community is
 

prepared co implement the peer tutoring test phase of a JMB exam 

preparation project.
 

2. Rationale for U.S. involvement. Helps "open" the separate
 

education system. 
Identifies U.S. with the de-segregation process, and
 

with educating black leaders. 
 Has potential to be multiplied nation-wide; 

has potential to provide professionally tested basis for upgrading black 

education when time is right. U.S. issupport expected to follow 

our involvement in materials preparation phase. 

3. Program possibilities. 
Grant $300,000 to current contractor
 

(Consultating Group, Inc., San Diego) complete training implementato 

tion staff in six community action groups; test materials, approach and 

organization through a one-year pilot phase of J.MB exam preparation.
 

Run independent evaluation of the project 
as basis for decision to stop
 

or 
expand the project. Assuming the evaluation proves the materials and 

approach to be effective aids, the project should be re-focused to 

provide the intellectual stimulus and tec1hnical assistance needed for 
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longer term institution building in educational testing and curriculum
 

development areas. This institutional capacity will be invaluable for
 

longer term educational change.
 

4. Strategy. A.I.D. would transfer fundsto ICAfor grant to
 

CGI: PAO/Embassy would monitor field-testing to avoid 1981 communication 

gaps. PA0 should also work with RSA groups to 
explain the limited nature
 

of the program to a) avoid unrealistic expectations on numbers to be
 

upgraded, b) depth. of educational concept offered and c) understandifig
 

that remedial work is not a substitute for formal education. 

5. Program cost: FY 80 - $470,000; FY 82 - $300,000;
 

FY 83 - $650,000.
 

6. Timing-phasing. Subject to 
the expiration of a Congressional
 

Notification that additional funds are being put into this project,
 

transfer funds early enough for an ICA grant to permit CGI to 
train
 

the remaining five action group reps before the August school holiday.
 

Manage the pilot phase until JMB test 
time of Nov.-Dec. Evaluate the
 

project early in 1983 
to be a basis for FY 83 expansion decision.
 

7. Institutions/organizations involved. 
AID/W funding; ICA/W-


PAO managed grant to CGI, San Diego. Non-segregated programs run by:
 

South African Council on Higher Education (SACHED): Wits U.; Inkataha;
 

Soweto Teachers Action Committee; Council of Churches-Educational
 

Opportunities Committee and St. Barnabas School in Soweto.
 

8. Issues positions. Do not expand the target (.threshold) 

group and subject matter areas to avoid elitist stigma until a pilot 

effort has been evaluated. Keep the present contractor for program
 

continuity but Embassy/PAO should monitor performance despite addiciona2
 

demand on ICA time. 
 Do a separate evaluation of project concurrently
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with contractor pilot evaluation, to get objective, technical basis
 

for stop or expand decision.
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D. Program Possibility: Expanded Scholarship Prcgram.
 

1. Facts. The demand is great for'highly trained black South
 

Africans, including by South African businesses and universities.
 

Blacks do not have easy access to top quality education in South Africa
 

to meet this demand or personal aspirations. American degrees are highly
 

prized by black South Africans, and carefully chosen students do well
 

in the American system. Congress has mandated such a program in FY 82
 

and 83.
 

2. Rationale for U.S. involvement. Returned black scholars
 

will work in South Africa for evolutionary change. An expanded
 

scholarship program will favorably identify the U.S. with new black
 

leaders. It will help meet individual a.spirations and business needs
 

for high level manpower. Their level of training assures multiplied
 

impact.
 

3. Program possibilities. Grant all FY 82 $4 million through
 

existing, well-run ITE/EOC South Africa Education Program (SAEP) for a
 

single general scholarship program, which has qualified students enrolled
 

in September 1982. Solicit competitive bids from all interested parties
 

for a 1983 and beyond intake.
 

Extensive documentation has been prepared by A.I.D. and ICA
 

on an expanded scholarship program, including selection criteria. 
in
 

sumary, students should qualify if they are 
legally disadvantaged from
 

getting a quality education in a non-segregated institution. Graduate
 

students in the development sciences should have preference, to 
avoid
 

cultural disorientation; more mature students would foster return to
 

RSA and seriousness of learning; potential leaders and academically
 

successful students are a must; 
no quotas within the non-white group
 

should be set, but geographical representation should be sought from
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South Africa and in U.S. placements. Job preparation should be built
 

into the program. 

4. Strategy. Subject to a Congressional Notification, transfer
 

funds to ICA for grants to organization(s) 
that can select process and
 

place students in U.S. colleges this fall. 
 Work with existing SA-EOC

lIE, but expand the recruitment to additional regions in South Africa.
 
Promote increased private business and American university participation.
 

A separate study should be conducted on the size of the manpower
 

pool from which qualified students 
can be drawn. The multi-year
 

scholarship project should be designed, reviewed and authorized on the
 
results of this study. 
 If ICA is going to be used to implement the
 

program over the long term, the Administration should consider asking
 

Congress to these fromshift funds the FAA to ICA's legislation. 

5. Program costs: 
 FY 81 - $380,000; 
FY 82 - $4 million;
 

FY 83 - $4 million.
 

A seVen-year scholarship program with LOP of 
 $30 million has been 
included in the Congressional Presentation. 
This needs to be designed
 

and authorized. 
 In FY 1984 switch the funding all to ESF.
 

6. Timing. Transfer funding to 
ICA, in time for all first 100
 
students enroll by fall 1982. 
 In summer 1982, decide on operation of
 

FY 83 program and beyond.
 

7. Institutions/organizations involved.
 

U.S. 
 RSA
 

AID/W 
 SACC/EOC
 

ICA/W IRR
 

lIE-Contrac tor 
 SACHED
 

AAEF-Contractor 
 SA businesses and universities
 

American universities
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8. Issues positions. ICA implemented the 1981 funded program
 

and has agreed to 
implement the 1982 program.' ICA wants to do the
 

program and has staff in RSA to coordinate it. They should continue
 

to manage this program. Implementation should be in a manner which
 

builds on important black South African identification with and support
 

for the program. U.S.-ICA implementation must not reDlace this. 
 South
 

African participation in the selection process should be broadened and
 

publicly opened with ample recognition of U.S. inputs and interests.
 

U.S. private, university and business participation should be expanded
 

for domestic support, lowered cost and closer coordination reasons.
 



E. Program Possibility: Linkages, Expanded US-SA Exchanges
 

1. Facts. 
 Very positive reactions were reported from pro

fessional exchange trips between USA and RSA, by both Americans and
 

South Africans. Isolated South Africans, both black and white, reported
 

opening their thinking to 
development concepts and evolutionary changes
 

after exchange visits. 
 Many South African and American individuals and
 

organizations of like-interests in development want to 
share experiences.
 

Private resources for exchange 
are 
limited and many individuals will not
 

accept SAG support. U.S. foreign policy has 
not been perceived as
 

supporting exchanges in the past.
 

2. Rationale for involvement. Tangible facilitation of private
 

constructive engagement, with a technical-development focus 
are possible
 

with short-term exchanges. 
 Exchanges provide opportunities to build
 
US-SA links for mutual understanding. Lets potential leaders 
(black
 
and white) know USA values. 
 Exposes South Africans to US development
 

thinking. 
 Short-term exchanges complement the longer-term scholarship
 

program. More immediate impact on evolutionary change possible through
 

short-term exchanges.
 

3. Program possibilities. 
 Expand Operation Crossroads Africa
 

(OCA) grant. Indirectly support US-SALEP.exchanges. Make new grant
 

to broad-gauged U.S. organization to 
link RSA and U.S. development
 

interest groups, organizations, institutions and individuals willing to
 

objectively consider evolutionary change. As acceptance proceeds, go
 
beyond linkages to exchanges and beyond exchanges 
to paying for workshops/
 

meetings 
to paying for program action grants to increase private partici

pation in constructive engagement.
 

4. Strategy. Expand an open-ended linkages program which can
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fund development exchanges and expand into private program support.
 

5. Program costs: FY 81 - No FAA; FY 82 - $730,000;
 

FY 83 - $300,000.
 

Recommend $500,000 be put into Operation Crossroads to run
 

an expanded exchange program for 18 months; recommend $230,000 be put
 

into a new U.S. crganization for program development, supplemented in
 

'83 with $300,000 if the organization and program is strong.
 

6. Timing-ohasing. Subject to a CN, transfer $500,000 to 
ICA
 

for Crossroads for 18 months' work starting in summer 
1982. At the
 

same time, ICA to solicit expressions of interest in linkages, exchange
 

program management from U.S. 
development organizations. In 1982 s.tart
 

exchanges and contacts; 
1983 continue chese and add sponsorship of
 

technical peetings; in 1984, add operational program grants through the
 

new organizations if 
they are strong enough.
 

7. Institution/organizations involved. 
 ICA-OCA. Multitude of
 

South African organizations. U.S.-consulting firms with proven work
 

record in LDC development. RSA: 
 Professional organizations working in
 

development sciences in RSA 
-- agriculture, small industry development, 

NFE, FP/POP, etc. 

8. Issues positions. Exchanges should be both ways. 
 Black
 

and white development specialists and local leaders should participate.
 

One broad linkage arrangement is preferred to 
sevezal specialized ones.
 

Expand from exchange to meetings and program support grants as 
soon as
 

escalated engagement acceptable.
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F. Program Possibility: Management Development
 

1. Facts. 
 The requirement for black managers, administrators
 

and community program leaders is considerable and growing. Special
 

programs are needed for blacks in this area. 
 South African business
 

community is already planning to meet this requirement. Pre- and
 

in-service management training is done "in-house" by large
 

businesses and organizations, and contracted out by small firms
 

when they can afford the time and cost. 
A few young black manage

ment groups are forming and want technical help. RSA and inter

national businesses want U.S. involvement as a recognition of their
 

efforts.
 

2. Rationale for involvement. Management training is the
 

clearest and easiest place to work with little danger of reinforcing
 

apartheid. It identifies the U.S. with black leaders. 
 It supports
 

blacks who have a positive private enterprise orientation. Manage

ment development is an area of U.S. comparative advantage. Several
 

South African groups are already organized for counterpart relation

ships and immediate start-up.
 

2. Program possibilities. 
Mount special program combining
 

in-country (RSA) workshops and 
courses on management, with selected
 

hands-on management training in U.S., jointly with American
 

businesses. Similar programs are 
possible for black community
 

program leaders and adminiitrators. Joint programs with National
 

A-fricai Chamber of Commerce (NA.FCOC), Black Management Forum,
 

Management and Leadership Development Association (MALDA) and
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American Chamber of Commerce should be started.
 

4. Strategy. A.I.D. should immediately solicit expressions
 

of interest from U.S. management associations, management consulting
 

and development firms and support the most promising one with 
a
 

short-term contract to do a management training analysis and project
 

definition in RSA. The contractor would bring to the U.S. NAFCOC,
 

BMF,MALDA and ANCHAIM representatives to enlarge on their U.S. con

tacts and define requests for program grants which will follow those
 

contracts. This project should be closely coordinated with U.S.
 

firms which accept and implement the "Sullivan Principles," and
 

the latter's sub-committees on management and training.
 

5. Program costs. 
 FY 81 - no FAA: FY 82 - $200,000;
 

FY 83 - $300,000.
 

6. Timing-phasing. Project definition in spring 1982; project
 

obligation in fall 1982; and project implementation on a phased
 

build-up basis in 1983.
 

7. Institutions. MALDA-U.S. schools of management; NAFCOC-U.S.
 

management firms; BMF - management associations. Sullivan sub

committees.
 

8. Issues positions. The project should build individual
 

black managerial and association capacity, and reinforce private
 

business management training efforts.
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G. Program Possibility: Teacher Training 

1. Facts. Unhappiness with decline in quality of black
 

education is top black concern. 
 It is a desperate situation. Up

grading existing, and improving quality of new teachers was
 

repeatedly identified as accepted level to attack the quality
 

problem. 
Formal teacher training is controlled by SAG. However,
 

there are many private (quality-upgrading) programs through which to
 

work.
 

2. Rationale for involvement. Identifies U.S. with top
 

priority black concern about education. Teacher upgrading can have
 

an immediate impact on quality and the largest multiplier effect.
 

Recognizing that the teacher training system is still controlled
 

by SAG, confrontation of principles could result. 
However, most
 

educators thought U.S. could upgrade teacher quality where SAG is
 

unable to move now. 
U.S. has excellent record and comparative ad

vantage in this field in U.S. and LDCs under similar circumstances.
 

3. Program possibilities. 
 There are important opportunities
 

and requirements in the teacher training field on which the black 

South Africans desperately want U.S. help. There are any number 

of ways of helping meet these needs which do not reinforce segre

gation and work for change. Most segregated government teacher 

training colleges are now running upgrading programs for blacks. 

These programs are not segregated and want reinforcement as the
 

cutting edge for further change, Black leaders view the deteri

orated quality of teachers in crises terms. 
 They urge U.S.
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participation to lead changes which the SAG cannot yet publicly
 

make itself. Technical assistance drawing on U.S. and other LDC
 

experience is openly requested to guide teacher educators who are
 

now working for change in low quality segregated training.
 

Self-help funds can be granted to small private programs which
 

are attacking up-grading problem on piecemeal basis. 
 In addition,
 

U.S. technical help should support larger private up-grading
 

programs, workshops, and special training programs. 
 Most impor

tantly, non-racial professional exchange programs, special short
 

course programs in U.S. and RSA for teachers and administrators,
 

special programs for teachers of vocational subjects, core subject
 

matter teachers 
(math, science, and English) and correspondence
 

education could be offered through one or a consortium of U.S.
 

teacher colleges or teacher associations on a non-segregated basis.
 

American educators can work with non-segregated South African
 

programs. 
 They can work through teachers and administrators asso

ciations to sponror non-segregated programs. Accreditation can be
 

by integrated accreditation bodies--possibly through U.S. institu

tions. The priority assigned to this by all black South Africans
 

dictates that we try to help. 
 The team is not unaware of the
 

sensitive complication of training teachers who must return to a
 

segregated system; most internal blacks believe this is the in

terim reality if blacks are to be better educated to lead evolu

tionary change. Creative programming to avoid segregated teachers
 

upgrading can start at the integrated private schools and with the
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trainers in private up-grading schemes. The latter are most
 

important to giving blacks equal pay for 'equal qualifications
 

which is now legally possible.
 

4. Strategy. We need to move now into technical analysis
 

and project definition guided by political/social sensitivities.
 

The head of Wits U. Faculty of Education Teacher Training Unit
 

(Prof. White) will be in the U.S. in April-May contacting U.S.
 

organizations for help in teacher training; 
we should support non

segregated programs developed by Wits staff. Representatives of
 

American colleges and associations contacted by Prof. White should
 

be sent to RSA to define an acceptable project intervention in
 

teacher upgrading with South African educators. A phased program 

of engagement should be planned to start with seminars in U.S. 

through workshops in RSA through integrated institution building. 

5. Program costs. FY 81 - no FAA: FY 82 - $300,000;
 

FY 83 - $250,000.
 

The U.S. would finance a U.S. contract to support workshops,
 

seminars, consultants and training materials.
 

6. Timing-phasing. A CN should be sent and project funds
 

used in spring 1982 tc contract for a professional analysis of
 

teacher quality problems, and project definition for obligation
 

late in FY 82. Start slowly with analysis and definition; work
 

in one education area with one or two private South African groups
 

to build ccnfidence. After two-three years' of experience work
 

directly with SAG institutions which accept integration of programs.
 

7. Institutions. Historically, black U.S. colleges and their
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associations have special experience in this area. A consortium of
 

colleges can bring broader resources and broader U.S. political
 

support. Other U.S. teacher colleges with proven LDC record or
 

American teachers associations can implement the program. RSA 

private teacher and professional associations are ready contacts;
 

"off-duty" SAG teacher educators and administrators want to be
 

involved.
 

8. Issues positions. We must be willing to work with white
 

and black teachers if non-segregated programs and institutions are
 

to be supported. Work with private RSA groups is probably the
 

,right place to start but we must be willing ,to work with non

segregated programs by South African teacher training institutions
 

if we are to be effective change agents. Technical assistane is
 

needed in both content and methodology, and U.S. educators will
 

need to define with South African counterparts what the tolerance
 

level for change is in both.
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H. Program Possibility: University Support 

1. Facts. Black access to "white" university education is
 

"the" 
symbol of education equality. Universities are leaders of
 

educational change in RSA. Three "white" universities have stated
 

policies (and SAG acquiescence) for "openess." Graduates of the
 

black education system have difficulty competing in these univer

sities without special help. SAG does not provide special help
 

for blacks at white universities.
 

Dramatic though incomplete integration is taking place in the
 

English-speaking "open" universities of Wits, Cape Town and Natal.
 

Even more than in the teacher training field, we should not fear 

to support these changes though the de-segregation process is only 

beginning. 

-- Highly qualified black professors are teaching at white 

universities. 

-- Ten-twelve percent of enrollment, totalling over 5,000 

students at all three formerly all white universities, is now 

non-white. 

-- Dining, classroom, library and lavatories are de-segregated. 

-- Blacks are urged to participate in student government and 

extra-curricular activities. 

-- Only dorms are still segretated because of the Groups Areas 

Act. Even here, some black students from the so-called independent 

homelands are now living in formerly all white dorms. 

Equally important, strongly backed efforts by the white faculty
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are underway to provide quality bkidging programs for black
 

students; leadership to black non-formal education and technical
 

help in scores of black up-grading schemes comes from this source.
 

2. Rationale for involvement. Identify U.S. with future
 

black leaders, their immediate "equality" priority, real educa

tional change and individual aspirations. Support isolated white
 

university presidents who are leaders of change and want U.S.
 

recognition and support for their efforts. Involve U.S. in im

portant educational development work with immediate impact and
 

long-term multiplier effect. U.S. has comparative advantage of
 

building LDC university support, aiid exteisive education bridging
 

work with disadvantaged students.
 

3. Program possibilities. Immediate work on all of following
 

program elements is possible:
 

-- Programs to strengthen black entrance qualifications; 

-- Programs to bridge black learning from weak secondary 

into white university education; 

-- Evaluate the multitude of bridging programs now being 

tried on pilot basis in RSA; 

-- Train black faculty and administrators for universities; 

-- Provide technical consultant to open universities efforts to 

provide community services, adult, pre-school education, other 

non-formal educational out-reach activities, for which no SAG sup

port is received; 

-- Fund research programs on black education needs.
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Nothing would bring higher pbsitive recognition to the U.S.
 

than solving the black residency problem on campus; consider 

building and organizing with private businesses an integrated
 

American International Student (residence, learning and service)
 

Center near one or more white universities.
 

The team envisions several linkages between American and
 

open South African universities covering a variety of educational
 

topics. Contracts would fund short-term observational and study
 

trips to the U.S. to learn how the U.S. and LDC universities have
 

solved similar problems facing higher education for disadvantaged in
 

South Africa. Short-term Akmerican consultants would also be funded 

to address seminars and workshops at open South African universities. 

While working on these common education problems, plans to address 

specific problems like those identified above would be worked out. 

As with all projects proposed in this report, it is absolutely 

critical that black leaders and educators be deeply involved in 

the early planning process, as well as implementation. 

4. Strategy. Make a grant to an American organization skilled 

at educational trips and conferences ($100,000 in 1982). Bring 

representatives from the RSA University President's Council (black 

and white) to expand on their contacts with American universities
 

(AttachmentF). Announce trip to American university community
 

so they can compete in hosting RSA reps and in program development. 

:n FY 1983 fund university support programs developed through these 

contacts. 
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5. Program costs: 
 FY 81 - no FAA;, FY 82 - $100,000;
 

FY 83 - $500,000.
 

6. 	Timing-phasing.
 

July 1982: Grant to U.S. firm to organize trip
 

-- Dec 1982: RSA University Presidentsto USA
 

-- Apr 1983: Program submission to A.I.D.
 

-- July 1983: Program grant(s)
 

7. Institutions. American trip organizers: OLC or ABC or 

American Association of African Scholars; all RSA open universities;
 

numerous American universities and colleges.
 

8. Issues. 
 Work with only open white and not black universi

ties is recommended tr, 
avoid the stigma of trying to make separate
 

black universities acceptable. 
We must accept black lead on
 

working with those universities which are making important deseg

regation strides. There are significant racial changes taking
 

place in South Africa that few Americans recognize. This is not
 

to imply that apartheid is dead, nor acceptable. These changes
 

are illustrative of a dynamic situation which sets 
a more favorable
 

climate for positive U.S. educational programs than most Americans
 

realize.
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IV. Table
 

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO
 

DISADVANTAGED SOUTH AFRICANS
 

($000)
 

FY 81 FY 82 FY 83
 
Self-Help Funds 
 40 150 300
 

(Community support)
 

UPP/JMB 470 
 300 650
 

Scholarships 
 380 4000 4000.
 

Linkages 
 - 730 300
 

Teacher training 
 - 700 250
 

Management 
 - 200 300
 

University support 
 - 100 500
 

Total 890 6,180 6,300
 

Note: Funds to train South African refugees are now administered
 
by the State Department's Office of Refugee Programs;

therefore, these funds 
are not shown in this A.I.D. funds
 
table.
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J. Administration and Implications
 

Education has been described as the "cutting edge" of the 

Administration's constructive engagement policy with South Africa.
 

It will take full time staff attention to assure that the program 

meets our foreign policy objectives. To implement the refugee
 

training, scholarship and internal education components, we should
 

be budgeting $40-50 million over the next 5-7 years. 
 Coordina

tion among the three components requires careful management. Im

plementation will require full-time attention of at least one
 

person in the Embassy, AID/W and ICA/W. It will require the part

time staff support of many other units and individuals. The tasks
 

to be managed run the full gamut of any other development project,
 

complicated by more political sensitivities at home and abroad,
 

greater inter-agency coordination because of the number of
 

agencies invclved and the split between funding and staff respon

sibilities.
 

Clear management responsibilities are essential to avoid the
 

confusion which has slowed the program to date.
 

State/Embassy role is clear. 
 Foreign policy objectives are
 

paramount and these need to be translated into policy guidance at
 

each step of project identification, design and implementation.
 

The policy posture adopted in the first quarter of 1982 is very
 

appropriate. The AF/S office probably can handle this policy
 

translation role with no additional staff.
 

The Embassy has had a political officer guiding this work
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for some time. The shift to in-country implementation will place
 

great demands on all of the Embassy, Consulate and ICA field staff.
 

The team believes there needs to be a high level focal point for
 

guiding and coordinating this work in South Africa. 
The volume of
 

activity and its programming, the desirability of developing a
 

direct U.S. identification with the black community and the impor

tance of a continuing exchange to guide future actions requires
 

this position. The job is 
more technical and demanding than the
 

political officer can manage. 
To give the Ambassador and Country
 

Team the full time professional advice and coordination with the
 

black community needed to support this foreign policy initiative,
 

it is recommended that an Education Programs Coordinator be 
as

signed as 
a Special Assistant to the Ambassador. The function
 

would differ from the standard Cultural Affairs or Education
 

Officers. The suggested job qualifications are included as
 

Attachment K. Embassy and Consulate staff should, with BPAOs, be
 

able to implement the expanded Self-Help Fund project with no 

additional staff.
 

The funds for this program are in the foreign assistance
 

legislation. As administrator of ESF funds, A.I.D. will be held
 

accountable for the programs. 
 A.I.D. is committed to implementing 

this foreign policy initiative. They have the development orienta

tion which these education programs will need. 
They have the
 

comparative experience of 30 years of educational development in
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over 75 countries. 
They have the links t6 American technical
 

specialists who have been their partners in LDC development. They
 

have the background of this study.
 

However, it is not planned to open government-to-government
 

aid to South Africa, nor establish an A.I.D. mission in South Africa.
 

Political realities and.staff.constraints preclude this. Of.neces
sity, and to exploit strengths, the program will need to be imple

mented through intermediaries. 
This still requires full-time
 

management of Congressionally mandated and foreigi policy dictated
 

interests by A.I.D. 
 In the last quarter of 1981 and first quarter
 

of 1982, 
an AFR/SA Desk Officer has devoted virtually full time to
 

South Africa education. 
And this was to manage the on-going programs
 

at an expanded rate, not to start new ones 
yet. If even only half
 

of the projects proposed herein are approved, the full time of an
 

AFR/SA Desk Officer will be required. The AFR/SA Regional Program
 

Officer position, with which the RSA education responsibilities
 

were to be combined, should not be eliminated as now scheduled in
 

September 1982. A.I.D.'s responsibilities for budgeting, Congres

sional Presentations, position and briefing papers, staff work
 

analysis, preparation of approval documents, clearances, coordina

tion within A.I.D,, with State, ICA, Embassy, response to extensive
 

inquiries, directing independent evaluations and necessary studies,
 

etc., all require the full-time attention of one A.I.D. staff
 

oficer.
 

Congressional staffers have asked assurance that A.I.D. will
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exercise oversight of any funds allocated to them. 
 (This will also
 

be necessary to assure A.I.D. management that A.I.D.'s interests
 

are executed even when funds are 
transferred to another agency or
 

granted to an intermediary.) it is recommended that the responsible 
AFR/SA staff officer chair an ad hoc coordinating committee, with
 

..4 . . . .. i ."* . -

DR/SA, DR/EDU, OIT, S&T/EDU, GC and CM attending. The chairperson
 

would also be the A.I.D. staff liaison officer with State and ICA,
 

and the focal point within A.I.D. for all matters relating to South
 

Africa education.
 

ICA has the key implementation role to play in this program-

both in the field and Washington. For several years A.I.D. has
 

transferred small amounts 
($2.7 million: 1976-82) to ICA for South
 

Africa education programs. ICA started much of this work. 
ICA has
 

involved staff on 
the ground in South Africa. They have very good
 

contacts and relations with the black education community, which
 

must be involved in this program. They operate the Fulbright pro
gram and coordinate the short-term exchanges with which these pro
posed projects must be closely coordinated. In effect, they
 

should continue as the main implementing agency. 

A.I.D. should continue to transfer funds and program respon

sibilities to ICA. In so doing, a balance must be negotiated 

between just giving money andthe away not inhibiting ICA's 
implementing flexibility with A.I.D. control. Clear program
 

guidance, timely transfers should not turn close coordination into
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control. ICA should implement the continuing JMB and expanded
 

scholarship program. 
A simple transfer would facilitate the ex

panding Operations Crossroads and short-term exchange project.
 

These can all be implemented now.
 

U.S. program interests in management development, teacher 

training and universities support are probably too loosely defined 

for immediate transfer or implementation. In the projects out

lined above, next step strategies are identified. In general, if
 

these three areas are accepted for educational aid, a program
 

definition phase should be undertaken by A.I.D., in close coordi

nation with ICA. 
 In all three projects, a great deal of work
 

must be undertaken immediately with design and study grants before
 

proposals can be submitted or solicited and grants/contracts
 

awarded. 
Inasmuch as the management project is the-least compli

cated, it is recommended that project definition on this be
 

started next. 
 (As of April, funds for the expanded Self-Help and
 

expanded scholarship program have already been transferred to
 

State and ICA respectively; funds to continue the pilot phase of 

JMB will be transferred to ICA in early May.)
 

One last note on management. 
There are scores of important
 

American and Third World leaders who are 
7itally interested in
 

U.S. involvement in South Africa. 
It is critical that these in

dividuals and leaders be consulted about this work. 
The A.I.D.,
 

State and ICA staff know who these people are and why their sup

port is critical. 
At a very early stage, a coordination plan
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should be drafted, approved and used as ah active management tool.
 

Misunderstanding by these groups could block effective implementa

tion of this program.
 

The U.S. has taken some first steps in using education as the
 

cutting edge of constructive engagement. It is a complicated task
 

with great sensitivity. We have the.opportunity to..make*important
 

contributions to peaceful, evolutionary, human and political de

velopment of the entire southern Africa region. 
The situation
 

is charged with strong feelings on all sides. There will be
 

those who criticize this effort for doing too much, and those who
 

will charge it is too little. The gravity of the consequences
 

and the importance of the purpose will need to sustain all who
 

work on this program when these charges are filed.
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations
 

A. Conclusions (see Executive Summary)
 

1. Black education is neither responsive to individual
 

desires nor the economy's needs because of deteriorated quality.
 

2. Inferior quality is the overriding concern, especially
 
in math, science and English. Tea'cher pgrading is the
 

recommended level to help.
 

3. Everyone the team met recommended that the U.S. help
 

but that help will not make the U.S. universally popular.
 

4. Aparth2id imposes a stifling rigidity on education
 

but there are ample opportunities to be helpful outside that
 

structure.
 

5. The reasons why the U.S. should help outweigh these
 

arguments against helping. It is in U.S. short and long term foreign
 

policy interests to help as well as consistent with American ideals.
 

6. If recommended conditions and guidelines are followed,
 

the U.S. can be helpful without reinforcing segregation.
 

7. There are program possibilities which can be supported
 

immediately which contribute to U.S. objectives in South Africa.
 

B. Recommendations
 

1. Approve the proposed conditions and guidelines.
 

2. Reconfirm the understanding to expand the existing
 

programs in FY 1982.
 

3. Approve ICA starting in FY 1982 new programs in management
 

training, and expanding short-term exchanges.
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4. Aipprove A.I.D. doing technical planning in FY 1982 for new
 

program sT :ts in FY 1983 in teacher upgrading and bridging
 

programs fe: black students attending open universities.
 

5. .Approve the position of Education Program Coordinator as
 

policy advise- to the Ambassador in South Africa.
 

" "6. \pprove the transfer of'funds and implementing
 

responsi '.ity to USICA, with continued oversight by A.I.D./
 

Washingtc .
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ATTACHMENT A: 	 Terms of Reference for a Study of Assistance to
 
.the Training of Legally Disadvantaged South Africans
 

Background
 

Initiatives by the Congress and the Administration may require A.I.D.
 
to begin a program for training South Africans who are disadvantaged
 
.by.virtue of legal restrictions on their ability to get higher.,..
 
education. "Legally disadvantaged" includes African, Asian, and
 
the so-called Coloured (mixed-race) students. These three groups are
 
collectively referred to as "blacks" in South Africa.
 

The House of Representatives' version of the FY 1982 appropriations
 
legislation for A.I.D. earmarks $5.7 ($4.7 million from the Education
 
and Human Resources Account and $1.0 million from Economic Support
 
Funds) for scholarships for "South African students who are dis
advantaged by virtue of legal restrictions on their ability to get
 
an adequate undergraduate or graduate education.' The Senate appro
priations legislation earmarks only $2.0 million for this activity,
 
all of which is to come from ESF funds.
 

The Administration is considering and is favorably disposed towards
 
the initiation of a major educational assistance program for black
 
'South Africans. To further program development, it is necessary that
 
a fact-finding team travel to South Africa to explore the educational
 
needs of legally disadvantaged students, possibilities for external
 
assistance, and types of activities to which assistance might be
 
provided.
 

Obj ective
 

The objective of the fact-finding team wil.l be to determine .how the
 
U.S. can, within the context of US-RSA bilateral rela-tions and.".'
 
comestic RSA conditions, effectively contribute to meeting the
 
training needs of South Africa's legally disadvantaged students.
 
Through review of existing studeis and professional discussions,
 
the team will:
 

1. Review education, training, and human resources development
 
activities in RSA -- its organization, purposes, programs and
 
constraints;
 

2. Explore various training needs of the legally disadvantaged;
 

3. Identify existing or new activities that could make effective
 
use of external assistance;
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4. 
Identify and appraise SAG and U.S. policies that may impact
 
on external assistance programs;
 

3. Assess the capabilities of South Afridan and American
 
organizations/institutions that might be 
involved in program
 
..mplementation.
 

Guiding PrinciDles:
 

in assessing the feasibility of external assistance, the 
team will:
 

a. 
Review both in-country training possibilities and support for
 
study in the U.S.;
 

b. Search for meaningful activities which do/could impact 
on the
 
needs of the legally disadvantaged (i.e., breaks constraints on
 
training, or has a multiplier effect beyond those directly trainined,
etc.);
 

c. Give priority to any post-secondary, technica/vocational skills

training, college preparatory training, or college/university

trainiing 
(including teacher training and up-grading) which is

responsive to 
the training needs of the legally disadvantaged;
 

d. Identify on-going or quick-starting activities which can begin

implementation during FY 1982;
 

e. Consider affordable activities; i.e., FY 1982 costs within the

level of $1-5.7 million; additional funding in similar amounts
 
should be assumed for FY 1983 and FY 1984;
 

f. Consider "cooperative arrangements" with the privatn sector;
 

g. Give priority to activities that require no direct-hire A.I.D.

staff in South Africa, that are capable of being managed with
 
minimal USG management involvement.
 

Composition and Contacts of Fact-Finding Team
 

After appropriate Washington briefings, a three-person team traveled
 
to 
South Africa to carry out the two-week study. Because of the

complexity of such a program, the team should be made up of the

following: one member who is experienced in all facets of A.I.D.
 
program planning, project development and implementation; one member
who has extensive, current knowledge of the development of specialized

educational programs. The first member of the team is a senior

A.I.D. officer from the Africa Bureau 
(Ted Morse, Director, AFR/SA),
and the second member, a private U.S. consultant with expertise in

education. The Deputy Assistant Administrator for Africa will

assist with the study and familiarize himself with the problems,

issues, institutions and opportunities as background for follow-on
 
interpretation and decisions.
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The team will be assisted on a part-time basis in South Africa

by U.S. Embassy staff. Appropriate staff,would include a Political
 
Officer who has 
a working knowledge of and established contacts with
 
South African groups from which students might be selected, and a

Cultural Affairs Officer who has 
working knowledge of and extensive
 
contacts with South African public, church, and business "educators."
 

The A.I.D. Regional Legal Advisor 
(RLA) has been requested to assess

the current legal impediments to equal educational opportunities

for all South Africans. The RLA will prepare and dispatch a brief
 
for use by the team to further define "legally disadvantaged" as a
 
selection criterion for thi; program.
 

Upon arrival in South Africa, the team will consult with the U.S.
 
Embassy on the following:
 

(1) Identification of in-country political realities affecting

students or program selection;
 

(2) Recommendations on individuals, organizations and institutions
 
the team should contact to carry out the above tasks (See preliminary

scheduling requests for an illustrative listing of individual,

organizational, and institutional 
contacts in South Africa; with

the 
guidance of U.S. Embassy, the team will consult with as many of

these or other such useful contacts as possible during the time
 
available);
 

(3) Guidance on specific information/insights that each contact
 
can provide.
 

Congressional and Private U.S. Liaison
 

Legislation now under consideration in the Congress will, if passed,

require A.I.D. to finance undergraduate and graduate professional

education in the U.S. for legally disadvantaged South African students..

Appropriate committees of the Congress 
are being informed of the
 
proposed visit before the 
team departs. In addition, influential
 
private Americans will also be informally consulted before departure

to obtain their views on 
potential contacts and programs. This will
 
include the author of the present US-SALEP study on South African
 
education.
 

South African Government (SAG) Consultations
 

Assistant Secretary for African Affairs Crocker has 
informed the
 
South African Embassy about the fact-finding mission and the travel

of the A.I.D. team. He did not 
seek the SAG's approval of the team's
 
statement of work nor 
proposed contacts. He did request SAG cooperatio

in setting up appropriate appointments. A reliable study will
 
require that the team have 
access to a broad spectrum of the education

community in both the public and private sectors.
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Scheduling
 

The team will start travel in South Africa o/a November 30, assuming
 
that the Congress will have been informed and the Embassy clears.
 

The team would spend two weeks in South Africa, then return to the
 
U.S. o/a December 14-16 to prepare its report. (NOTE: This date
 
is firm in order to permit the team to participate in the December 17-1
 
CSIS-INR conference on "Furthering Black Education in South Africa:.
 
How can the U.S. Best Help?"
 

Logistic Su-ort 

Embassy assistance will be requested in identifying contacts,
 
formulating itinerary, and arranging meetings. Travel and hotel
 
accommodations should be made by the Embassy.
 

ReDorts
 

Before departing South Africa, the team will brief the U.S. Embassy
 
on its findings.
 

Upon return to the U.S. the team will report on the feasibility of
 
a program of assistance for legally disadvantaged South Africans to
 
the Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, the A.I.D.
 
Assistant Administrator for Africa, and the ICA Director of the
 
Office of African Affairs. Every effort will be made to complete
 
the field aspects of the study in time to present its results to the
 
State/AF-funded review of South African education, tentatively
 
scheduled for December 17-18.
 

The team's report will include recommendations on activities that
 
might be assisted, describing mechanisms and processes through
 
which assistance might be channeled, and formulating guidelines to
 
be followed in distributing available funding resources between the
 
various assistance options.
 



ATTACHIME'NT B: UNSOLICITED BLACK EDUCATION ,PROGR.AY[ REQUESTS 

Belville 	Teachers' Collee
 
In-serv:ce training (in language)

Faculty development (especially English)

Software production unit for audio-visual
 
Assistance with part-time, in-serve teacher upgrading certifica 

Teacher Imnrovement Research Association (Mpalu)

Wants full-time coordinator for-research and.training centers...
 
Wants help with primary level science kits
 

Saint .rancis
 
',Vants help on existing in-service (night/weekend) teacher L.grac
Help with training in handicrafts for handicapped 

Urban Foundation (Cape Town) 
Help review the major NFE study they are doing
Help with pre-school education (Early Learning Research Units)
Help with expanding the Saturdays Science Program
Help with Science Education (kits) Program
Needs a Black Coordinator for the Singing (repetition 

Learning Program
Help make use and build more Teacher Research Centers - upgradii
(There are numerous teacher upgrading schemes - need money)
3 M, UF and UCT sponsor an evening science and arts program

for black primary teachers; they would like short-term
 
consultants in all educational fields
 

Grassroots
 
Wants funds to help set up more pre-schools

Wants help in following: parent education; physical facilities:
 

training specialists in pre-school education; training in
 
community organizations management
 

University of Cape Town 
Wants to change university along U.S. Land Grant model 
Wants staff with third world experience on 1-2 year secondment 
Wants help for their adult education program at Cross Roads 
Wants help for their disadvantaged students in science, math,

English and adult education (literacy, numercy, health
 
education, water, community management, vocational skills)

and other "out-reach" programs


Wants adult education (20 grads now enrolled) assistance

Wants fellowshis /bursaries to UCT for black students 
Wants help with its community action management training prograi

Has labor research and legal help programs not funded by 

SAG/U budget

Wants help in these and NFE, TESL, TEFL.
 

http:PROGR.AY
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Careers Research and Information Center
 
Wants expansion help for operating expenses, guidance


counseling, job definitions
 

Stellenbosh University

Recommended U.S. help with bursaries and bridging programs
 

at open universities
 
Wants help for their in-service program for under-qualified
 
, black math-and -science teachers
 
Wants help in "Package Program."

Recommends more urban adult education centers
 

(help parentF, not just students)

Small business development schemes for black businesses
 

Wits
 
Dorms; bursaries; academic support program of every type
 

need help

Black staff development

Full requests made
 

University of Western Cape
 

Requested bursaries for research and post-graduate students
 
Wants faculty exchange in schience
 
Wants contacts for ordering science books and equipment

Wants help with schience teachers upgrading program

Wants institutional linkages, faculty exchanges in all fields
 

with those familiar with third world education
 

MALDA (Management and Leadership Development Association)
 

Wants building and program help in all aspects of management
 
a.nd administration training, counseling and research
 

Cape Technikons
 
Want bursaries, short-term staff exchanges, funds to work in
 

Teacher Resource Center of University of Western Cape
Want funds for math/science school leavers on Sat. and Sun.
 
Assistance with faculty development; engineering;
 

science and management
 

Operation Upgrade
Wants funds to train more literacy teachers
 

Natal Teacher Educators Aasociation
 
Wants modular in-service training materials for members
 

Springfield

Funds for expanded Saturday workshops by college
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Umbumbulu Teachers College

Wants bursaries for students
 
Wants help for accelerating upgrading courses
 
Wants teacher salaries for adult education centers (no SAG fund!
 
Wants audio-visual aids (IBM tapes may be coming); science kits
 

Mangosuthu Technikon
 

Wants U.S. companies to donate funds to technikons and support

students 
from their fir7,s' to come to study and placement

afterwords
 

University of Natal
 
Bursaries needed by every black student 
($1,500-$2,000 per
 
year for each student)


Academic support including exchanges of technology and experien"

Wants residences on campus and at teaching health center 
Needs extensive held for black medical faculty
Also wants help with staff development
Needs equipment and audio-visual aids, upgrading courses and 

assistance with teacher training

Development Studies Program wants AID/DSP and other outlines
 
Wants help in economic surveying techniques

Department of statistics wants visiting research fellows'
 
Extensive help in medical education requested
 

University of Durban Westville
 
Staff and student exchanges

Staff upgrading (no affirmative action mentioned)
 

KwaZulu Public Service
 
Scholarships for staff training
 

KwaZulu Ministry of Education
 
Money for American Missionary School in KwaZulu
 
Need assistance for night upgrading courses, as well 
as an
 
upgrading center and equipment for same
 

Wants U.S. experts, teachers and bursarie, for in-service trips
 

Black Management Forum
 
Wants consultants
 

Inkatha
 
Bursaries needed
 

institute of 
Race Relations
 
Needs help 
 money) on wide range of bridging programs, all
 

over the country (from pre-departure orientation to
 
Durban drop-outs program


Receives bursary help and distribution to the needy;

wants help in confidence training
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Educational Information Center
 
(UF grant runs out in one year)

Wants help with its programs in many educational areas,
 

including counseling, testing to career outlines
 
Employment placement: testing to recommend training;
 

70% of jobs are open
 
Educational enrichment: Winter school (1,000), tutorial
 
Workshops for teachers 
Information exchange
 
Referral service bursaries
 

Anglo-American

Recommendations - send high-level teacher educations; fund
 
buildings which open new ideas, cutting edge of change;

assist community self-help efforts
 

Rural, waite areas have poorest education 
Back urban pilot schemes 
Make inputs into open universities 
Facilitate integration through bridging programs
Pay bursaries at black and open universities 
Help management education 
Support de Lange recommendations on pre-school
Help orient education to job/career needs 

Urban (Union) Training Project
Money for seminars and buildings for management 
Pay for part-time instructors 

EOC
 
Scholarships
 
In-country education next
 

PACE School
 
Help open night, adult classes at PACE
 
Help open primary teacher upgrading PACE
 
Help with bursaries for PACE
 
Pre-school grants
 

Teachers 	Action Committee
 
Help with seminars; how to teach and "conscientize" (awareness)


reinterpret history 

University of :ululand
 
Faculty of Education wants a teacher in-service training
 

institute
 

Urban Foundation (Johannesburg)

Moving from a funding agency to a program development agency

Link UF to A.I.D. studies on NFE; education financing; UC,

Michigan, Georgetown; when completed review US design study
 
on structuring NFE (l/3 done now)

Create another variation of UF
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Teacher Center to overcome 
the science, math and commercial
 
weakness of their center
 

Entrepreneur development is 
third UF focus; join them on this
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AS SUGGESTED IN REP (A). REVISED TEST FOLLOWS:
 

2. QUOTE. AN AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (A.I.D.)

FACT-FINDIN'G TEAM IS BEING SENT TO SOUTH AFRICA O/A

NOVEMBER -. 1981,
10, 
 TO EXPLORE NEEDS AND POSSIBILITIES
 
FOR U.S. GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE TO PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO

HELP BLACK SOUTH AFRICANS OVERCOME EDUCATIONAL DISADVANTAGES
 
'AND PLAY THEIR FULL ROLE IN THE PEACEFOL FUTURE OF THIS
 
IMPORTANT COUNTRY AND REGION. 
 THE TEAM WILL LIMIT THE
 
SCOPE OF ITS EXPLORATIONS TO .TEE EDUCATION 
SECTOR. IT
 
WILL GATHER INFORMATION RELEVANT TO TFE DEVELOPMENT OF
 
PROGRAMS OF SCHOLARSHIP ASSISTANCE FOR STUDY IN U.S.
 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, AS WELL AS IN-COUNTRY TRAINING
 
PROGRAMS THAT MIGHT INCIUDE COLLEGE PREPARATION, TEACHER
 
UPGRADING TRAINING AND POST-SECONDARY TECHNICAL/VOCATIONAL

TRAINING ACTIVITIES. THE TEAM WILL 
SEEK A FULL EXCHANGE
 
OF VIEWS WITH INDIVIDUALS, ORGANIZATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS
 
OPEATING IN THE EDUCATION SECTOR. AFTER TiO-THREE YEEKS

OF TRAVELING lI SOUTH AFRICA, THE TEAM WILL RETURN' TO
 
THE U.S. TO REPORT ITS FINDINGS TO A.I.D., THiq. STATE
 
DEPARTMENT AND THE 
INTER4NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS AGENCT,

AS INPUT TO THEIR CONSIDERATION OF POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE
 
TO PROGRAMS ADDRESSING THE EDUCATIONAL/TRAINING FlEEDS OF 
"* DISAEVANTAGED STUDENTS 
IN SOUTH AFrICA.
 

I
 

"- TTV T*EAM WILL CONSIST OF T'WO A.I.D. OFFICERS,
W. iAVrEN NCRTF, AND TED L. MORSE, BUREAU FOR AFRICA;

AND ONE PRIVATE U.S. CONSULTANT, DR. PATST BAKER
 
BLACKSHEAR, P?.D., EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION, 4UPERVI3ION
 
AND CTRRICULUM DEVE!OPMENT. STOESSEL
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ant .deeretary of educa-tion and the. dep~artrnent 
of e i cation's director of 

cans overcome educatiot": 
disadvantages and pla,their full role" in Soutl]_ 
and Southern Alri-. . 
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the office of interntionsl -. . 
pro-rammes. 

They are due in Johannes-
burg today after visiting 
Cape Town and Durban.

The team will spend m.i.t 

INVESTIGATION 
The team will look at pa 

i b Ie programmes fo 
scholarships to US col 
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of ne.ct week in .Jonan. 
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of the University of the 
Wkwaterrand's educa. 
tion prniects. 
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cal/voentional training Ic 
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After 

CONFERENCE 

leaving SA n" De-

T h e I r investiratlon wihelp the Reagan admiiu 
tration decide how It 

cember 11 they will at. 
tend a closed conference 
on education projects for 
biazk. coloured and In. 
dian South Africans or. 
oanised by the George. 
town University's Centre 
for Strategic and Inter. 

shnuld spend the seve 
million dollars (rando I|
h %rmarked rnr eduV2 
tioral assistance p r 
grammes for black 
coloured a n d India4 

. South Afric2nL 
The CSrS conference is ii 

national Studies. 
This conference wi lb at-

tended by a small group
of Amertran "in t hpu b He and p rivate .e. 

tended to -ordinst, 
U.- promm el wi t 
what is hoped will be 4 

.sior effort I p"en t rie. . . •. . 
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US plans 
boost for
 
SA black
 
education
 

moo Repv -W 
THE United States is pWL n a
 
major boost for black educatloG
 
in Soutlh Africa as pe of i
 
cywlth e .....

The bocos.ve amed the USOO 

mnbamador to the Ut N&
tiom earlier ths wee will Uke
 
Its lead km a a4t-find 9 mis-

Am now tourln South AfC.
 

Te Ambaumur. r Kenneth
 
Adelmn. told. the UN General
 
Auamnbly InNew York cm Moo.day - a part of a plea for a yeth on interuatu~a wMth 

South Africa - that the Us 
would "3000 expand pro

=amadie to 
 meet the 
education neeseCf black Srrth 
Africans both rfugees and
 
those w" remain'.
 

UrVng the UN to bmcm
 
-man rueasd. and Im Met
ttUy., be called cc it to )ain the
 
US -and other govwrmtz al
rady active In th r to brlp
 
provida educatfooal m ,t.c 
to bhack within South Africa.
 
either through wholArship or
 
othW Oocatioal pro=sA
 

Although the frnMcial CXtnt" 

* kown. 11 tre-pee-wo twnmftow the US Agency for !mnma
donal Deelp;ei (AMD) is ) W0&4 

. toqwin South Aica to GiOS 
the most mrgent awd3 

The findlap of WO tnlm
which is expecte in JobAna
burg next week - will form the
 
bars of the3 ne1"Iitistime
 

http:bocos.ve


4L The NatalI46ecq.w'~.Wded December -1, 19t81
 

p ani.jor
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Attachi.ent C 
New York Times Deceber 21, 1981 

C The bead of one volutary progam 
said he thought the Americans shouldUM~r9TTnP i ETO [ABut Itseerned that the SouthAfrican ccm=trr-e On 2res the Governmnt 

U1S VIeeIA)M II the delicacy of 	 systemadcally neglected, such as lit. 
eracy progrms for adults. and s othat issuafortheUnitedStateandwere 

a to see Amean ad money dropOMu - Cw -hrds of all acks who 
flow~ ~ ~ ~ 12h go to schooLare said to stay only three,tovlmayadsblzippro. 

am directly contzoL A yars-andeducation inrntal areas.'grams they did 
Mstry of Natimial But any consideration of a programhigh officiAl of the

Edcatlcm who met with a member of for rural blacks immediately raiq the
Of whether American aid hidstheAmerican goupxpo d ou taztte Ln 

., .,w a fora.- lycomtd to ca go so.alled,the officialstrbalwerhomLnsM tOfficials Wind Up 2-Week Tour 	 wha be cale rit3n th povse The America 
ht 	 o the,Intended to Find Ways to f e t op ntis to 	 this was out1 

He&L said thatit zed thatJt q in the case of the states that 

-Give Educational Help. h.d aee a noia , =ndpxi. 
that goal was to bo achieved. Sut om whits educator -said he came 

" the offi- away with the IMprfsion 	 that the
I't is my permonA a inld 

cia sd. putting his response in the con. Umted Stae might be intrted in put-
ByJOSEPH JELYV.D e of t'soficia emptius 	on-.,,w-I ting n= y into the Zlu state, known as i 

t equal faldt, "tit South Africa Kwazulu.SmhU,,n=WYO~kbu 
- The dould for fnancill assist- Of all the leader o the black sta=,JOHANNESBURG, Dec. 2 s be gratfu 

Gaiha BuIs looa fo An fro= the Umted States oartrom any xwazlu's Cief MimLvw, In tssieantton oMher cmtry, becau3 	 it is the inten theion bG 
to support black eduation inways 

the 	 of th ,OverIM nt to provride equal that be would never cept indepean,S h Afrca t chanein 
tines to all groups was der Souh Afcan auspce orthrough the burmucracy educaonai 	 oppot Iss than full citzenshi inassta= r~t snc~u: mtL ¢um~."amt 	 SothAn aullies Ine~mtm~ 	 S4hg

that enforces strict racial. separation in 	 in this country.-
Th official American statement, souh Afric. He is aL oe of the fewschools. 

As a preimiar stpbfr Spoke Oi Zeeting eductional and ISouth African black letars who is out.iun 	 E 
of 41egally dlsadvau-I spimIn hisasupor tfor asy~ of pri.

Specific project: proposals tw tag 	 training nee and mwabfe vate teamrAft eecf rnataged 	 blacks. white 
Afri aswho met with the Amei . t InvistilgadditionAmercanto the aid agencygroup officials,includeda m 	 cans said the emot ,mompletd awSouthwo.week:=fu~actnding 	 ai appes.,d to be1m,,l, pltled• 

merican gropieinde.
moUrof South Africa nine days ago in 	 sum'yfs a Pu wed teM hd 

studfn Suh Africl' as wWl as the Edward L Meador, drr of the inter 
wich they canvassed the reactimi to 

ma to Unted Sts and on bat-*ng for pu- tm~ial dvson of the United Stpum Of
possible aid plans of b 	 Blaas white v l pitL groups suchas the f[a o Fdca and Dr. Pas 
and political groups as wi 2	 of the District of Columbia schoLoandof s.Sittee 	 for High srmr 

which r= VediaL pro- sYstens, who was described as a consult.EduAcatiOn, 
et univer- a to the A for Inta=,rionalThe Ao..,..:venyofficials, W. gra=m for blacks trying to 

. MoM!of the sity dngrea through corrrponden Development.Haven North and 
cour.agecy's African breau, ,md up 

At least oe ronwbite educator dothmr mission by meeting offddis from 
two of the three Soh African Minis-. insd to mest t. American officdis.
 
tMiss that ovusse the separate educa- 2ate he explained that he was con
 

cmd that the stude= in his progzsmtion deartments see up fur each racial 
might react nepthely if he appeared to 

group. The officials the Americans m6t 
were fro the Mi nstry of National be Involving it,in We 	Reagan Adminis. 

tratlons policy (U-cn=Wtft engageE7&ductin which Is respnsble for 
of meat" with south Africa, which is 

whit schools and the coordlmtim 

educ"HMMI policies. and the Ministry of generally viewed with suspidion or bag-

Education and Traaag, %tichrn the tiuity by politically sopisdcated blacks
 
black .bools. 

srdea csspemGa but rma
The American officlaW won said to be 


,..ar nstructl from washington wt However, he said he thought it was
: 
questons from reporto-s. and possible that American aid funds could
to a,-sw 

ths American Embassy InCape Town be put to constructive use in program
A mirty oftook the musual stop of Instructng it desind fur block 

with whom the officials met wxofficials oMuto go beyod a owepr- iblac 
gaph statement from Washington do- reported to, have told them that any
 
fining the misson's goals. That state-, form of asisum would tend to lq:1.
 
mant did no address the pomtially mtethez e ng sysm but t1ta &td 

appeared to betouchy question of how the Umid StatesrIempoe from- black .addbutptt±m
could aid black education in South At. 

rica without appearing to help the segre
at system 
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E Reagan adminis-
atian is investigating 
Iao asingbakA 

iucaionin 
because itre-


rdeducavron as 

,)l"change.-a o peaceful evolu-

such
;inuvr f 

er t would haveeicnn
wosuspld~hav,..•ver et n 

~Pretoria and it is a Waeit that under former 

i aschemetwould ave 
tsn 	 nccpabe 
Iesuccession to power of 
ie .Rz.gan atifuis.i~aon 

on in the comov of power 
iPrewoa to the extt that 
overnment officials no long-
rfel that tey have to be on 
aeCdejeovlY9' 011 MaU WI.b 
"ua have a fnd in Was-

all.man
ttarPess n t 

,aLe that sienu 
ira~aa prests something 
I a as chance for Pretoriand inat ftprogres is goinws
SIn 

,

D. be mdaow. b be 

Education is Ow of the 
ids where America be 

lves itcan acceleraw th 

of ciange away Lmm 
parthaid. ' 

erc sA ut_. Socre. 
ary of State for Arca.._ __ Dr, ....
...
 
!ha_r Crocker, -regards-
XiucsuoaL as ?Jp. cnjiJ 

_i t .. . 
in a ot inren address 

Washingtaa on the sub)ect of 
ieruig th dcation of 
ilack South Africans.a ho~ Z&A.'WatweseaV,.fatwe a m as a contu ing 

wolution away from ;p 
d is in fact underwa•Several days before his 

.aluhington address, two offl-
nabs of the Agency for Inter-
NaUO, a Development comr-
)iftw a fortigft: fact-fbid-
ng uuw of Sout Africa, caa. 
fa-aing black nd white 
--pi m to tha Am ca 
A&M 

One of We issues the 
L.mwlanx will have to over-

mm, impnlmelUn their 
plan wil be to carry It od 

..0tVback4i1-,il,;Z.jays.....'"s...g"First, 


Suthnature 
-f'ia 
 i ducaion..... ,,,,... cen~ 

-	 " '. . :: .,wich 


Tor 

'. 4 	 .A? 	 .:;r.,"Thrdl, our pproach 

wlthouapertrg to suppart DON HA.RSH Tj "istance, 
South. ica's segrsald 

.probes a US plan 
Att im ~ta'tetcute m 	 wn u tin. 

i' . .: g . ,,'Scho)Larshipi 

.a 

R eSpe Sou der - Sec 
Arca are expected to criLb 
am the A a - retary of State, Dr 
ec 	ftr hii own M Chester Crocke 

Government circles 
owver. e sceme no (right), to assist 

& t r" o ous black educ ugu.joppoeiuon. The two Ameri-" 

can oftlcLaIs from Lha Agtncy Sootbj Africa.

for Inemrationua Develop. 

ment.MrWHavenNorthand Mated Afii population of 

Mr Ted D Mersa, met with :6 700 000 Will be gnder ,A 

officiaLs of the seLate of age -- .'
sit de- '	 - .

191011.! " ,Pretoriaor**Olt.r unoifcz " 
a..and blac education view tnwards the American 

m
#M&~ their recent visiL sh.ma theeore. it -We 

An oificial statemen was can do with the kmd of ai 

but the mood among educa- An educatiois ;pzkmg
tio tt in Pretoria towards inhi priate cap4y,sa 
th Aeiscn ,--, e.eeb msvetotowards M&hspate capcatOMUMheAmerican move to bol-Mb in l 	 S 
st black 	 educauc ur"Why 

*sa bakeuaieL h 
.,
South Africa faces a daunt- Q 

ing task in providing educa
tion for all population 
pFo-. . .... 

In the year 2000, o y 
years from now. South Afric 
will have a total populaion of
 
46 00 000 - 40 700 OW blacks
 
and 6 Go0 O00 WhitesL
 

The impllcatios for the 
size of ts.chool-going popu
laion are .saggerung By 
190. 4L.1 	 Darcae of an a*U-

I
 

South 
AfiCans. 

any approach 
tc isut fl tWlalSt in 

will be opposed by the 
South Airican Government 
as it would by any soveregoeen-n.
 

calls ap roach-Secoadly onanythe Uaito 

States to play the role that is 
properly that of the South AL-

Government will be opposed by that portion the 

be'plnefit wneddt 

;
" .o..ra.uatre e ca-a., '.:. su. post-graduate education, 

-. 


.. 

the Americans would not 
POa someAbMo that wW14 
,4- Oh Lu tha. 

salaon with Suth Africans 
of aUl groups. It should reflect 
their needs and priorities ad 
sol 	 o edctdt 

for study at 
American 'institutions offer 
o 	meh' of providing 

al.ftho it bas its 

-Me polc review L 
hunIno account the advantages
of education in the Unted 
St, as opposed to South
Africa., of undergraduate ver. 

not med on the diusnons, "t th American prop ", that hre markers" must te lyg btween the batefield 

AartGw& 	 &Cheff14,krr~cSouth African Gavermet."'; &io . 
How would tIb Anircan Mid. 

scee work? '"*All this because Dr.Crock-: 
Dr Crocker said recently er no South Africa's future

formal uversiteduca
tion versus vocational 

""tin "Itisa120conid car.sd'R 	u,
 

ncuhum-dewiopmen'.er Lraiuunbridgwig pro,
grams, technical skillS 
rIIM& management train

at aeo levi

observed in attemUng to do- and tbe clsoom The fail-. 
ip a.United Kate ap- ure of the latter, be believe, 

________ oiiin5 	~, 4 4i, .uil .am I 

( 

b \ 

" 



ATTACHMENT D 

WHY THE U.S. SHOULD AND SHOULD NOT GET INVOLVED IN HELPING BLACK
 
EDUCATION IN COUNTRY (from the viewpoints of various South African groups)
 

I. Views from South African Government/Establishment
 

PROs 


- Furthers economic growth and 

development of the country's 

manpower needs
 

- Supports the massive educa-

tional needs of the black 

population
 

- Provides a positive relation
ship with the U.S.A.
 

CONs
 

- Interfers with the government's laws
 
policies, and responsibilities
 

- Interfers with the current white sta
 
quo, economicand social
 

II. Views from Universities (white, Afrikaans)
 

PROs 


- Furthers economic growth and 

the country's manpower needs 


- Provides the needed support for 

the massive educational needs 

of the black population 


- Promotes moderate and peaceful
 
social change
 

- Utilizes the expertise of the
 
U.S. in areas of need
 

- Promotes the concept of differ
ential education at the tertiary
 
level
 

- Could provide the needed bursaries
 
to support tertiary education
 
needs for blacks
 

CONs
 

- Could continue to prepare people for 
an academically oriented work settin 
when the needs relate to technical 
skills 

- Could develop aspiration levels for 
employment that are beyond the middl 
management levels 

- Provides support for the greatest
 
areas of black educational need
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III. Views from Universities (white, English)
 

PROs 


- Supports current efforts to pro-
vide non-racial and quality edu-
cational opportunities 

- Supports efforts to train blacks 

in areas of manpower need 


- Furthers the economical and 
political growth of the country 

- Furthers the increasing student 

population needs of the white, 

English university 


- Could provide the needed 

bursaries to support tertiary 

education needs for blacks 


great- Provides support for the 


est areas of black educational
 
need
 

'CONs
 

- Furthers segregated educational in
stitutions (residentially)
 

- Furthers the erosions of the black
 
institutions of higher education and
 
retards the development of leadershi
 
at these institutions
 

- Acknowledges apartheid by relating
 
to the government's roadblocks (e.g.
 
permits, residential restrictions,
 
etc.)
 

- Requires extensive support to prepar(
 
black students entering the
 
university special programs
 

- Highlights the lack of research and
 
evaluative data regarding the succes!
 
of efforts relative to bridging and
 
teacher upgrading
 

IV. Views from Institutions of Higher Education (black)
 

PROs 


- Improves the quality of 

education for blacks _ 


- Legitimizes efforts through 

association with the USA 


Provides support for the
 
greatest areas of black 

educational need 


CONs
 

- Furthers a segregated educational
 
system
 

- The extent of support needed requires
 
large financial outlays or strategic
 
catalytic efforts
 

- Requires government assistance to 
support the current system 

- Supports educational efforts that 
are
 
not related to either community needs
 
or economic manpower needs
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V. 	Views from Community LeadershiD
 
(black and white, industry and community based)
 

PROs 


- Provides a buttress for those 
persons and organizations 
supporting peaceful change and 
economic growth 

- Supports the economic stability 

and manpower needs of private 

industry 


- Prepares a black intelligencia 

to further the leadership needs
 
of the black community
 

- Supports existing avenues which
 
serve as a catalyst to end
 
apartheid by encouraging non
racial and quality education
 

- Provides a cost ffective
 
educational thrust
 

CONs
 

- Highlights the lack of unity in leade
 
ship within the black community -
project coordinator problems
 

- Highlights the lack of coordination
 
of the current efforts and the
 
resulting neglect in support to rura
 
areas and homelands -- project focus
 
problems
 

VI. Views from "Far-to-Moderate Left"
 

PROs 


- Prepares a black intelligencia 

to provide the leadership needs 

for the "change"
 

- Could provide a tangible stance 

against apartheid 


CONs
 

- Hinders the progress toward full 
equality 

- Imposes western ideas and the white
 
man's attitudes on blacks
 

- Furthers a segregated and inferior
 
educational system for blacks
 

- Provides reform of the present systel
 
rather than furthering "change"
 

- Provides an undesired positive 
relationship between the governments
 
of USA and RSA
 

- Supports economic divisiveness among
 
blacks.
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NOTES:
 

Independent homelands were excluded since the viewpoints of
 
persons in these areas were not obtained.
 

Most statements were provided directly by-the persons interviewed;
 
a few were implied from conversations.
 

Points cf Comparison and Contrast Between Groups:
 

For all of the persons interviewed who are currently involved in
 
improving the quality of education for blacks in Souther Africa,

there was a general encouragement of USA involvement in in-country

training activities. Although the basis for this ,-iewpoint

differed from one group to 
the ncxt, they were unifiel in their

stand. Th- most prevailing point of concurrence relates to the

identified need to train blacks for the country's critical manpower

shortages. As explained by one Afrikaaner, "wetre running out of
whites." This perception seemed to be shared by those who could

be classified as part of the establishment and the more conversative

Afrikaaners in general. 
 This latter group also includes some re
presentatives of private industry.
 

A different view, however, was presented by the more 
liberal, community

based groups and. the white, English universities. They seemed to
 
encourage USA support for moral 
reasons -- the need to peacefully

reform the system away from apartheid. Many felt that this could

best be accomplished by supporting non-racial institutions and im
proving the quality cf education for blacks through teacher training.
 

A slight variation on this moral rationale was uncovered as it
relates to the white, English universities. Although they seemed
 
sincere in their desires to 
support black education for moral resons,

it was obvious that there was also a concern regarding a declining

enrollment of white students. 
 Their attempt to increase black en
rollment gives them both the best and the worst of two worlds. 
 On
 
one hand they are able to pick the cream of the crop from the black

student population. At the same time, they encounter a major problem

as it relates to the academic deficits found in many of the black
 
entrants. USA support in numerous %ays 
could not only lend credibility

to their present stance, but it could provide additional support

to their major bridging needs and the financial needs of black
 
students.
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A variance exists on why in-country support from the USA is desired.
 
The first iF presented by the black institutions of higher education.
 
Simply put, this group finds itself between both a "rock and a
 
hard place." 
 There is the desire to provide quality education
 
but there is neither the resources nor the support to do so. It
 
is assumed that in-country suppoit from the ULSA could help them
 
improve their educational efforts through professional as well as
 
material support.
 

The last variation observed on why the USA should provide in-country

support is provided by those few interviewed who were considered
 
to be to the far-to-moderate left. Like the liberal group, the far
to-moderate left seemed to present 
a moral view for ending apartheid.

However, different from the establishment and the conservative
 
Afrikaaner group, the far-to-moderate left sees the support of the
 
USA as providing the needed assistance to prepare blacks for the
 
leadership roles they will hold when "the change comes." 
 The need
 
for this support seems to be grudgingly accepted.
 

There was concurrence among all groups that the best U.S. operating

style calls for caution. Care was urged regarding who the USA
 
associates with, what is done and how government acquiescence is
 
obtained. These points were reiterated repeatedly by all groups.
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ATTACHMENT F: 
 US-RSA Education Contacts Mentioned*
 

Springfield Teachers' College - University of Maryland (Science 
Education), University of Michigan

(Mat Education), National Institute
 
of Personnel Administration).
 

University of Durban iWestville Teachers' College 
- Columbia University;
 
Northeastern; St. Augustine (NC);
 
Adelphia University (NY); Four teachers
 
are at Westville.
 

KwaZulu Ministry of Education - American Missionary School is in
 
KwaZulu now.
 

University of Zululand, Institute of Public Service Training 
-
Institute of Development Man-gement
 
(Botswana), French Public Administration
 
aid.
 

Bishop Tutu - Daughters at Howard University and Barea College.
 

Black Management Forum 
- San Diego (Ken Maegers)
 

Institute of Race Relations 
- Swiss; German; Harvard; Dutch; Mobile.
 

Black Universities 
- Ford Foundation (Staff Development) 

Wits University - Carnegie (Research), San Diego, University of Pennsylvan 

SACHED - Correspondence Education - Indian University (Dr. Keller);

World University Service; Germans; Meferio
 
Catholic Bishop Fund; Ford Foundation.
 

PACE School - American Chamber of Commerce.
 

Barlow Rand - OICI.
 

De Lange - Suggested links to 
study U.S. junior college system.
 

Urban Foundation - Strong private enterprise links;
 
NFE Study by London (Bob Smith);
 
New Detroit Ford Motor Corp. (Wayne Fredric
 

*NOTE: 
 A US-SALEP sponsored study of South African education directed
 
in fall 1981 by Dr. John Marcum will probably be a better
 
reference on US-RSA education contacts.
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Thi.s 
annotated biblicgraphy of materials cn'Scuth African education
_
was 	prepared by Wayne J. King while seconded to 
AID-A-R/SA. The
materials are 
in AFR/SA library. They should be 
studied by everycne

wcrk.ng in this project.


MATERIALS SENT TO FACT FINDING TE'AM: 
PREPARED SPECFICALLy
 

.ART 	(A)
 
(1) 	x.ra-.ural Studies And The D-.vision Of Adult Education
University of Cape Tcwn 
- December 1981. 
 Memorandum to
Haven North from Professcr C.J. Millar,, Prof. of Adult
Education and Director, Extra Mural Studies, 
Univ. of
 

Cape Town .
 

(2) 	Capital College scheme to 
develop colleges for Black

Auls. .Leter to Messrs Haven North & Ted Morse
from L.G. Robertson regarding the cclleges propcsal.
 

(3) University of Cape Town. 
 Letter to 
Ted 	Morse from
 
- James Muldr, Specia! Assistant To The Vice-

Lhancellor, transmitting documents...:
 

(4 ).University of Bophuthatswana. Letter to Ted Morse
from Eric Glcver setting forth some thoughts on:-.
 

(5) 	Projects For AID Funds. 
 Cop'of letter 
.on Ray McGunigle
to Howard Walker. 
This letterFresents_--
 a general

outline of projects he alT*edh'-end.'-
 "
 

(6) 	Human Rights Funds Status Report For The 
-public of
South Africa for FY 1961. 
 This 	is a status report
that 	was prepared October 21, 
1901 	by Reed Fendrick
 
AmEmbassy Pretoria.
 

(7) 	The Urban Foundation's letter from Len Smith, Education

Projects Manager, to 
Ted 	Morse which indicated the
need 
to make a comprehensive study of the particular
problem 
areas and consult 
closely with the communities

whc have expressed the need for assistance.
 

.Copy of letter from D.N. Young to Dr. 
S.J. Saunders,
Vice 	Chancellor and Principal University of Cape ToWij
regarding the language subject/medium issue raised
at 
a meeting on November 13, 9b1.
 

(9) 	Copy of letter from Mr. 
C.W.S. Mncwanga to US
Consul regarding the need for assistance with training

Kwazulu civil servants.
 

(10) 
 Ccopy cf letter from C.W.S. Mncwanza tc Ar. C. van der
Heever, Public Affairs Co-ordinator Shell S.A. (Pty)
Ltd. regarding training in the Kwazulu civil service.
 

(11) Copy of several letters from Alan Logan,to M•ajce"rton, Cultural Affairs Officer ICA 	 regardinga bridging program fcr Afrio an students to prepare
them for further U.S. training.
 

(12) Copy of letter frc 	 G.R. Bczzcli to The Mini.ster of NaticnaEducation regarding the :unalng :or private schools in
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General Reports - Analysis: tart (B.)
 

1) 	Provision cf Education .7n The Republic of Scuth Africa,
Report cf the Human Sciences Research Council Investigation
into Education, Pretoria, July 1981. 
 Vol. 1 - Fzport of
The 	Main Committee; Vol 3 - Education Management; Vcl4-
Education F'nanqiDg: Vol 12: 
- Technical and Vocational
Training. DII Vols now rec'd in AiD/W-AFR/SA)
 

) 
C.J. Millar, A.R. Mcrphet, 
'The Role cf Continuing Education
in the South African Context', Education Debate, 1981.
 
3) 	 'Non-Formal Education As Reflected In the De Lange Report

1981.- A Summary-
n-n1_ c a t e d) 

D. Whe. ler (No 'date or place of u4ablicion' 

4) 	M.A.S. Corke, 
'An 	Equality Of Opportunity In A South African
School System', 
St. Barnabas College, Johannesburg, November

1981.
 

5) 	 M.A.S. Ccke, 'Educational Enrichment In A Changing Society'ST. Barnabas College, Johannesburg, May 1981. 

) Gordon Loraine, Survey of Race Relaticns.In Sou:h Africa, 1980
 

71 	 Helen Campbell, A Survey Of Tertiary (Non-University) andAdult Education in South Africa, 
Center for Extra-Mural
Studies, UnLversity of CApe Town, January 1980.
 
8) Information 
on 
Secondary Technical Education, Pre-Tertiary
Post School Technical Education, TecM!ikon Education,


February 190I.
 

9) 	S.P. Kutumela, 'Advancement In The Entrepreneurial Situation'.
African Business, July 1980. This article identifies the
impact edcuational deficiencies have upon black business
develomment and institutions/organizations offering various
training programs for black businessmen.
 

10) Resettjement, South Africa Institute of Race Relations. 
 This
booklet contains papers given at 
51st annual meeting (June 24.
26, 	1981). 

Gehard Mare, 

Topics covered in papers presented are as follows
'Process, policies and African Population Relocation'. 
Charles Simrins, 'The Economic Implications.of
African Resettlement; Dr. C.J. Jocste, 
'Principles and Guidelines of Consolidation'; "Kwazulu And Its Stance And Problems
Associated With Resetclement In Natal'.
 

I!) Report presented a: 
5th 	general meeting of the associate
members of Natinna. African Federated Chamber of Commerce
(NAFCOC). This repocrt indicated NAFCOC maintains Departmer
-ducati-nand-
 .ning Services which focuses on 
eaxcation
and 	training of black entrepreneurs and the provision of
grants for 
career oriented training to blacks in the top and
middle management positions.
 

http:Implications.of
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12) A.R. Mcrphez and C.J. Mi llar , 'COnt.inuinz Education 
Through Adulthccd. Centre For Extra-Mural Studies
Universitzy cf Ca:e Town, February 1981. Part III
contains "nfcrmazion on continuing education in South
Africa includnag the fcllcwing: classification by relation
to 
"core system"; system for continuing education throughcut adulthood in South Africa;
-- lmits oof rresent ciassifis

cazion system ind
its use; Adm.ission reuilrements for
adult learners in ccntinuing edcuation programes in South
 
Africa.
 

(13) Scme-Aspects Of The Educational Crisis In The Western Cape
in 1960. This booklet contains papers presented at a
national conference on 
cirriculum innovation in South Afric
held by the faculty. of educaticn, University of Cape Town,
1980. The following papers are included: Edgar Maurice,
'The Cirric.unM And The Crisis in The Schools; George Gibbs.
'A Community In Crisis: 
The Need For Overall Involvement
in Planning; 
Sindi Magona, 'Crisis In The African Townships
Of Cape Town in 1980'; Trish Flederman, 'Some Of Effects
Of The Boycott On The Roles Of Classroom Teachers Under The
Department Of Coloured Affairs'; Henry Joubert,' 
Coping in
A Crisis: AHeadmaster's Case Study". 
The aforementioned
 papers were prepared by individuals' invclved in the crisis.
The following quote appears in the introduction to
papers, "A generation of school children and student 
the
have
come to see their education systems as 
serving the political
and eoonomi& 
systems of South Africa and have realized
that the 
call for eaual education is in fact 
a call for
equal participat ion in a total scciety. 
 It is likely that
iut re educational reforms will be looked at very critically
indeed unless they reflect, rather than serve 
as a substitut


for genuine political change."
 

(14) 'a-s Moulder, 
'Some Responses To The Crisis in Education'
This paper covers 
the following: The fundamental crises
in South Africa's system of education; Projects that should
be consolidated, expanded, or duplicated; Ideas that have
not yet been translated into projects, but may deserve
 
serious consideration.
 

(14-a)Prof. Kenneth Hartshcrne, 
'The Unfinished Business:Educatici
For South Africa's Black People'. 
 This paper presents the
following: Background information as 
to the education of
blacks in South Africa; Role of the private sector in meeting
thp need for adult education; Implications for the Future.
In this article President Julius Nyerere is quoted as 
noting
a distinction between "a system of education and training
which makes liberated men and 
women into skillful users of
tools and a system which turns 
men and women into tools:
that regards them ae 
creatures and not creators."
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(15) 	 Labour Organizations. And Th 
 African Worker. Proceedings
of a wcrkshcp
Institute Of 

held by the Natal Region Of The South AfricarRace Relaticns. This pamphlet contains 
.he following articles: 
Lawrence Schlemmer, 'The African
Industrial Worker Views His Situationl; Gerhard Mare,
Strikes In February 1973'; 	 'The
 

L.C.G. Douwes Dekker, John
Kane Berman, Harold Nxasana, 'An 
 Of.-xisting
-ssessment
.Forms Of Labour Organization; L.D.-Thorne, Dr. A. Boraine,.
'An Appropriate Form Of Labour Organization'.
 
(16) 	 W.M. Kgare,:'The Rolo- Of Black Universities In South
Africa'. The following topics are 
crvered in this
paper: Historical developments; The Nature Of the Black
University; The Function of the Black University; Autonomy
Of the Black University; Academic Freedom Of the Black
University; Africanization Of The Black University;
University Relations In South Africa. 

Inter

(17) j'R'A_-'yan, Summary Of The De Lange Report On Education
16-ScEuth'Africa, Econ: 
AmEmbassy Pretoria, Oct. 198..
 
(18) 	 Franz Ayerbach, Race Discrimination In South Africa.
following topics 	 The.
 are covered: Discrimination between
population groups; Education as 
a function of governments;
The provision of facilities in education; Te'achers;
-Teachers qualifications And Conditions of service 
 pulatid
school enrollment and expenditure; The holding pcwer of
South African Schools; The content of education; Some
effects of segregating pupils; Technical 
and vocational
 

education.
 

(_19) 
 J.A. Rayan, Black Education: Trends and Prospects. 
Econ:
AmEmbassy Pretoria.
 

(20) 	 'A Proposal For The Formation Of A Council For Black
Education And Research' resulting from the meeting of'the
members of 
 .the
steering committee held on August
10,. 1979.
 

(21) 	 J.L. Sadie, 'Manpower*Development And Employment PclicyFor Southern Africa,. The following topics 
are covered
his paper:

of numbers; Crating demand for labour; Peasant farming;
......n 


tin 	 Background to policy; Stemming the tide
 
for grow-Ith; 
Trade unions; Wage policy; Migrant


labour,. 

(22) 	 J. L Sadie, 'The Quantitative Dimensions Of The Labour
Prcblem in South Afrca'. 
 The following topics are 
covered
 
ln th s paper: Th 
 source cf the labour supply; The pro-nsi 
 Paricpate; Labour force growth;
labour.
 The demand
 



'(23). Cape "ovm An Open City In An Oen Scciety. A selection
"	of papers presented at a symposium held at the linversity
of Cape Town, October 23, 1979. 
 The symposium was
-organized by the Centre for Extra-Mural Studies in association with the Urban Problems Research Unit and the Centre
for Inter-grou-Studies. 
The following papers were presenti
-at thesymposium" David Dewar, 
'Uroan Develnpment and an
Open Society.:. Realities and 
Issues' (The author indicates
repeal of alllegislation which discriminates Beazweer
people on th. 
basis cf colour or which presents freedom
of association, part-icularly the Population RegistrationAft, The Grcup Areas Act and Thet~xed Marriages Aft,
the negative effect on urban rcoblems ana practaceswould be negligible,.'; Brian Rees, 'Equality In Local
Government' (This paper 
indicates that a regional
form of local.government is essential. 
By tepLAcin&
the provinces with a far larger number of regional authorities, Pretoria's tendency to urchestrate everything
that touches ones daily life can 
be ameliorand.); D.E.
Hendricks, 'Local Government' (Anyone who thinks that 
-Cape Town can go it alone and bring meaningful changes,
wlthout meaningful changes in! thelaws -at central government ti guilty of wishful thinking. Belhar is a localarea administered by -the Divisional Council of-,the CApe .and 'ia a. coloured" group area .area-under the Group Areas Act. 
It was detlared a "coloured" 

Belbar is represented In
a Divisional Council by a councillor it did not nominate anddid not vote 
for.); Revel Fox, 'Housing' (Author has 
nc
doubt that the serious sbortare of residential land for
blacks and coloured would be 
relieved by the remr-ral of
restricticns imposed by the Group Areas Act.); Michael:
de Klerk, 'Jobs' (This author sees 0our main ways
which race discri-mination affects employment in the
in
 

peninsula: through the so called "ccloured" labourpreference policy; through "Lnflux control" in the.broader sense; through the- various forms of Job reservation;: and 'through the barriers 
on non-racial trade
 
.mni.ons Y 

(24, The Role Of the 
Universitv In Continuing And Adult Educ&tion.
-!is pamphlet presents papers and discicor 
s 'fromtne
National Conference, University of Cape Tch-n 
(20-21 August
1980). The following papers are 
contained in this pamphlet:
P.M.C. bgtha, 
'The Role Of The Centre For *cntinuing Education At The University Of Port Elxateth: A Case Study';
'The Role Of the Centre For Extra-Mural Sudies At The
Univmrsty of CrGp 
 Town; J.F. Van fliekrz, 'An Evolution
Of Continuing Eaucation'; D. Russell, 
'IThe RoLe Of The
Univeruity in Adult Education: 
A Z%=babwean Case Study';
S. Fehrsen, 'Continuing Medical Education AnA The G.P.'s
Frame of Referece'; B.R. Slabbert, 
'The Design And Implemencation Of the'Programme For Con7inuing Education At'The Unverstx of Stellenbnsch Witn referance Tc The Programmes For Concinuing Medical Educarin'; J. Turner,spectives Cn 	 'Per-Ccntnulng Education In First An' Third WorldCountries'; R. Tcblas, 
'Options Open 7: :uthern African
Universities In Ocntnuing Educatic-: G.M. Moat, 
 S.
Rzinza, 'An Overview Zf "n_t.a Apprzche in ContinuinzAn~d Adult Educatior. in Transkei; 'Financing University
Ccntinuing Educaticn In South Africa: 
 Curren: issues;
Univers.ties, -r-fessionaI Associations And :ndustry';
 
CcoperatIcn T7 Ccntinufng Education: 
'CznceUotins :f
-he ver vZC~nl~l 
 And Adu-. _-oucazicn(panc-." u Inn. The" elt Of"'s~uss~cn: :ir
 
..Icnard :"u :, Turner, .,...
"i" .ctuc on(P5 1 . 
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(25) 	 The Education Debate, 
a selecton of papers presented

a- an 	extra-mural clasl series 
organized by the Education
Policy Unit University of Cape Town between April and 
June 1981.
The papers -resented are as Iollows: Edgar Maurice, 
'Some 	Aspects
Of The Crii in Education In The Western Cape'; 
David 	Welsh,
'Desegrating South Africa's Educational System'; Brian Gilbert,
'The White Teacher Crisis; 
Clive 	Millar & Tony Mcrphet, 'The


Role Of Continuing Education In the South African Context';
lan Michael, 
'The Role Of A University In A Developing Country';
Benard Steinberg, 'Ethnicity And Education: An International
 
Perspective'; Pwen van 
de Berg, 'Education Equality: Central
 
issue In The Education Debate'.
 

(26) 	 Frontline, 
March 	1981. In this magazine there is an article

entitled 
"The Slippery Road To Mixed Education' which
reflects several interviews with black and white parents

of school age children.
 

(27) 	 Kenneth Hartshorne, 'The Unfinished Business: Education

for South Africa's Black 7t t 
 This article identifies
:ghcrt-ter4 as well as 
long'term strategies.
 

(26) 	A series of press releases originating from Cape Town
 .
 regardin5 various educational issues. 
 These 	press releases
 
have an 0/10/81 date line.
 

(29) 	 Adult Education Strateqy: Natal Region 1982. 
 Proposes

increasing financing and -rained personnel for

adult 	education centres.
 

(30) 	TA.B.Hunte 
.u.n 	 y Ccllocuium - The Presentsituation 
n Education: Constraints And Opportunities'.
This paper lists the attributes of existing educational
pclicy. It also sets 
forth 	the recent developments.
 

(31) 	 South African Outlook, .1une 1981. 
 This magazine contains
the following articles: Lawrence Schlemmer, 'Does Education
Save Or Corrupt; Alan Mountain, 'Where Are Our Universities';

A.P. 	Hunter, 'New Wine In An Old Bottle; Oscar Dhlomo,
'Education in Kwazulu; Clive Millar, 
'Outside The Ivory

Tower'; Tcny Mcrphet, 'Continuing Education: A Way Forward':
 
B.G. Boaden, 'Community Projects'.
 

(32) 	 South Africa: Time Running Out, The Report Of The -Siu4
Commission On U.S. Policy Toward South Africa.
 

(34) L.W. Lanham, K.P. Prinsloo. 
'Language And Ccmmunication

Studies In South Africa'. 
 Current issues and directions*
 
in research and inquiry.
 

(35) 	 'Submission To The Human Sciences Research Council: ystgation Into Education'. The Urban Foundatlon, March 1981. 

(36) 	 Chris Griffith, Industrial Development In South'Africa',

Nov. 19. 1981. 
 This speech indicates the following: SA
needs 	to 
snap out of the 'gold psychosis': in terms of which
relies on the yellow metal to bail it
'1 

reie on-	
cut of difficulties; 

,LL 
.iut 
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discrr, 
 -in of SA society; 4) Nr. 
Botha is silent when it
comes tc 
 ece-zance 
of the de Lange, CcmmnssionIs recommendaticn
in regar-
 So uniform education nor was
satisfa- ry answers in regard zc 
he able to give any


the removal cf offensive
eg--. 
 .r such as the Immorality Ac-

Act, as as, other areas 

and the Mixed Marriages

f discr:.,_na-..on which could be
re.m_.ved :_h:.:ut 
 jeooardising the -cticai 
 cr social
......... 
 7-outh-Arica;


posals re'-fr 
5) SA industrial development proto 
indirect physical control measures which will
be emplcyv! 
to regulate industrial development in the existing
metropoli i~nareas.
 

(37) Add s by Prof. Owen Horwood, Minister cf Finance 
(Nov. 10,
1981) a' 
he Financial Mail's Investment Conference. This
address 
.:2dicates the following: l) The moderation
growth .:e was of the real
due to physical constraints such as t.e 
shortage
of ski2 :.J and semiskilled labour and the absorption of the
plus pT !.cticn capacity; 2) SA economy appears to 
sur

have entered
 
.a "downward cyclical phase
the pr: - as a result of a marked dec.Ltne.:in
of gold and the adverse effect on 
SA's exports cf
recessi 'ry 
tendencies in the main industrial ccuncries; 3)
in spite f intervention by the Reserve Bank in the foreign
exchange 
.-"ket in support. of the rand, it still depreciated
against th. 
:iS dollar by 23 percent and against a weighted basket
 
Of fore!rrencies by about 14 per cent during the first tenmonths of .. 1; 4) Adopted for 1982 policy aimed at
public and :riraz-e restrainIng
sector spending which is reflected in the1981/82 Bud et provision
spending in nominal terms 

of 
and 

16.8 per cent increase in government
 
billicn a •deficit before borrowing of R 2.7or aoout 3.6 per cent of gross domestic product; )the rate -f growth in real gross domes-ic product ,ill declinefurther 1982 and might end up in the 2 tC 3 per cent range forthe yeal as a -whole; 5) The policy of permittingdeprecia the rand tcIn the f 9Eig exchange market was not conducive tocurbing -he.rate of price increases, but
to was cons dered necessaryavoid undue speculative and other 
 pressure on 
the gold and
other fce.'gn reserves,-and %o cushion the impact on 
the domestic
economy t."te
sharp decline in the foreign currency proceeds
of SA gol'a 'nd other exports.
 

8 1980 -.nnual 

-Jerican 

Labor Report, F.R. Golino Regional Labor Officer-on. Gen Johann4sburg. (April 1981) This report contains
excellent :r.ckgcrund information of SA labor situation.
fcl.lowir ... The
nformation is probably most significant: 1) im-nigratcn
is a ten. -ary and a unsatisfactory solutio to QA kledmno
probI .ee
' 
pg. 12 White Immig;ration, Patterns; 2) A yearly increa
Of 3.2 :r-.rcnt 
in SA's skilled Wprk force is required if desire,; economir growth targets 
are to be attained; 3) Even with immigra1:
the skilled wHite wcrk force is not expected to increase by much
more than 1.3 percent Der year; 
 ) H.F. Openheimer is cited
assai= the skill1edassmanpower ma~erear shortage is
peaceful '-V-:.uzicn in SA. 4)CiF.O a major obstacle to
He also said "A prerequisite for
peaceful ch-ange is 
an 
educated and industrious population. And we
will cert _aly not 
'a-e that unless the education system
efficient and balanced and does not 
is
 

discriminate on
a the basis of
race 5)Te Productivity Institute estimates that by IG87
 
a-na PrdutlvftyIn,


- -iuire an 
additional 700,000 trained professicnal Deole _A 
and skilipti w---
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3) Bla91 Education: Beyond Readticn, Re-or- On The Conference
of Black Educazion (held at 
the Central Methodist Church,
Durban-Feb. _13-14, 
1981) 
 The Council For Black Education And
Research. The 
conference was attended by 33 educationalists fr-m
Western and Eastern Cape, Natal. Transvaal. CFS, including the
Universities of Western Cape, Transkei, 
Cape Tuwn, the North,
,puLaswana,
Wizwatersrand, Zululand. 
 The statements which
are listed in t*his 
Daper should be read by anyone planning
an educational project for SA. 
 The following statements are
considered most significant: 1) "It would be unrealistic of
to think that we us
can put 
our ideas into practice within the
existing structures of cur~society, much as 
we agree that the
curricula and syllabuses designed for us 
need overhauling.
way of realiZing some of A
 our ideas would 
seem to be through
non-formal ecucation. 
 This fits into interdisciplinary adult
education, to 
supplement formal education. 
 This is a community
programme and is the least problematic area. Newly-independent
countries lie Tanzania place a premium 
on adult education,
because as President Nyerere says, 
the educated adult 
can make
an impact now, whereas the student at school still has a long
way to go before his relevance in the community can be felt;
2) Cape Town Africans are 
the only minority group in a so-called
"white area", urban Africans in other large cities being majority
communities. The psycholcgical effects of this condition were
considered alarming. 
 in this context, adult education became
a way in which communicaticn could develop a greater self-aware 
.
ness, a way of responding to 
what the political authority insists
cn defining it as, 
a way of developing greater self-confidence
as so
to 
deal with the psychological traumas that
experience of the Western Cape Africans. 
are the day-to-day


Self-reliance, contrcl
over one's life, awareness of one's cultural roots and selfdiscovery, became priority areas 
for the attention of an
adult-education programme.
 

(4C) Proposal for 
a series of lectures

Of Non-Formal Teaching 1982. 

on Africa As A Programme

E. Mphahlele. 
 The author indicates
the dilemma facing the organizers of adult education projects
is whether to 
use up the time for classes teaching only for
the Matric 
exam which already stands discredited, or try to
give more 
for the higher purpose of education i.e., beyond


the exam motive.
 

41) Adapting An Established University, A.P. Hunter (July 1980)
This paper indicates well established universities do not
easily change their programames, their priorities, their policies.
1) Innovations proposed as 
socially necessary must pass the
scrutiny of Senate and Faculty Boards, whose regulatory and
administrative arrangements may be untidied by the intruders;2) A concern to increase study copocrtunities leads to moves
or part--time study, and many people May believe that acadeic
 
justifyine 
 - o 
th,- mode are unlikely to produce 
a return
u-- .zthe expenditure.
 



f 
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(42) The Participation .eb.te: 
 Strategies And Implications
A.P. Hunter (Nov. 1981) 
 This artice sets forth arguements
relating tc participation. 
 The followin conclusions must
be kep in mind: 1) Specific Jnitatives must be weighed
against other possible uses 
of the organization's time and
other resources; 2) Opportunities need to 
be sought in
which real long-term benefits are highly probable, and in
which they would outweigh any adverse consequences. (Thaere
is a real danger of well-meaning 
 to educational
development being led by enthusiastic 
.--eals into devoting
substantial time and resources t, venures which on
examination could be shown to have no 
closer
 

solid hope of viability.);
3) 
Within a multinle strategy of opposition in education there
are obviously multiple roles, and on-
 would hope that the actors
in these differing roles would see each other as partners rather
than oppnents; 4) Fruitful partnershJ.p requires mutual criticism
 
as an essential ingredient.
 

43)- Counc'il For Black Education And Research, Proposal For

Research Projects Presented At The Exe::tive Meeting Of The
Council For Black Education & Research, Oct. 
31, !99i, held
'at the University Cf The Wit.watersrand. (E. Mphahlele) With
regards tc non-formal education the fc¢owing is suggested:
1) 
An inquiry into all existing area: of non-formal education
"continuing education: Adult educati-n, whether the emphasis
is on literacy or on general knowle;.e; 
the arts - verbal,
visual, musical; craftwcrk centres; reading circles or 
clubs;
enrichment programmes fnr those who are 
still at school; midcareer Programs; etc.; 2) 
Non-fcrm_ education will beunderstood 
 c refer to the learning proc-7s that takes place outside
of the conventional system for prima. 
 economic advancement
and for prLiarily cultural enrichment. 
3) The aim will be toascertain what institutions/organizaziu 
 exist for non-formal
education, 
to evaluate them, to establir. the conditions that
make their existence possible, to compare the South African
case with others iverseas 
in this respe , and to project anideal framework and 
content of non-form 2.education for the

future.
 

44) institute for the Study of Englir in Africa, Rhodes
University, The Molteno Project Repori: 
- Evaluation AndRecommendations (J.V. Rodseth) 
This :'port revealed the
following: 1) The most ccnspicuous cf failures with the most
serious consequences was the failure t3 learn to read; 2) Black
children failed to master English realng because they had in
fact failed to acquire basic reading :-.:i!ls in the mother-tongue;
3) The failure of the ri ary c--,l 
tonhn0';at 
 ear!ystageef"-.legrning; ' The successful teach±ig[of English reading carried the nignes- romise cf pay-off under


-ecuL2arthe cod-iton and insuperab- ;dd;s
entirely in the school situation. 
on
 

Z5) The lMcleno Project, Eva. atlon uortl9CR.j. Colet.This report indicated conzula,cy ne_ might 'sfully be sought
Sneeds and methods.. a:-s on 
drafting programmes
for training vclunteer tutcrs, 
:.'. ting Breakthrough and
Bridge more speci-ially for 
a. adul- audience, in terms 
of
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2) The smultaneous introduction of two foreign languages;
3) 
The depressed levels of teache' education-in teacher
training colleges in Transkei less than one-third of the
are graduates (in some staff
the ynpa.- is the only graduate);
4A Thmelokelevels of competence of the teachers classroom
 
language.
 

46) Adrian"s Bctha Manpower Centre. 
 This proposal request $10
million for 
a private profit oriented manpower training centre.
Adrian requested a loan. The proposal does not contain any
information on 
cirriculum or 
specific training activities

presently being undertaken.
 

47) The Molteno Project (1 April 1980 to 
31 March 1981). The
Institute for the Study of English in Africa, Rhodes Univ. 
This
report includes summaries of two evaluations that have been
conducted. 
 It also contains over-views as to staff/management

and finance.
 

48) Black Manpower Training Study In Natal & KwaZulu, The
Urban Foundation (March 1980) 
 The purpose of this study was
assess to
education and training needs as perceived by Employers
themsilves; to related these to 
services provided by existing
institutions and to suggest how and where available resources
should be concentra ted in order to 
achieve greater efficiency.
The overall view of employers who were
1) consulted is as 
follows:
The KwaZulu.education system is trying to cope with quantity
rather than quality and until such time as 
the quality of Kwa
Zulu education is improved, there will always be a reluctance to
employ Zulu job seekers. Preference will inevitably be giuen
to white, Asian. coloured or immigrant job seekers; 2) By
"quality of education" is 
meant the creation of a "trainable base"
to each student to 
enable the development of 
an employment.
aptitude through: 
a greater technical orientation, English
literacy skills; arithmetic skills, science skills; 3) 
The
reasons 
for not employing blacks in skilled or management
positions are not predominantly racial; 4) Although some
employers offer their employees the opportunity to 
further
their general educational standard through extra-mural adult
education programmes, etc. there is 
no real likelihood of
employers generally offering much more 
than specialized
training related specifically to their own 
job requirements;
4) Employers are 
thus looking to the KwaZulu Department of
Educatinn and Culture to 
break the log-jam. Until this is done
on a cc-ordinated and systematic basis, aspirant Zulu job
seekers will remain prejudiced in the job market in Natal.
 
49) Teacher Education In KwaZulu:

Applications Of Education Technology. 

A Study Of the Potential
 
Kirkpatrick Educational
Consultants Vcls I & II. 
The major conclusion of this study
is that the establishment of 
a PLATO system in KwaZulu
could bring dramatic benefits to many sections of the community.
Itiis recommended that a co-ordfnated system involving seven
teacher training colleges, which are administered by the Department of Education and Culture, and the University of Zululand,
should be created. Learning centres should be set up in all
eigzht tnstitutnn 
in P mhspd dari,-4
 

C 
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(50) Frontiine, Vol 2, No. 2 (Nov/Dec 1981) Although. :hisissue contains clseveral-ilyienmnt.articles which outline South African 
PC 

1CU "political envir~rnmen ca ' the 
last one, entitled
This" is worth reading s4nce It "Ca- Ceconsiders 
realistIcally
prospects for changing the direction SA fs headed.
follcwing points are made in this article: 

e
 

recogUized-A__ 1) t is widely
s Ariting t-wards disaster; 2) No matter
how much attention is paid to the other features of black
discontent 
- education, housing, petty discri m
- inazion 
as 

these will dc nothing to forestall the disaster as 
etc.
 

the fundamental denial of black pclitical rights remains:3) The challenge is to pursuade whites 
lcng 

a planned to swallow the idea oforderly prcgression away from white cotrol. and topersuade blacks that the dream-world of total turnabcut would
be 
a nightmare in reality and that the only effective changes
majcrity rule 
can bring are
we want is to 
slow and undramatic ones;
see 5) What
a society in which both blace and whites
open their eyes 
to 
reality, whites accspting the reality thateveryone has an 
equal stake in SA and an
to 
exercise it, equal democratic rightand blacks accepting the reality that constitutional equality can mean nothing more 
than 
a sound basis for 
a
long haul upwards.
 

(5.1) 
 The Education Of The Coloured Community In South Afri1652 To 1970. a
Compiled by Muriel Horrell. 
 South African
Institute Of Race Relations. The history of the education
oIf members of the Coloured community in South Africa falls
into four periods: 
those of missionary effort, the gradual
assumption of control by provincial administrations, 
seven
years of control by the Coloured Affairs Department, and
the beginning of the devolution of powers of administration to
Coloured Persons Representative Council. 2) The author concludes
the


the most urgent needs would appear to be more money for Coloured
e~ucation; an acceleration of the programme for building schools
and hostcls; 
a reduction of the drop out rate leading.to a largr
flow of matriculants; the introduction of compulsory education
in the lower standards at least;and, especially, a large increase
in the numbers of well-qualified teachers.
 
(52) Measuring Educational Development In South Africa, F.E.
Auerbach. SA institute of Race Relations.
 
(53) Black Pay And Productivity In South Africa, J.A. Horner.
SA Institute of Race Relations. 
 SA is a pluralistic society
consisting of different race groups at different stages.
following poifnts 
are The
clear in this report; 1) SA is half way
mak-uofthe

through the 2ourth stage which Rostow describes
cnm 
 as ffL2.1ws
c The
make-up of the sconomy changes increasingly as
new industries techniques improve,
"-ccelerate and old industries level off.; 
the_economy findF its place in the international economy; gocds
formerly imported are produced at home;
-ents develo an4I, new import rcuinew export conmcdities
society--makes to match them
modernt"Wn1 Thesuch terms as it wt 1- w. 1wih the requirements sfmdern and efficient production, balancing off the 
new agafns:
the clder values and institutions 

hr
 
such ways or revising the latter In
as to support rather than to 
retard the :' 
 ...
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(34) .
 Zhort History, The Scuth African institute ofRace Relaticns, Ellen.-Heman. 

(55) 	The BIack-Whi-e Wage Gap-Whaz Can Be Done 
.bcut It?
 . Biesjeuvel. South African institute of -aceRelat.:ons.
 

6) 	Black Pay And Productivity in South Africa. J.A. Hcrner.
South Africa Institute of Race Relations
 
(57) 	Education For Progress, Prof. Hansi 
Pc!lak. South
African -nsitute of Race Relazicns
 
(58) 	Soweto, A Study By The Transvaal Region Of The Urban
Foundation 1980. 


a factual and 
This repcrt is aimed at prcvidingconceztua_ frarewcrk within wi.ich physicalplans may be developed.
 

(59) Sue Blignaut, Statistics On Education In South Africa,
1968-79 (SA Institute Of Race Relations):l) The narrative
accounts, sumnaries cf legislation and statistical tables
or the period 2969 to 
1978 provide 
a fund of material
relating to South Africa's four systems of public
education  those for African, coloured, Indian and
white people; 2) Educational happenings, legislation
and 	statistics all have as 
a basic point of reference
the 	policy of separation; 3) The tables provide the
evidence that the problems of black education arise
primarily out of the inequitable allocation of educational
resources among the various racial groups.; 4) To bring
abcut parity in expenditure on education within existing
structures would involve a ±'cur-foldincrease in overall
educaticnal expenditure.
 
(60) 	Papers of 
a.closed conference on 
"Fair Labour Practices"
held 	on 
2 July 1981. The following papers are contained
in this packet: 1) K.R. McKenzie,"Communication Of Fair
Labour Practices"; 2) 
R.V. Sutton, "Black Advancement,.
Pay Structures And Job Evaluation"; 3) Dr. R.H. Lee, 
"The
Role 	Of The Private Sector In Technical and Vocational
Education And Training; 4) J.W. Butler, "Barlow Rand GrounLiteracy Scheme"; 5) J.F. Clarke, "Advancement Into The
zcchcmic System Of South Africa"; 6) Anglo American Corporation of South Africa, 
"Cadet Scheme"; 7) E. Mafuna,
"Development Of Black Management Leadership".
ar~icles pci,.t 	 These
to need to address adult educational
reqiiremencs first 

.he 

since the Deriod in which a return
on investment can be realized is shorter. 



--- ------

(62) Ra aan B carrib. ZtaI r c rCh~1 '- 1r 'n_h2.dh..od,Educat,'or Tne MUrrJ u vc~(Nt'-~e pt l-b 'n ttis s Zu 4Y:'100 'pre-sdlo rsi.,tos'cwerev~s±ed ll~cn~r~personnel interviewedh::woV, : ~ . huntred and liftYccmpleted 2uest~icnn "resprscessec,reg±ster cr',a-11 pr-chc 
ins4 u fAfrican;' Ccloured~and' Inda 
r uPS copled~lard

information9anal.yzed.*
 

(62) Subrrnssion jc7h H.., , S R s .9es ,.
rct 
-----'-"'a'-c-nineac~ unciA
 

Eu:Daxlkounda- ion, -January 9 

4 . 
_ 4--

October19 dl"",C - he .Urban, Fowndat ionOctober 1l.,- tr.:R - '* '7e 

(65) 
 Two View~or 5oth Afica' Fore±gnPolcy;Ad,The
 
. . 

.Consellaticn 

... of States, SouthI'African Inst-tiute of 

RazeRela~on. Th.,rirst &rticleby!,'Dr;.Willi* 

'*aarti leette Jhormaat tIheNee on,*Of A, Neo-Cclonial Fmpirentqy- saMUS~Clay e' :ct _LA'S 
 1i ch h basic' 
_;1O andi. przmot_4on 'cf,,,part~jiuar :values;C)

L_iiriat.On;" amd 
 to
th ab-l ,rt.:nfluence&
sate.
a' othr The me~' hc~ol epjdyedtC£const&ellation , 4 f!0jof, SAstaze 'r sKolw: Qt& ' Political.'dstancinjg ,of-SA -frm .,he,sole concern .* A Suh st ,s'4. ~~ sp(c) 'co-operation beti6en .tatesi in~,th sie:ara w ~ S ~ 4* has the 'technical -nw~how; ~ c t- ( d)Thnagr-

'wien SAk'sate' ; ,b(loc4:S c a 
~~ ~develcped-

4 
&nd potential Sto' do thisY To- fadtorsl~i ~~ 

-~ ~ i~ortr~ L te tpolicy 's ,to~a 

!tEates. and, the'OAU'towards theby nrew'I oreip'pl y aopted.SA., No Africa leader..can hopeto, win teapobto
ofizcntemporaries if lie aPpears to and'crse aparthei. 

(70) Dr. Ma_-gosuthu:'G ,uthefezi ;'Tahnc, h'ihis
,add~us ac-the '60th anesay'jrnc ofth 
 ?r''
Teacheirs Asscato ,l~l'~Z 1±African~~De
address, Buzthele-zi,' made, the:,f 0116tin
Lange Comnss±cn comet :SnJP '&4 Deot~~)~~.m oreE S ijoJ n th a ~ thiarhu st C'.". 

prn~lo thtte vroe4 tj.iir 1_thnic" ,eduza -ion lwill 4 r ae z i e i n wi h i ts-~j~aea onO ~ - K prncpe feiniwstrea 8n,'educa
.4.al 
 ter; 2), initi'all~f -t±ooni il~~nt f 

wculdhave~hoped arj.. -'' ' 

: ceebat 
. of th4 ,n-h cea ;m- ! ,2~i. _n. ;, 1. a xinyIng- 49 .'- - I Gccd i--. ..... 

http:iriat.On
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(72)44~4 Study. Com ss n:Vo S o ic -TI w rd. 4ter i
Al> 


fode cotan
This th folwig4)44kgo 

nts
 

on4th Reulco4ot 
fia ().-6sor, umr
 

i~2 Tudya Commission OnaiU..PIc 
oadSotenAfia~
 
T73 fold
AeracontMasun
tEducaton: DevBckondInos~
onteEbi fSouthbob)eAfrica;.,-iit ory', Sumar
shes 


(7)F..auebach,.Masectsuri 
 educational Development-in...
 

S.A. It 
 measures- the growth off opportunites
for sch~ooli.ng. lit- also,'provides, clarty,.as- t~o s'ome -ofthe historical and current disparities? iii the provision'
r . of education for the various groups in South Africa.
 
* . (7.'4) S..Cilhiers, Coloured People: EducainAdSau,


South African Institute Of Race. R~lations.(1971), Thi-s
booklet presents a picture off 
the general socio-economic:;;L.
Position of the' coloured Population againstwihod. 
.*can view educational provision and pririesor this: 

population 'group. 

(>Black Pol'itics In S.A. I: -Putieletils Agenda.Ine. Affr~&an 2This. article peet-b6cktznd-j~ 
a- organ e.: 

*4 

-74 UsE 
 .i cal contains portions of,~ Amb..Ki .lpatrick 
4 .address-to the United Nati~ons. In
* 4she .. mentioned the U'.S. intentionyto


expand programs designed to,meett'he. educatiori- needsoff Black South Arc*,'oi*wh (7rem in 
 fri ans b t . refugees 'and those 4*~~ 

AMEmb Johanneisu.uig cables regardin. the fle Lange eor. 
Included in the- cables is the government interim response. 

(7:~ Surmary and Conclusions of study into the ma.npower.4development requirements of the Kwaffulu Public Service.
 
. S) Answers, To Clarification Questions Posed By The
 

Agnecy For International Development About The.
University Preparation Programme. 4Prp~pared 

4. byth 
~~ornia.4444 


4, 4 44444?4 

~ $Y444<4~4 ( Ted,,Mcrse's notes taken 4durIrgrmeetings
4 4 on educatio 
91 

444assistance in4 South Africa. Novembe -Decme 


44( 
 An
Ne 

Agenda Ifor Chan~ge A US' Response to- the 4 Educa oal44JT).,4of Black South Af rican's ~C~~~ 4 . 

United 4St'teD 

4 ~ ertr~oiA~ ~- ,DEPartment,4of firGrgetwon U reh~rr' nSt ate44 ef ore th'or tfixan. .T'te 

44444e 
4 444 ter.n& r-d*Str44' Inter 
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I,ilack Mianagemejn Foru=, prppared. by a, 

- ne 11 !98,
.~~~t t 0Ill Tl~.hI e~~-l ),!+i:nE Trust. 

(12) ul Report 198O,,Department ofEducation and 
" ,- ....... * --.Ir.duTraining, Pretoria, 

(13) '.urie_ ____ ___ _Laws; Affe__in ,Race e c.'s: . 
+ ;.,7 r-Siquth -AfwCa'98 ±,u rlca ,ns----.i - . 

2-''- ci e rnelaticns. 
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4'C I es(16) A. -.. ' rt 4 -'J UR s M aj or C o A cti vi ti 

980, 

,
 

and
'1' in4'cing++!/:::.' +.:+:?,? *+++ -*+..
(16) USALRPorti~nerr + ,4+/,++"
U forLS.'jr ners 
An
prcsidents
 

4 __;hgant.16 - Setmls's'c!981.cPadicipatsriinclds 

Dr. John Ma.rcum Vice Chancellor Universityr of Calif.,
San~ta Cruz; Dr-. 
Walter Massey, Director Argonne' Nati4ora1X:
Labs.4Univ. Chicago; Dr. :Richar'd Gilman,, Pres-ident" 'c ijdenta-1Ccllege~-
Lo nee ,'aj' 
 Dr. Lawrence Kelle.-Drect6 _.Independent Study Division Indiana 'Univ.; 'Dr. Vera,Farr~s,,

2 ~~ 

Vice President Academic Affairs Kean College, NewJer"sey;.4-
Dr. Marvin Nachmyan President Temple Uhiversity, Phildelphia,
-4 Pa..
 

(19) Repcrt'4on visit to U.S. 
by young academics from South Afri'c
Universities written by Lourens du Plessis', Head of Depart-,
meLegal Philosophy, Potchefstroom University.
 4
 

:G20) <,Report on Urban' Training Project, 1980.
ing Project was started in 1971 as 
The Urban Train-'
 

organization directed rmainly towards 
a workei-"service.,


black workers and,
their trade unions. 
 It prcvides 'educatoal-4 advisory,..
administrative and legal services'. 
 The Urban Trainin~g'
Project "receives financia1 'aid'ffrom' the folwn 'raizations: 
 Zentralstelle fur Entwickling'shilfe (Grmanjy),
Christelijk Nationa.l Wakverbond sl er 
 eea
:Dr (olland)),Internataonajwsk
Conferen'ce of Free Trade-'Unions, British 'Trade,Union,
Netherland Reore -Cuches (ollan~d). Joseph'Rowntree'*--
Charitable Trust (England). 1:g educationali sta1ff.con~st'Th
of three full-timers at 
a head office'and' oe
full time
.in+
Durban and Port 'Ell±*-r-abeth.' 

' ' ' 

(31) EducationStatisticsAndFiveYearPrcljections1982-86, 

,.. 

-. ~Department of Internal Affairs Division of 'Indi'anrEducat.
 

(2)StatisticsOnEducatlionIn South Africa(1968-79),x Soutzh Africa Institute of Race Relations. 
4 

in addition*
-.tstatistics, thi,4 rezorz contains a rev:..ew of'maj~or,
".egislation and' issue's' during the period.' '' 

(123) 
 AppliedStatusRezotForPerod January1979-80, 'Centre Fcr
SocialNSdciences
~This 44report contains .a -Universityof 

' 
-' brief 'disg'riptionNatal,,of the follwih~4+Durban-.pr'ojects: Ocuainpe~ ~eadsocia'lmbli 
 amon2gst
urban whites in'-'South Africa
on education -s:v-Vw -Revi ion 'of'6erlie 'resa~in South A-"
m a Employment -Oppctunit , e 

Afia' Cooue and Inin.c evri
4Ashort Drbanhi'stoyopyiap 
aI-~4 "iaeline .- eg4o4 )1'

e4 rnet.4-> f udes and asD''4.~C~ ion survey;V_-Valjiet ~an, ecr4atri on Ban'tiiu ~ 
444 2'chclg±r~~i.tuuetsstaf and,--raduates cf 
_.irnver 'aqng 4w' ' 
 r ()teaC 

http:hgant.16
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forstry, idL;7,ryan d r'elated'industries Jn Natal and ~~ Transvaal; Health education needs 
and atthei ues w
oest
erin medicine amcng rualiAfricats i'-he'TzTralke; A 1-<
 
township; A stu-dy -of 
 ah~.atosc~o'u~
'~n7wie
 
residents of Port St. Johns to ctonrol of the 
areaby"
.an..
African administrat~on; Aspects of dietarY,patt-,rns, 
house-
hold site and rural-urban influe'nces among Ajricans' In a 

k 

.ect.
rural setting adJaCent to a socio-redical community. p. Inear Durban;'-'Mjgrant labour in Nkktal;' Student reactions to
uiversity residences and residence-'life on~capesof0

the- bniVersity, of, Nata1... nth.Af ica;Political 6han e in S.
An informal squa-ter settlement at MalukafiL,near Durban,

Community development needs ein 
 ate-Sdenham

Area; Household structure and settlement patterns on.the
 

the Sp rks "s 

Peri-Urban fringe; Fea'sibility,of a proposed community
health centre at-Umbumbulu; Research on the African' and
* nin udnm:Asud o the relationship between social
stress, ~~personality 'respcnse~and Dodenal 'ulcr'~naog
Africans and Indi~ixns in Durban; ProspectI-9for peaceful' chan~
in South Africa; Cc''*j*:!- -Etualisation of ~the environment,Co

nitive models andeducational levels among ruraland, urban...,
Africans;.'Quality.of life inSouth African cities, .with
* particular reference to the.roleof h..sing; P..
-litica
'alternatives for theCiskei; Pilot.,study-tb developand.
kest 
a measure of social' btxuctura'7T 'modernization;~Commiunity,,
land and'development ih Kwazulu:.An Emiia tdy of.'values, organization and t~hupriclrt 


' 

'(24) 
Report of the '17th .Anhuel Conference' of the National
 
c.,African Federated Chamber 
of Cormerce and Iodtry
 ..(NA.FCOC) NA.FCOC' educational sub-commi
it.tee'reported
 

..
'very lIttle activity..Tlhopan.,,- ecl 
entitlm'er
'Governmenc: Must Increase-'Spending 'On 'BJdck,'Education1 :Kj* 
 is presented in the report.>'Tkie'report also c'ntains,seven
(7) recommendations with. respect to edtication. They-are

as 
follows: Black education should be improved by,I ncluding',
technical and business 
courses in the school ~syllabi;,All ,,,
.
-
 educational institutions shuld' be- '
e67beopnngte to"
all sectors 'of the pcpulaticn;: A na inl.lducationstrategyi


:. is
. required for long and shortcterm
 
,
educa-ional'standar"s;associate members of, NAFCOC
or institutions which havevanything to''do, with trainingprogrammes should be ~brought togethr 'and parti'cipatel 
 'or be incorporated in the NAFCOC educational programme; 

with 
A'
fresi look should be given~ to all N'ACOC educationa'l pro-
 tg9rammes to 
see' whether they 'are still relevant;: There shol
z.a-*,c 1 ei:'liaiseoil between, the2be 

bodies so that' local chamb'r 'and ,the' educati~cmore at'-ention could be' givir to"uies~and' commercial educatf'zn; The, NA-O/oar corIse should
be introduced inote prvne addit~on. tc Iyad.BP.hdto 
 finaince the NAFCOC/rotary cuse 
when ~imp Iem en.ed'i n,otheregbs: 

I 

http:Kwazulu:.An
http:Africans;.'Quality.of


('5) Black Manufac-.ure is theo~~ca
anus.g voice ofaze NAFCOC'S, Chanbe:; :naustry. , 1 the. September i.9ol 
issueithe~
'fzlli~±g rtcles are ~Se
.rvival. frh Strategies For The'
And Growth 
fThe Sma 
a Guarantee l "usiness; SBDC'Institutes
Scheme For, All 
Smal Businesen;A.
:1. _.uo _,di ou, o ... ..L, az s nodio,.,.uCa:_.on And :Training Of Blacks 1I' Scheduledto' 
5.% In -,he Current Fiscal Year 

Ris
 
(Endin


oR .March To
19'82)
'170 Million. 

on voca i,.na. 

This includes a 100% increase in spending
 
--

and trade training, 80 r fr
raining, 79% more for the training of handicad
* ran, 66% more hldfor high schools," universities 55% more for Black'and colleges .:a-nd 99% more for adult ed'ucation 
( .Eucaticn For Blacks in South Africa, Deoartment- i ducaton and Of-r Lning. This.inormaion as.to h.--story, 

report contains backgrounds.
facilities, as 
well as, statisti'c'
 

(27) rozress
and In Education For Blacks, Department of 

,P 

Training, .June lg5±' EducationTh-is report-deals with comptIZsozy
educaticn in South Afr'ca.
 

(28.) Statistical Survey of Black Deveonment, Bureau Ior,.cn....c 
Research: 
 operation and Develo ment..
 
(.) ." y ood , ....... ~ .. sess- To Ccmmunt 

* 
Needsi 

*sity Teacherj Asouciation zout Af~a 90 hisis ithe UTASA directory. o,.universiy.activitie-s
to meet new and priority needs amoung designedthe,; 
 socially
disadvantaged.
 

(30) Black Education 190 U
Free State. 
ha 

Summary prepared by JA Ryan: Am.EmbassyPretoria'. indicates the figures dempnstrate that enrollment
.c,,a. incr~e~sed :bu..... , ,f
e .. the' problem of drcp-outs hassolved. "..He g r s not been .also indicates


•-- the 1t; statistics pint out,hrefire 
gades accountd-for 
almost half o4 
the
total black school population.
 
(31). Survey of Academic Support Progra'.

sitles. AT C.U.P. Univer-
This survey contains brief summaries of programs
a C .U.P Universities. 
 The programs are 
divided into the
- wing
.r categories: Programes specifically orregular first..yar students; Progra primarily


Progra.es es ..for exservcemen
.specifically
or primarily for disadvantaged

den-s. su

(32)' -nterirmemorandum on the 
'Report Of The Hunan'S-iences
Research Council Inaiu'iry 
Into The Provision O0f Education
Uit~ R&pu.bl-l- of South Africa' . 'Thisth.e eleven (11) principles which the R.S.A!. 
memorandum lists n e rovisi on..., accepts forof . .
 educa,,.cn. 

':4.. 


% Economicindicators.
curren-. economic.rends and
implicatic
This paper includes the
fPor 
 an nalysf
 

(34 ep..cr.... are er s h Inf ion" R sear ar Cen 
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1(38 Unlasifid notcl _-ed Ths &.'rram-,pe snt'aIrgam 

the o_'Iowi
g i fcrm tio~ on, out ,fr ca:,P~o ula lo'n and 
growth~~~~~~~~~~?~g'n ccpto;,aisPorm.rae 


(39 Theh Curn'n .Pc etdN e F r3h o 
 lcl t e '
 

"2"'m'c t o s _(S u c ,a da ~ ,no e e te )7 e 

puil ped)pednsolsege~s; Alverge r.=e,, fppl periom 

eduatlonue. 
 cas-Po ngi3,Pi
.1'd 'u..37) l E Tu- V~ j -r1978-o~ icludng Pene eadng.s~,Thprojcteprgame. Attna .cumbur..c phe~pasnhe...bae is '. ;05-..2 0 orel~ a ,f.a,,4 1LncrR
l e 9 D -.Th itS:zbi statemn..grupin, the. 'iurR prvne:162 pltc,_jcdeese. in te isropr e.or,.g'enh ouj_ ''gareopCnt


Lunu. 

the~o2 scin ch n "=aro of i3outnL: Aflr 

aU I W'<I',.ch 

( Thelto ena:iriopule: four 1!,drvic9)a Neeppud'tomK'cirou ,"heIciml<i 
PauilitisPand' Cot~mIct~n.duece 
nd~~ -populatiod).n,,,-Aitooingpui£;acsti.neaee 'senie$t±n 
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Plan, Professor F"R.N.5'Nabarro;. Deputy Vipe Chna lor
Vct O i,'Uvescof Wiswater-strabd, 4 Joha'nnes-' 

burg.~ Attached'to the facts pamphlet is.a rp',per ,
entitled 'Programmes Deind a~iul'-y o
EdcionallyDi ana TIhr i . 
ohotbgraph ~~ sn~ 
iis,Past status as~ an 'integae~n ,esiy wa:'haie .b, 

indlicatIng what Tnat universlty' off ers .s udens. 

45)Clive J. Millar, Adult Education:'Actio'n an d Theory 
August 1979. The -foloigtpc..aecvrdin,this paper: Adult 12uain -It4ntc'-L Z<wh 
Southern African Context; Extra-Mural"; 8fute.t.tie
University of CI~e Town.; Wha.Kind of- The66br Y 'Tndamental

SPedagogies; Behavioural' Objectives; -Curriculum,Development.v
 

(4e) Annual Report. 1980, Universityo ~eTw'ete'b
 
- Extra-Mural Studies.,yo ~eTon eteF 

Unierityofthe Western Cape, 198.2 c ata6 L'z 

Guide Map For The Tourist pf(c of South.,Afric'a,,iuDepartment of'.Tourism Republi oSuhA-0~a
~ 

SUniversity of' Bophuthatswana, Its Aims, Gbals And'p
Structure. Information Brochure. 4~. ~ . 

:) The ,English Language Teaching Information Centre.,CELTIC) ~ 

regarding its pr.ogram. Th ,LI 6axe-'os 2/5/6~:.:,~are attached thereto. Extacts frmAna -'
 outlining areas of activity. also attached , th2ereto, "Bri'dgecourse in commnunication skills...for potential "cadet 'td't

is attached. Two (2)'ELTIC t'eachih''g~gii'esare adt-ahe .d
 

1:,) The Urban Foundation. The followinig materials_,are~at4.ched.:Pamphl et' entitled !What , is; th&e Urban 4 'Founaa ion-;;>P4amletentitled 'The Urba';Foundation~'; Uit. e,'p~mhe r'egarding the Urban IFounidation;4.Pa iphlet'' Iardinr g_Lhe~Urban4 .,Founda~tion~Western,.CApe Regitn Project A~v~ ~t''

se'tti±ng forth' ,ti e:. rbUzn Fun ation Aniua J ' ei 6'L4 The>Urban Found at ~ -WsenCp 4Newik't :.;,'4Th4. ba'Fu~dto up.lmentary-progress reot'T 
' 
pamp444hlet buiesel
4 - egrigOf lif thee -fubanomuties. 4. 4 

6ifedheo qualJt
1 

of u: an cccmation 

53), Man Eement And tLeaders~hi -rAssociation, ConsT.-tu~t on'.

4 

444 
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following documencs which give an interim insight into CCC.
 
Progress Ventures international inc..; COC ftrst year
 
prcgram plan; MemorandT- of Association for COC; Prcpcsal for the
 
establishment of the 3cwetc Opportunities Centre; Sccpe 
of work and budget feasib_ ity study for comitybased 
non-fo.mal skills train.,g centresI How to start an internaticnal 
O!C. 
( 5) The University of Zululand catalogue 1981, -Part . 

institute for Public service and vocational traini.ng.
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56) Inyanda Chamber of Co~merce And'Industry Newsletter
 
57) 	 The Urban Foundaticn (Natal Region) 
 Science EducaticnCentre msterials which include the fcllowing: 1) Articleentitled "Mctivation For The Establisment .'f A ScienceEducation Centre; 
2) Project Outline.
 

58) 
 University of Durban-Westville. 
Pamphlet cut-lining the
university's program.
 

5 L) Operation Upgrade of Southern Africa. 
Information sheer
outlinina several 
courses offered and the cost 
(traIning

fee)
 

c6Q) Mangosuthu Technikon (Durban)' rProspeaui:fof:follb ing
courses: Engineering Technician Courses & Business and
management education.
 

61) The Urban Foundation (Durban) Information regarding the
need 	to appoint librarians at selected high schcols in

KWA ZULU.
 

6 ) The University of Zululand, Calendar 1981, Par- IX
Umlazi Extramural Division (catalogue)
 

6 ) 	University Of Durban-Westville General Prospectus i9 2
And Specific Prospectus for following faculties: 1)
Faculty of Science; 2) Faculty of Law; 3) Faculty of
Arts; 4) Faculty of Commerce and Administration.
 

64) ,Indian Education In The Republic Of South Africa (1966-80)
This report has statistics from 1966-80.
 

65) 	U.S. Department of Commerce, Foreign Economic Trends and
Their Implications for the United States 
(August 19L.._
 
66) Department'Of Education And Training Packet. 
 This 	packet
contains the following pamphlets: 1) Adult Education Centres
Manual; 2) Information on 
secondary technical'education; 3)
Special education for handicapped children in South Africa:
4) Education in Soweto; South Africa; Education for Blrcks;
It also contains the following articles: 1) Statement Issued
by Mr. G.J. Rousseau, Director General, Department Of Educazion 	And Training which refutes reports in the press by Mr.
Percy Qoboza, editor of Post, Transvaa4 ;2) Education .For
Blacks In South Africa.
 

6) 	 Annual Report 1980 Department Uf Education And Training.
 

6&) 
Focus On Economic Issues, October 1981, Sccio-Eccnbmc
Priorities. 
 1) The social structure of SA is being transformed at a-- rapid rate; 2) The transformation is characte:
ised 	by three basic elements i.e., 
the rapid growth of the mainly
Black population, the rapid rate of urbanization cf the
Black population, the lack of industrial skills and cpporG

tunities of 
the growing urban Black labour.for....".
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(Z?. IBM Scuth Africa Video Education Project (April 1981).
By the end cf 1982, working in close co-cperaticn with
the Department of Education & Training, IBM plans 
to
have 	produced nearly 300 video-taped programme modules
to 
suplement the teaching of mathematics, physical
science and biology in Stds 8, 9, and 10.
academic high-schools, of which there 
All Scweto
 

as, 	 are 60, as well
three teacher training colleges, will be equipped
with video-cassette players and TV screens by July 1981.
Each school will have three installations-one for each
subject. 
 No IBM products are involved.
 
(7-) Project Matric 
(April 1981). 
 Capital College. This
project envisages the establishment of a number of
colleges for black and ccloured students who wish to
achieve 
a matric that will qualify them either for
university admission or for promotion in 
commerce and
industry.
 

(7:7) 	 Provisions of Education in the RSA. Report of the Main
Committee of the Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC)
Investigation into Education (19bl).
 
(73) 	M.L. Sultan Technikon. 
This college provides training
in a very wide variety of commercial and technical
fields and also provides training for apprentices.
It is an 
Indian institution which until recently
did not accept 
coloured wid Afr i$an-studenmts.
 

(j&' The Barlcw Rand Group pamphlets. Included in the
materials provided AID are the following: 1) Code of
Employment Practice; 2) Annual financial statements
30th 	September 1981; 3) Barlows 1981
 
(5) BRIDGE. 
This document contains information on
various organizations.
 

(76) A list of training facilities throughout SA..
 
(j7) Directory Of Adult Education Organizations In And
Near 	Johannesburg. (Pre-publication 
copy 	of updated*
edition. 
Original compiled in August 1979 by Joan
Hoffman for the Centre For Continuing Education. Univ
(8) 	Register Of =rsary Funds Available To Arican, Coloured
And 
indian 8tudents (1981-82). 
 Education Information


Ce,,tre . 
(7o) W = 

n.er School. Materials regarding the following
educationa! areas: 
1) Physical Science; 2) .Geography;
3) English.
 

(80) 	Report On The Activities Of The Etucaticn information
Centre. 
 This centre prcvides the.following: Winter
Schools, Bursary information for black students,
career information and guidance.
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(81) Research Unit fcr Educa'tion System Planning (RUEP) of
 e Crnge Free State, Multi-Purzose Centre: SOWETO.
This 	document is an investigation regarding zne necessity
cf a multi-turpose centre to promote ncn-formal education,
in-service trai-nng of 
ceachers and cultural activities 
in Sowetc.
 

(82) 	 .? iles Scwetc: SyncDsis Of A Study By The TransvaalRe~icn Of The Urban Foundaticn !.. Tis 	is a surmary
of a 	comprehensive report on 
Sowetc written by Pauline Morris
for the Urban Foundaticn (Transvaal REgion) 1980.
(8) 	Justine Pike, Guide To The .:.Adi--.nstraticn Of Vcuntary

Societies SA Institute Of Race Relations.
 

( ) jblicaticns of the Institute of Race Relations
 

( ) 	51st Annual Report 1979-1980, South African Institute

Of Race Relations (inc,.)
 

(0) 	University of South Africa (UNISA) 
For The Future. This

is a pampniet regarding the university.
 

(87) 
Informal Education Centre: DieDkloof. Scweto, The Urban
Foundation Tvl. 2on
 

(S) 	CIS Iy: An Assessment, Human Awareness Programme.

No. 2 (Sept. 1961)
 

(90) 	 Joan Hoffman, Education "And Traininz For Black Adults,

The Urban Foundation Johannesburg. 1970
 

(91) 
 M. Slabbert, Adult Education Facilities For Black And

Colcured People in The Cape Peninsula. 1970
 

(59@ 	 Prospectus Master of Education/Philosophy specialising

in language education. University of Cane Town Faculty

of Education.
 

(9) 	 Prospectus Part-Time Degree Programme, University cf
 
Cape Town.
 

(94) 	 Academic Suppcrt Programme, University Of Cape Town

(Ncv. 1981)
 

(9 ) Teaching Requirements Of The Medical Faculty, Univ.
 
Of Natal
 

(96) 
 Towards A Foundation Year In 1983, University of
 
Cape 	Town, by Dr. James Moulder
 

(9 ) 	 Durban Consulate General Fact Sheet 

(.) -ucat. and rciitics In South Africa • 
African index 
Dec. 1981 D1,
(99) 	 A iew Concept For Education. Backgrounder. Dec. 
1901
 



ATTACH,ENT H Existing Education Programs Substantially Qut~ide the 	Formal Sector 
Partial List
 

I. 
Existing Services for Teacher Upgrading (most programs are for teachers who
 
have 	matriculated)
 

- Summer programs for teachers in math '-
Cape Town, Colored Technikon
 

- Correspondence courses 
- Dept of Education and Training
 

- Adult ed. extension services (Evening) - Umbumbulu African Teacher College,
 
Kwazulu
 

- Adult Ed. Centers(2) for Teacher Upgrading using teachers from the Indian,
White and Colored institutions of higher education 
- Durban Urban Foundation
 

- Utilizing the IBM video tapes in science and math for teacher training 
-

Bechet uulored Teacher College, Durban
 

- Science Education Center for Teacher Training (proposed) - Urban Foundation,
 
Durban
 

- University of Zululand Evening Program 
- Unlazi Campus
 

- Winter Program (enrichment) for Teachers (10 days for special subject areas,
 
secondary level) 
- Educational Information Center
 

- Correspondence College - SACHED
 

- Standard: 3 English Transition Project - Wits University
 

- English Academy Center 
- Wits University (Urban Foundation)
 

- Teacher Training Center (being built) 
- German Chamber of Commerce
 

- Evening classes - Soweto Teachers College
 

- Issue workshops 
- Teacher Action Committee, Johannesburg
 

II. 	 Existing Services for Bridging
 

- Instructional bridging efforts related to institutional programs:
 

1. Mangosthu Technikon (Private Sector), Durban
 

2. 	University of Natal
 

3. 	University of Wits
 

4. University of Cape Town
 

- Pest matriculate bridging programs for engineering 
- Shell Corporation and
 
Anglo American Corporation
 

- One year program to help prepare students for matriculation in sciences
 

(proposed) - University of Zululand
 

-
Winter school to assist in passing matriculation - Educational Information Center
 



2 
- Saturday and Sunday morning classes for assistance in various programs 
-


Institute for Race Relations
 

- Career Workshops (3 days) 
- Education Information Center
 

- Institute of English Language (ages 4 and 5) 
- Rhodes University
 

- Standard 3 English Transition P'oject 
- Wits University
 

- Computerized Nursery Program (primary level) 
- Barlow Rand Corporation
 

- Pace School - American Chamber of Commerce
 

III. 	 Existing Non-Formal Education Efforts
 

- Literacy training 
- Operation Upgrade
 

- Preschool Education Programs 
- Urban Foundation Durban
 

- Shell Corporation:
 

1. Mini-tech (a few weeks in duration)
 

2. 
Three day management development workshops
 

- Leadership-development for the business community-
 Black Management Forum
 

- Development skill project for community and industry on request 
- SACHED
 

- OiC 	(proposed for Johannesburg)
 

-
Weekend seminars on union organization - Urban Training Project
 

- Employee skill development workshops 
- Barlow Rand Corporation
 

- USSALEP:
 

1. 	Leadership Exchange Program
 

2. Young Academics
 

3. Multi-racial issue symposiums
 

- Commissioned study on 
non-formal education 
- Urban Foundation, Johannesburg
 

- Soweto Non-Formal Education Project - Urban Foundation, Johannesburg
 

- Business skill training and management programs 
- Urban Foundation, Johannesburg
 



ATTACHMENT I. 
REPORTS OF FINDINGS
 

Human Sciences Research Council
 
Investigation into Education
 
(De Lange Commission, 1981)
 

Vol.*
 

1. 	Provision of Education in the RSA: 
 Report ,i the Main
 
Committee. Professor de 
Lange, Chairman.
 

(2) Education Principles and Policy
 

3. 	Education Management. Dr. Hartshorne, Chairman
 

4. 	Education Financing. Dr. Brand, Chairman.
 

(5) Education Planning.
 

(6) Curriculum Development.
 

7. 	Education Guidance. 
Dr. Dobie, Chairman.
 
8. 	Education for Children with special EdUciional Needs.
 

Dr. Garbers, Chairman.
 

9. 	Education Building Services. 
Mr. 	F. Sonn.
 

(10) 
 Health, Medical and Paramedical Services.
 

11. Demography, Education and Manpower. 
Dr. 	Sm , Chairman. 

(12) 
 Teaching Science, Marth and Technical Subjects.
 

12-T.Technical and Vocational Education. 
Messers Haasbrock and Moore,
 
Chairmen.
 

(13) Recruitment and Training of Teachers.
 

(14) Innovational Strategies in Education.
 

(15) Programme for Equal Quality in 
Education.
 

16. Legal Matters. 
Mr. 	O'Dowd, Chairman.
 

17. Education Technology. Mr. Pittendrigh.
 

(18) Languages and Language Instruction.
 

*Note: Vols. in are
() not yet published 
-s 	- ..pril 14, 1982. 
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REPORT OF THE TEAM'S PRIVATE CONSULTANT ON THE EDUCATION OF BLACKS IN
 

SOUTH AFRICA, PATSY BAKER BLACKSHEAR, Ph.D.
 

Fact-Finding Conclusions
 

As a result of the A.I.D. fact-finding mission on education
 

of blacks in South Africa, the following summary points surfaced
 

after meetings held throughout the country with a diverse group of
 

people:
 

1. The people at all levels'are most desirous of educational
 

assistance from the United States.
 

2. 
Almost all of the people interviewed described the poor
 

quality of teachers-
as the greatest educational problem. Consequently,
 

from a cost-benefit analysis, in-country support for education was
 

seen as being highly desirable.
 

3. In addition to teacher training, the other must frequently
 

voiced educational needs included:
 

(a) bridging efforts to support students moving into post

secondary education; (b) non-formal education for both literacy and
 

skillsdevelopment in the workplace, and 
(c) leadership development
 

in all fields of endeavor.
 

4. Most blacks will probably respond positively and will
 

accept educational support provided by the United States, 
if caution
 

is observed to ensure 
that the programs offered are not perceived
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to be an extension of the educational efforts of the 
South African
 

Government.
 

5. 
Most blacks will probably endorse educational support
 

from the United States if such support is perceived to be directed
 

toward providing tangible evidence of rejecting the apartheid policies.
 

There seemed to be very little reception to offering educational
 

support that is simply designed to improve the existing educational
 

system.
 

6. 
Although there was a general acceptance of the scholarship
 

program, there was 
a lack of consensus from people regarding the
 

level of focus (graduate or undergraduate) and where the programs
 

should be implemented (in-country or 
in the United States).
 

A dichotomy regarding graduate versus undergraduate
 

scholarship programs was 
observed geographically. Generally, the
 

persons interviewed prior to meetings in the Johannesburg area seemed
 

to support graduate level scholarships. Those interviewed in meetings
 

in the Johannesburg area favored the inclusion of both levels of
 

scholarships.
 

Those voicing the desire to 
obtain United States' support
 

for in-country scholarships (bursaries) come from all quarters.
 

Yet the greatest consistency in this 
theme was provided by the
 

university persons interviewed.
 

7. A distinct difference exists between the status of education
 

for black Africans and that for Indians and so-called coloreds.
 

These groups of people make up the 
South African black population.
 

Education for black Africans is the most negatively perceived, the
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most poorly supported and the neediest in terms of support. 
 This
 
is reflected by the lower per pupil expenditures, the higher pupil
teacher ratios, the lower qualifications for teachers, the greater
 
teacher shortages, the limited academic capabilities of the students,
 
and the generally negative perceptions held about the education
 

system for black Africans.
 

8. Black Africans do not 
appear to readily embrace training
 
that is focused on non-academic areas (i.e., 
trades and agriculture)
 

because of its association with "Bantu Education." 
 However, this
 
pattern seems to be adversely affected by the economic benefits
 

derived in industry from proficiency in trade skill areas.
 

Reactions to In-Country Training Needs
 

As previously stated, four major areas were consistently
 

identified as the educational needs of blacks in South Africa:
 

1. Teacher training;
 

2. Bridging efforts 
to support students moving into post

secondary education;
 

3. 
Non-formal education for both literacy and skillsdevelopment
 

in the work place;
 

4. Leadership development in all fields of endeavor.
 

The comments which follow will focus 
on these in-country
 
educational needs. 
 An attempt will be made to provide a brief critique
 
of the i',pact of the identified need on education of black Africans
 
in South Africa. During this discussion, issues and concerns 
that
 
should be observed and points that should be considered will be
 

highlighted.
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This treatise responds to the politically sensitive issue
 
of what the United States policy regarding education for blacks in
 
South Africa should be by making the following assumptions:
 

(1) that any in-country activities in South Africa will be separate
 
from the educational efforts of the government there, distinctively
 
so; (2) that if an) in-country support is provided, this 
support will
 
take on 
the nature of efforts directed toward the evolutionary
 

abolishment of apartheid; and 
(3) that these efforts will be of a
 
tangible nature and will be designed to improve the quality of
 
education for blacks in South Africa. 
 Hence, these activities should
 

be carefully and cautiously developed.
 

Teacher Iraining
 

Numerous activities designed to respond to what has been
 
described as 
the cyclic nature of "Bantu Education" are being
 
implemented. 
 This cycle begins with poor instruction to students,
 
results in poorly trained graduates and poorly trained teachers, who
 
then provide poor instruction to students. 
 Community organization,
 

religious groups, corporations and even the South African Government
 
are 
directing responses toward the elimination of this problem.
 

Teacher upgrading is the by-word and the support activities
 
run the gamut, from ongoing correspondence courses to enrichment work
shops during school breaks. 
 Yet, these efforts are negatively
 
affected by two fronts. 
 On the one 
hand, the problem is compounded
 

by the critical shortage of teachers, the lucrative pay scales of
 
industry compared to the teaching field, and the lack of systemic
 

/
( 
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support for a 7uality and even 
appropriateeduicational effort
 

for blacks. 

On the other hand, 
a number of constraints resulting from
 
the responses tc 
the problem mitigate against 
its resolution.
 

Most efforts h-
: been targeted for the urban areas. 
 Yet 14-15
 
million of the roughly 
23 million blacks 
live in rural areas. 


targeted for the teachers who
 

Such 
a single-area focus could further divide the black population into 

the urban anI -iral differences that are educationally as well as 
economical!-, baE>, d. Most efforts are 

have matriculat 
c-. However, one estimate received noted that less
 
than ten percen 
 of the black African teachers meet 
this standard.
 
Many interveniLons begin with support for secondary teachers; only
 
a few provide support to 
the primary level teacher. Finally, there
 
is no coordi ...tion of activities among the various support groups;
 
there is 
litl-e research and evaluation of results; there is 
almost
 

no &fort direct, 
 toward the training of teacher trainers.
 

Approacnes to 
this problem should be multiple in nature,
 
should work for 
 atalytic effects and should be cost effective.
 
Some possible s' ategies 
are included in the listing which follows:
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STRATEGY 


Provide graduate level scholarships

in: (a) training of teacher trainers, 

(b) teacher training.
 

Support linkages between multi-

racial organizations and institu
tions (e.g., teacher associations, 

universities, US-SALEP) to facilitate:

(a) topical conferences. 

(b) short and long term interships 

and exchanges,

(c) research efforts, 

(d) technology in education, 

(e) primary education,
 
(f) bilingual education, and
 
(g) science and math education.
 

Support outreach efforts designed 

to focus on assisting existing

teachers to reach the matriculation 

stage. 


Support distance-learning 

programs for both rual and urban
 
area teachers by using such 

approaches as: 

(a) correspondence courses,
 
(b) educational technology, and
 
(c) traveling learner vans.
 

6
 

IMPACT
 

increases the professional

level of standards;
 

Provides for black leadership
 
in education.
 

Increases teacher knowledge bas
 

Provides a visible U.S, presenc
 

Extends U.S. expertise and
 
knowledge;
 

Facilitates anti-apartheid
 
educational efforts.
 

Increases teacher knowledge bas
 

Targets training to assist the
 
largest and neediest teacher
 
group.
 

Increases teacher knowledge basi
 

Targets training for a broader
 
audience.
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2. Bridging Efforts
 

This educational area receives the greatest amount of
 
attention from the foreign government sector responding to the
 
educational needs of blacks in South Africa. 
 Likewise, private
 
industry devotes much attention to activities in this 
area.
 

This area of instructional support is designed to assist
 
students who are 
just entering 
or preparing to enter post-secondary
 
education. 
Those preparing to enter post-secondary education are
 
generally at the standard ten level 
 of education and have been
 
pre-chosen for a post-secondary educational program. 
Those just
 
entering the post-secondary education experience are 
usually involved
 
in 
a variety of different support programs.
 

The instructional support offered includes: 
 (a) one-year
 
preparatory programs designed especially by private industry or
 
universities, (b) training programs offered durinz the summer after
 
completing matriculation, (c) 
a reduced instructional load to allow
 
for tutoring or special courses, 
(d) an ongoing tutoring effort, and
 
(e) an extended year of learning to obtain the first university degree.
 

These educational efforts 
are presented to the students
 
but they include gaps that mitigate against their success and,
 
therefore, as 
a deficit educational model could bepychologically
 
crippling to the students involved. 
These students come from a
 
deficient educational background, although they are generally the
 
cream of the crop. 
Most of the instructional support models focus
 
on time as the 
crucial element to resolve educational deficits;
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some programs provide 
as little as one 
sumnter for catch-up.
 
Yet the deficits 
were years in the making.
 

The one 
support model that focuses on 
lateral training
 
does not provide the knowledge transfers link. 
 Consequently, the
 
students would have difficulty in transferring the thinking pattern
 
taught in the program to the 
courses pursued by the students.
 

The components for successful support programs exist in
 
the efforts currently provided. 
Yet, 
the lack of research and
 
evaluation implies 
a best-guess approach. 
Such an effort extends the
 
educational time for 
a group of students who 
can least afford it.
 
FLrthermore, there 
is no major indication pointing to the probability
 
of success after completing the program. 
Failure and even major
 
difficultieL 
could be a continuation of the systems' perception which
 
constantly tells the student he is less than capable.
 

Finally, it should be noted that again these efforts are
 
only targeted at 
a select few: 
those students entering white
 

universities.
 

A number of concepts should be considered in a program of
 
this nature. Foremost, the student should be exposed to 
an ongoing
 
counseling program. 
This support would not only help the student
 
with acad.mic problems but would help the student deal with the many
 
socialization, values orientation, and other personal problems
 
encountered in this different-from-their-past educational exposure.
 

Instructional strategies should include 
a focus on lateral
 
thinking, but should also expand to teach the student how to relate
 
this learning to other settings, especially the university
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instructional program. 
These efforts should be augmented with
 
ongoing tutorial services linked to the courses under study.
 

Finally, the support program should not begin with the
 
student at 
the standard ten level but earlier enough in the secondary
 
experience 
to make a positive impact on the learner's 
success.
 
These opportunities should be provided for a broader base of students
 
entering post-secondary education, not just those attending white
 

universities.
 

The United States has much to 
offer in this 
area because
 
of the extensive activities and research that have been implemented
 
all over the country. 
 These should be shared 
by the major univer
sities involved. 
In addition to supporting efforts designed for
 
validations and research, resolutions could come 
from supporting
 
educational programs offered during the secondary school years.
 
These could be offered through written materials 
as well as more
 
formalized efforts. 
 However, the greatest catalytic impact, and the
 

most cost-beneficial, would come from support provided to the
secondary teachers. 
 The best vehicle for.implementation would be
 
existing conduits that can best affect this area 
of need.
 

3. 
Non-Formal Education and LeadershipDevelopment
 
Non-formal education and leadership development overlap


when considering the delivery mechanism. 
For this reason, comments
 
on these areas are 
being presented together.
 

As 
a training need identified for adult black Africans,
 
this area 
includes literacy training, skillsdevelopment, 
as well as
 
management training 
-- leadership training. 
This need covers the 
largest population of blacks in South Africa and is currently provided \' 
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for in basically two areas. 
 The first relates to literacy training,
 
which is generally offered by various community groups. 
 The second
 
is provided by employers in private industry. 
 These efforts also
 
include literacy training, but extended to include skills
are 


development as well. 
 They cover 
some training for middle management;
 

however, most skills development is provided for artisans.
 

Leadership development is almost absent from the training
 
arena of black Africans in South Africa. 
Beyond the special workshops
 
for community leadership, the Union Training Projects, and the
 
university level, very little else exists. Black African middle
 
managers have banded together to 
fill this gap in the business field
 
and are gaining the support of various persons and organizations.
 
Yet in the academic areas, very little black leadership exists.
 
Furthermore, training to support those in leadership positions and
 
to develop black leaders is very limited.
 

Non-formal education should continue to play a major rcle
 
in literacy training. 
However, it should be greatly expanded to
 
provide skills development for those adults not employed by private
 
industry and to provide leadership training in all sectors. 
 The
 
latter training needs could also be augmented with formal training.
 
But experience-based learning is a key to the success of this
 

effort.
 

Non-formal education, described in the United States as
 
continuing or adult education, provides the parent with the background
 
to advance, i.e., 
economic development. Moreover, it enhances the
 
educational program of the student in school through the parent.
 
At the same time, it provides a means of support to reduce the 
 V 
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student's tendency to 
drop out of 5chool, a big problem for the
 

black African, and a means 
to assist pre-school and primary level
 

students in gaining the head start needed for success 
in school.
 

Non-formal education that facilitates leadership developmet
 

appears to be of a greater need than formal education in this 
area.
 

This exists mainly because the trainee is 
in need of the practical
 

work experiences to 
further learning in this 
area. 
 The South African
 

employment system seems 
to be less open to allowing blacks to advance
 

in leadership positions if they possess the formal, academic training
 

without experience. This situation speaks strongly to the need for
 

cooperative education ventures.
 

A number of approaches should be considered to 
work toward
 

remediation of this 
situation. 
 In addition to providing support
 

to community organizations involved in formal education, institutions
 

of higher education and community centers should be urged to privide
 

adult and continuing education programs for the adult who has not
 

reached matriculation.
 

For leadership development, the most effective training
 

effort should combine knowledge with experience. Cooperative
 

educatio:jil programs, 
as well as internships, would greatly enhance
 

this effort. 
 Hence, private industry would have to play an important
 

role in this effort. Again, the linkages within the country
 

already exist to implement this.
 

It is 
crucial to note that successful efforts aimed at
 

responding to the educational problems for blacks in South Africa
 

should be 
based upon the needs and acceptance of the people, be
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designed to provide support that 
can make a substantive impact,
 

and be designed to result in an evolutionary abolishment of
 

apartheid. 
 The vehicle to provide viable educational support that
 

will be readily accepted by blacks in South Africa currently
 

exists. The challenge is one of linkages.
 



ATTACHMENT K 

Education Procerams Coordinator for U.S. Embassy in South Africa
 

One of the AID team's conclusions from its visit to South Africa is
the importance of assigning to 
the Embassy someone to coordinatethe education activities we will be undertaking in South Africa.The volume of activity and its programming, the desirability todevelop a direct U.S. identification with the black community andthe importance of a continuing exchange with this community toguide future education program activity make 
this assignment an
essential part of the South African education program plan. 

Such 
an individual should report directly to the Ambassador as 
a
Special Assistant; he/she should be separate from the regular U.S.
agencies working in education but able to provide policy guidance
and program coordination for all the interested organizations

(ICA, AID, USEO, etc.). The individual would not administer
 programs as 
ICA, Embassy staff, etc. should handle project administration. 
 The Ambassador should provide the leadership in U.S.
education assistance programming as 
part of the constructive
 
engagement policy. 
The designation of the EPC as 
special
assistant to the Ambassador emphasizes this important and direct
Ambassadorial responsibility. 

is 

The key to success in this position

the quality of individual selected. 
Some qualifications
 

guidelines:
 

- Professionally trained in education development with wide
 range of experience. (University, Teacher Education, com
munity education, etc.).
 

- Experienced with problems, issues, solutions applied in
 
U.S. education integration initiatives.
 

-
Experienced with current education development programs in

LDC's, particularly Africa.
 

- Knowledgeable of U.S. public and private resources 
available
for assistance to education development, e.g. AID, ICA,
DOE, U.S. foundations, associations, and academic
 
institutions. 

- Sensitive and skillful enough to work in South African
environment with particular attention to ability to
develop credibility with Black community.
 

The term Education Program Coordinator has been used both to
describe the function and get away from the standard molds of
Cultural Affairs Officer, Education Attache or AID Education
Officer. 
 It would be seen in South Africa as a positive action
in support of U.S. assistance to Black community education develcpment. 
The position should be defined and the individual
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carefully selected to fit the job,not U.S. Government/Washington
position categories. 
 The position will have to be established
by the Embassy and AF/State. AID is not planning to have any
positions in South Africa but would work with this Education
Program Coordinator and other agencies already established in
South Africa. 
AID, ICA and State should all be willing to
assist in identifying suitable candidates for the Ambassador's

selection once 
the position is established.
 


